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Abstract: The current trend in wireless operator networks is towards deploying
in parallel a large number of heterogeneous access network technologies and core
network functions in order to reach a higher capacity and thus accommodating
the communication needs of a high number of connected devices. However, the
wireless operator network is designed for handling uniformly all subscribers from
the perspective of mobility management, subscription information, resource reser-
vation and charging. The current architecture corroborated with a high increase
of connected devices requires a new level of scalability to be attained which is not
realizable.

This dissertation provides a framework, named SelfFit, for subscriber oriented
automatic adaptation of connectivity from core network perspective for access
network selection, efficient usage of the core network resources and the data path
adaptation, addressing the previous scalability challenge. In these three directions,
a set of five innovative self-adaptation concepts for dynamic carrier grade network
infrastructures was developed. The concepts were immediately exemplified as ad-
ditions to the current 3GPP Evolved Packet Core (EPC) architecture, for proving
their value in a standard, real-life deployed architecture. Additionally, the func-
tionality was prototyped on top of the Fraunhofer FOKUS OpenEPC toolkit and
evaluated on complete realistic testbed setups, providing a practical view on how
it can be realized as part of future core network products.

For assessing the limitations of existing technologies as well as of the proposed
solutions, a rigorous generic evaluation framework was developed including the re-
quirements definition, a simplified network model, qualitative metrics for assessing
heterogeneous technologies, and comparative qualitative testbed measurements.
The evaluation framework enables the reader to grasp a clear evidence of the in-
novation value included in this dissertation from innovative idea to pre-product
prototyping.





Zusammenfassung: Der aktuelle Trend bei Mobilfunknetzen besteht im paralle-
len Einsatz einer großen Zahl von heterogenen Zugangsnetztechniken und Kernnet-
zfunktionen, um eine höhere Kapazität zu erreichen und so den Kommunikations-
bedürfnissen einer großen Zahl von angeschlossenen Endgeräten gerecht zu werden.
Allerdings ist das Mobilfunknetz darauf ausgerichtet, alle Teilnehmer in Bezug auf
Mobilitätsbetreuung, Teilnehmerinformationen, Ressourcenzuteilung, sowie Rech-
nungslegung gleich zu behandeln. Die aktuelle, durch den großen Anstieg der
angeschlossenen Geräte bestärkte Architektur, erfordert das Erreichen eines neuen
Maßes an Skalierbarkeit, das nicht realisierbar ist.

Die vorliegende Dissertation stellt einen Rahmen Namens SelfFit bereit, für
eine teilnehmerorientierte, automatische Anpassung der Konnektivität aus der
Perspektive des Kernnetzwerks zur Zugangsnetzauswahl, zur effizienten Nutzung
der Kernnetzressourcen und der Datenpfadanpassung zur Verfügung, und geht
damit auf das bestehende Skalierbarkeitsproblem ein. In diesen drei Richtungen
wurde ein Satz von fünf innovativen Selbstanpassungskonzepten für dynamische
Netzwerk-Infrastrukturen auf Betreiberniveau entwickelt. Die Konzepte wurden
sofort beispielhaft als Ergänzung zur aktuellen 3GPP Evolved Packet Core (EPC)
Architektur eingesetzt, um sich in einer normalen, praxisnahen Einsatzarchitektur
zu bewähren. Zusätzlich wurde die Funktionalität prototypisch auf dem Fraun-
hofer FOKUS OpenEPC Toolkit aufgesetzt und auf vollständigen realistischen
Prüfstandaufstellungen bewertet, wodurch sichtbar wurde, wie sie in der Praxis
als Teil zukünftiger Kernnetzwerk-Produkte realisiert werden könnte.

Für die Beurteilung der Grenzen der bestehenden Technologien sowie der
vorgeschlagenen Lösungen wurde ein strenger generischer Bewertungsrahmen en-
twickelt, einschließlich der Anforderungsdefinition, eines vereinfachten Netzwerk-
modells, qualitativer Kennzahlen zur Beurteilung heterogener Technologien, sowie
vergleichender qualitativer Prüfstandmessungen. Der Bewertungsrahmen liefert
dem Leser einen klaren Beweis des in der vorliegenden Dissertation enthaltenen
Innovationswerts, von der innovativen Idee bis zur Konstruktion des Vorprodukt-
Prototyps.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter describes the motivation and the objectives of this thesis giving a
general introduction into the context of the work.

1.1 Motivation

During the last two decades, the telecommunication technologies have reached a
high level of acceptance, mainly due to the development of the Internet which
allowed previously unimaginable levels of information exchange, [1] and due to
the mobile communication which empowered the users with continuous reacha-
bility and communication [2]. Following this trend, the mobile communication
industry is currently passing into a novel massive broadband communication age
through the harmonization of previously voice centered services with the Internet
technologies [3]. Five factors are of significance for this evolution.

First, novel radio technologies became available and are currently rolled out
by carrier grade network operators like LTE and wide space WiFi. They come
to supplement the already deployed technologies like HSPA, UMTS, CDMA and
WiFi [4]. Although heterogeneous as capacity, delay, packet loss, and operational
costs, the access networks altogether are offering wireless remote communication
with an increased level of throughput, thus being able to accommodate larger levels
of communication.

Secondly, the users accustomed with both the Internet and the mobile com-
munication technologies are gradually adopting, as commodity, devices such as
smart phones, tablets and laptops. The adoption of the heterogeneous devices
corroborated with the data traffic increase enlarge the current subscriber based
communication, while at the same time requiring an extended support from the
core networks [5].

Following, due to the opportunity of delivering services anywhere, anytime,
and to a large set of users, novel services and applications are foreseen especially
targeting mobile subscribers. Added to this, the current applications used over
fixed lines access networks are adapted to the mobile networks, offering a large
variety of services to the mobile subscribers [6].

Additionally, the fast adoption of cloud based technologies [3], [7] enables the
sharing of the data centers’ computation and data storage capabilities, fast and on-
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demand service deployment, and through a wide range of cost efficient applications
addressing mass markets and especially opening the opportunity for niche services.

Also, due to the massive deployment of access networks offering remote com-
munication at reduced costs, other industries such as energy, automotive, and
security are considering the usage of operator infrastructures for a novel type
of mobile communication for which the human interaction is limited, generically
named Machine-2-Machine (M2M). For this, it is estimated an increase with one
order of magnitude of the connected devices and a high diversification of their
capabilities [8].

Finally, motivated by an increased awareness on environment issues and by
the high urbanization and globalization [9], also sustained by the foreseen diver-
sification in devices and services and the reduction in communication and service
deployment costs, a novel Smart Cities initiative aims at fostering the energy effi-
ciency, smart energy distribution, mobility and transportation through the support
of novel remote communication mechanisms [10].

However, in order to be fully accepted, the massive broadband mobile com-
munication core network infrastructure is expected to reach similar quality and
reduced operational costs as the evolution to Next Generation Networks (NGN)
brought to the fixed lines communication [11]. This presumes that the wireless
network operators are able to use efficient carrier-grade architectures. As defined
by the Webster Telecom Dictionary, the carrier grade property refers to ”hardware
or software that is durable and reliable to satisfy the demands of a carrier, i.e.
incumbent telephone company, competing telecommunication service providers, or
Internet service provider (ISP)” [12]. In the context of this thesis, a carrier grade
operator network refers to the systems deployed by network providers addressing
a large number of subscribers such as mobile network operators.

As the wireless networks are natively cellular, the devices located at a specific
moment of time at a specific location compete for the same resources, thus requir-
ing resource mediation. Also, in order to be able to maintain the reachability of
mobile devices, the network has to be able to offer mobility support considering
mobile device location changes. These two features of the mobile technology as
well as the deployment limitations such as renting of antenna sites, make the mo-
bile technology more expensive to use and requires separate architecture design
[13].

As depicted in Figure 1.1, the massive broadband wireless environment is char-
acterized by an increased acceptance of mobile devices and mobile application
brought by the deployment of novel access networks and service platforms, as well
as by a high variation in parameters and characteristics for these new deployed
technologies. For sharing the mobile network infrastructure and for enabling ser-
vice support when required and at reduced operational costs, a high level of scala-
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bility has to be reached, which can be attained only by developing a novel system
architecture, based and evolved from the Next Generation Networks [11].

Figure 1.1: Mobile Network High Level Functional Split

As defined in [14], scalability is ”the ability of a system to accommodate an
increasing number of elements or objects to process growing volumes of work grace-
fully, and/or to be susceptible to enlargement”. Translated to the operator infras-
tructure, scalability represents the ability of the core network to accommodate an
increasing number of subscribers and to handle their signalling and data traffic.
Specifically, the scalability increase required for the operator core network archi-
tecture relates to the load scalability - handling a larger number of subscribers -
through the usage of structural scalability - implementation of efficient infrastruc-
ture and algorithms enabling the accommodation of these subscribers.

In order to reach the required scalability, the first evolution of the architecture,
denominated as Next Generation Networks (NGNs) separated the transport func-
tionality from the actual services. The transport stratum was defined by ITU-T as
”the part of an NGN which provides the user functions that transfer data and the
functions that control and manage transport resources to carry such data between
terminating entities” [15]. The functionality addresses solely the transmission of
the data information between the different communicating entities, enabling the
connectivity between mobile devices and service platforms, while leaving the spe-
cific service data, control and management for the service stratum.

Based on the NGN architecture, the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN)
Alliance provided a coherent view on the direction the carrier grade operator com-
munity is directed in relation to the users communication [16]. NGMN defined the
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major requirements as recommendation for the next generation of mobile network
platforms. The target architecture defined by these recommendations is an opti-
mized NGN network architecture. It enables a smooth migration from the existing
wireless access networks towards an IP network with improved cost competitive-
ness and broadband performance. Thus, the same IP technologies which made
the Internet and the fixed access NGN successful are considered to be adapted as
transport stratum to the mobile environment.

At a functional level, the future mobile networks transport stratum is separated
into three distinct planes, as defined by ITU-T [15], including distinct types of
functions:

• Data Plane - functions which transfer the data between the different entities.

• Control Plane - functions which control the operation of the specific layer
entities and the support functions.

• Management Plane - functions used to manage the specific layer entities and
the support functions

Also, for reaching the required scalability, NGMN considers that the novel core
network architecture has to be able to converge the heterogeneous access networks
and to offer a unified mechanism for handling the mobile device communication
[17]. For reducing the network complexity, a single common mechanism is con-
sidered for the communication with the service platforms through which they can
transmit application requirements [15].

Following the NGMN list of requirements, the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [18], standardizes convergent network architectures, mediating
the connectivity characteristics between services and devices according to the mo-
mentary conditions in the access and the core network as well as based on the
application and device capabilities. These architectures, including the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) [19] and IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [20] are currently in
deployment, bringing momentum to the mobile telecommunication industry.

Especially, EPC, which encompasses the connectivity for the LTE and the
other heterogeneous accesses, is a requirement for operator network. However,
EPC was designed considering a limited amount of devices, access networks and
services, thus supporting the required scalability only to a certain extent and only
for specific services. For fitting a larger number of devices and their data traffic
the architecture design has to pass a new evolutionary step.

Self-Adaptable IP Connectivity Control in Carrier Grade Mobile Operator Network
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1.2 Problem Statement

The vision of the future massive mobile broadband network is to enable efficient
communication to a high number of subscribed devices over a multitude of over-
lapping heterogeneous access networks according to the diversified requirements
of the different service platforms according to the application diversification fore-
seen [3], [16], [6], [10]. It is expected that the number of connected devices will
increase with at least one order of magnitude in the next ten years [8]. Similarly,
in the next five years, the data traffic is expected to almost double every year at
the same time highly varying in the resources required from the network [3]. To
enable this vision, the above described operator core network evolution in technol-
ogy imposes a novel set of functions into the architecture enabling higher levels of
adaptation. Figure 1.2 provides an overview of the operators’ issues for the core
network architecture, considering the required evolution in scalability.

Figure 1.2: Massive Mobile Broadband Communication Concerns

In fact, there is a stringent requirement for more scalable features in the core
network as to be able to reduce the operational costs through the adaptation of the
resources available for each subscribed device as close as possible to the resources
required without deterring the communication from the perspective of the end
users. The limitations of the core network which reduces the scalability and the
flexibility of the overall system currently foreseen are:

• Increased Signaling - Here signalling is defined as ”internal communication
functions that must take place within a network in order to ensure that it
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operates properly [...] in contrast to the communications of user data, or
payload” from [12]. The signalling feature enables the control of a specific
system.

The current mechanisms require that a mobile device will signal each service
each time a specific application is initiated, modified or terminated. This
allows the devices to negotiate with the applications a service agreement,
which is then transmitted in the form of resource requirements to the core
network and which in its turn guarantees the resources for the specific session.
This signalling increases proportionate to the number of connected devices.
However, the information transmitted through the signalling is to a large
extent already available in the network, thus making the signalling redundant.
Reducing redundant signaling, the radio and the core network functionality
can be freed from part of the current attributions and thus, being able with
the same capacity to serve multiple subscribers.

• Limited Access Network Selection - the current access network selection
mechanisms are limited to select statically based on some subscription infor-
mation a set of policies allowing the mobile device to prioritize the selection
of a specific access network. [16]. However, this functionality is static to the
actual network conditions and to the requirements of the mobile devices, thus
making the selection inaccurate in case of multiple highly overlapping access
networks. An extended functionality, able to gather the required informa-
tion from the core network and to make more accurate decisions, enables the
core network to better steer the devices to the most appropriate momentary
available access networks, and thus to better balance the usage of the radio
resources [21].

• Limited Core Data Path Selection - due to mobility support designed
in the form of overlay circuits, the current core network can not change
seamlessly the data path of subscribers. Specific entities such as the ones that
act as anchors for the mobility of the device can not be dynamically balanced,
while maintaining the communication seamless for the mobile devices. Also,
no energy efficiency or maintenance operations can be considered through
optimal geographic distribution of the data path of the subscribers [22].

• Application Adaptation to Network Context - current mobile core net-
work was designed to offer a transparent data connection between devices and
core network, without considering the specific time constraints and resources
variation of the communication [23]. Each time some event happens in the
network with the mobile device e.g. it requires to communicate, it changes
the access network etc. the mobile device has to announce the applications
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in order to adapt to the new network context. However, the subscriber infor-
mation is available in the core network and can be received by the applica-
tions without communication over the wireless network. Using the available
information, the wireless link communication is drastically reduced during
resource adaptation to the network conditions.

The current network architecture is not able to cope with these challenges
mainly due to the limited communication with service platforms and to mobile
devices on one side, as well as due to the lack of flexibility in the communication
between the different core network functional features. In the next section, the
scope of this dissertation is presented from a functional perspective.

1.3 Taxonomy of User Communication

Connectivity is the only service offered by the core network to the mobile devices
of the users enabling them to exchange data with remote entities. For offering
this service to a large number of users, the network provider deploys a network
infrastructure. In case of mobile communication, the infrastructure consists from
one or multiple fixed or wireless access networks suc as the Digital Subscriber Line
(DSL), the Long Term Evolution (LTE) or Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) and one or
more core network infrastructures e.g. 3GPP EPC, Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) core network, etc. The core network infrastruc-
ture is then interconnected to other operator infrastructures through the Internet
Backbone. In this dissertation, An operator core network infrastructure is defined
as a set of functional components that enable the connectivity between the mobile
devices and the service platforms by using one or more radio access networks [12].

Depending on the characteristics of the core network infrastructure deployed,
user communication can be classified into two high level classes: unmanaged and
managed communication, as depicted in Figure 1.3

1.3.1 Unmanaged User Communication

The unmanaged user communication is based on the best effort delivery of data
packets between users and service providers. In this case, the infrastructure nodes
are not aware of the communication characteristics and therefore do not guarantee
the data packets’ delivery. This type of communication is widely adopted by the
development of ad-hoc and Internet communication. In this infrastructure, the
user devices have to compete for the communication environment, which leads to
lower Quality of Experience (QoE) for the end users, due to the limited resources
available.

Self-Adaptable IP Connectivity Control in Carrier Grade Mobile Operator Network
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Figure 1.3: Taxonomy of User Communication

1.3.2 Managed User Communication

The user communication through a managed core network infrastructure is con-
trolled on an end-to-end path from the connected devices through the access net-
work, through the operator core network and then through the IP backbone ac-
cording to the various set up Service Layer Agreements (SLAs) between the user
and the service providers as well as between the service providers and the net-
work providers. In this case, the connectivity is governed by the SLAs among all
the involved parties which guarantee QoS parameters e.g. throughput per second,
packet loss, delay, etc., security and privacy, as well as transparent or seamless
mobility support between different locations and different access networks.

Compared to the unmanaged user communication, the managed fixed and mo-
bile networks are offering the connectivity over an infrastructure owned by a single
network provider which maintains a set of SLAs for the delivery of data towards
other network providers (over the IP backbone), through this being able to ensure
a complete end-to-end delivery. Being able to control the infrastructure allows the
operator to further engineer the functions and components as well as the communi-
cation path of the user devices and the allocated resources for the communication
data flows in order to obtain a more efficient network infrastructure and by this to
accommodate more subscribers using the same physical resources and to reduce
the operational costs per subscriber.

The research of this dissertation approaches only the managed mobile networks
from the perspective of carrier grade operator infrastructure, as they present mul-
tiple challenges due to the structure of wireless communication and due to the
generic concepts involved compared to the specialized Professional Mobile Radio
(PMR) infrastructures. For carrier grade operator networks, there are multiple
architectures which can be deployed: based on the 3GPP standardization or based

Self-Adaptable IP Connectivity Control in Carrier Grade Mobile Operator Network
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on other architectures, such as 3GPP2, ITU-T or WiMAX Forum.
3GPP has as scope the standardization of multiple access technologies such as

GPRS, UMTS, HSPA and LTE families as well as the core network enabling their
connectivity. EPC is the latest standard for the core networks from 3GPP. EPC
is the only core network standardized for the LTE access, therefore any deploy-
ment of this access technology relies on the deployment of an EPC infrastructure.
Additionally, the EPC is able to integrate all the heterogeneous IP-based access
technologies in a convergent manner thus enabling policy based control and charg-
ing, as well as security through a single generic set of mechanisms [24], [21].

Therefore, those concerned with the research in the area of carrier grade mo-
bile communication should pay particular attention to EPC architecture for the
following reasons:

• Currently EPC standardization is in its infancy. Although a first high level
version of the architecture was defined and several initial deployments were
made by the major operators, EPC was not tested into full capacity scenarios.
Therefore, another major advancement of the architecture will be required
before the actual deployments consisting into the introduction of new func-
tions able to cope with the high increase in number of connected devices and
their afferent data traffic.

• Most of the major operators committed to LTE deployment and as EPC
represents the single standard means to deploy a core network infrastructure
for the LTE access, it is foreseen that in the next years EPC will be widely
used in the mobile communication, establishing it as the basis for the further
research.

• Additionally EPC includes all the evolved functionality of the 3GPP core net-
work architecture standardized for the previous access networks, providing
currently the most scalable perspective on how massive mobile broadband can
be achieved for a high number of subscribers. From this perspective, it is ex-
pected that 3GPP will further adopt architecture refinements and extensions
such as the ones presented here, while supporting of future communication
requirements.

• EPC was designed to encompass the functionality necessary for establishing
a carrier network using other 3GPP or non-3GPP accesses. Especially for
the WiMAX and for the WiFi access networks, it offers the further func-
tionality towards the core network which was not in the goal of the specific
standardization bodies. Through the EPC, the various heterogeneous ac-
cess networks remain transparent to the users and to the service platforms,
enabling seamless intra- and inter-technology mobility.

Self-Adaptable IP Connectivity Control in Carrier Grade Mobile Operator Network
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• Finally, EPC offers a complete integration of state of the art features related
to operator IP connectivity. This includes items related to uniform authen-
tication and authorization mechanism, encryption and compression for the
radio connectivity, policy and charging control enabling subscriber profile
based resource reservation and accounting and mobility including reachabil-
ity and service continuity.

For these reasons, the analysis and the evaluation of the concept and models
proposed in the scope of this dissertation are exemplified and critically assessed
against the 3GPP EPC. Furthermore, this work will limit the scope to advance-
ments in the area of mobility support with additional development of its implica-
tions to the resource control as depicted in Figure 1.3.

In this dissertation, mobility is defined in conformance with the ITU-T as ”the
ability for the user or other mobile entities to communicate and access services
irrespective of changes of the location or technical environment” [11]. Mobility
support as a network feature includes along with the ability to communicate while
the subscribers are moving through the physical environment, also the same ability
when the connectivity features or parameters change without the physical changes
such as communication through another access network. Due to this dual scope,
the term mobility support as specified by IETF [25] is preferred in detriment of
mobility management from ITU-T [26]. Mobility support includes the entities
and their functionality which sustains this ability from the network side including
authentication, authorization, location update, reachability, and transparent or
seamless service continuity.

The resource control functionality is one of the main counterpart functions in
the network of the Quality of Service (QoS). QoS is defined by ITU-T as ”the
totality of characteristics of a telecommunication service that bear on its ability to
satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the service” [26]. As considered by
ITU-T, among others, QoS includes parameters related to the trafficability per-
formance - ”the ability of a system to meet traffic demands of a given size and
other characteristics, under given internal conditions” [26] - and transmission per-
formance of a network. These two features are supported from the network side
through the QoS functionality which includes the network functions for classifica-
tion of data traffic, its prioritization and retention as well as its forwarding and
derivation, connection admission, and bandwidth allocation, reservation and pro-
tection. The term resource control is preferred in this dissertation for the respective
functionality.

Self-Adaptable IP Connectivity Control in Carrier Grade Mobile Operator Network
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1.4 PhD Scope

Following the vision of future massive broadband mobile networks, the goal of this
research work was to develop a self-adaptation management framework integrated
with the core network infrastructure, enabling scalable network resources usage
including access network, core network, and applications delivery.

For understanding the scalability issues of the core network, the state-of-the-
art technologies are analyzed. By examining the relevant requirements for a target
platform, managing the efficient data delivery for a large number of diverse de-
vices, over heterogeneous access networks, convergent core network and various
applications and services, a set of basic components is identified for providing self-
adaptation functionality. To allow the self-adaptation at the core network level,
the following major aspects should be considered:

1. Communication between mobile devices and services

2. Data packets delivery optimizations

3. Security support in the core network

4. Best path selection and mobility support in the core network

5. Resource reservation and charging in the core network

The main focus of this dissertation is on the mobility support and QoS in regard
to mobility including the data path selection over the radio and core network and
the resource reservation adaptation to network conditions. As the first two points
represent application level communication, the second data forwarding optimiza-
tions, and the third addresses security issues, they are not included. Figure 1.4
illustrates the overall research framework, following the NGN layering approach,
defined by ITU-T [15].

The functionality developed addresses the transport stratum, defined by ITU-
T as ”the part of an NGN which provides the user functions that transfer data
and the functions that control and manage transport resources to carry such data
between terminating entities” [15]. The functionality addresses solely the data
transmission between different communicating entities enabling the connectivity
between mobile devices and service platforms.

The scope of this dissertation relates to the definition of a self-adaptable sub-
scriber oriented management framework, named SelfFit which dynamically man-
ages the parameters of control plane, modifying its behavior in specific situations,
while relying transparently on the data plane. The functionality addresses the
transport stratum of the mobile core networks, leaving out of scope the service
level communication between mobile device applications and service platforms.

Self-Adaptable IP Connectivity Control in Carrier Grade Mobile Operator Network
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Figure 1.4: Overall Research Framework

The new features of SelfFit address the adaptation of the functionality of
the Mobility Support in relationship with the Resource Control. The rest of the
control functionality is considered unmodified, although integrated with the self-
adaptation solution into an overall functional system. Additionally, the SelfFit
interfaces to the mobile devices and to the service platforms are developed, en-
abling the core network to retrieve the required information and to transmit the
dynamic system policies and recommendations.

The SelfFit framework has as main goal the dynamic adaptation of the deci-
sion parameters of the control plane in order to have customized data transport
according to the current network status. The parameters are updated for each sub-
scriber individually. From this perspective, SelfFit is an extension of the subscriber
oriented control plane towards the management plane.

This framework completely differs in goal and approach from the Self-Organizing
Networks (SON) concept [27]. SON concentrates on automatic update of the man-
agement plane parameters based on network triggers received from the manage-
ment layer of other network components [28]. Through these means, the various
functions can co-exist and optimize their behavior without requiring human inter-
action, thus solving the management complexity problem. SON concentrated only
on data plane optimizations through extending the flexibility of the management
plane, while SelfFit aims at the automatic adaptation of the control plane through
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introduction of a new specifically tailored management framework. Additionally,
SON interactions and decisions are seen from an entity level and not from a sub-
scriber perspective. Thus, the parameters updated will refer to all the subscribers
which use the specific function for their connectivity. This dissertation presumes
that the subscriber granularity level used in control plane and further in SelfFit
framework may also be beneficial for SON. However, this hypothesis is not further
detailed.

In order to reach the goals of the SelfFit platform, based on the state of the
art technologies and to the requirements of the future massive broadband mobile
communication, a model is defined focusing on the scalability of the overall system.
The scalability is approached from the architecture optimization perspective. In
this thesis, an architecture is considered more scalable when:

• its features can be customized according to the communication requirements
- the control features used for a specific part of the communication can have a
reduced redundancy. This implies that the communication for each subscriber
can be adapted to the momentary best levels of control, thus reducing the
network functionality necessary per subscriber.

• the features can be dynamically customized through self-adaptation mecha-
nisms - during runtime of the system the parameters of the communication
are continuously adapted to the most efficient communication level available.
This adaptation enables that the network functionality per subscriber is ap-
propriate to the current needs of the devices.

• the overall operations of the system are more efficient than the currently
available operations - an operation more efficient for a subscriber i.e. with
less signalling and processing at the communicating entities as well as with an
optimized data path between the mobile device and the correspondent nodes
both on the access and in the core network implies that more subscribers can
be served with the same infrastructure.

This dissertation focuses on a Self-adaptation management functionality with
extensions towards the control functionality, including reference communication
points towards devices and service platforms, containing the following research
topics:

1. Automatic Access Network Selection - The main objective of this topic
is to examine and to optimize the selection of the access network used at
a specific moment of time by a specific device through means of automa-
tion and efficiency of the handover procedures. It presumes the examination
and the analysis of the access network requirements. Further, it will define
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the self-adaptation management mechanism and the functional split between
the core network and the mobile device, as well as communication points
with other network components. The reference architecture will be based
on specific standard mechanisms and extended to support a more scalable
functionality. The degree of customization and the overall system efficiency
are balanced against the complexity of the self-adaptation mechanisms de-
pending on different use cases.

2. Dynamic Data Path Self-Adaptation - The objective is to develop a new
mechanism enabling the core network to adapt the data path for one or mul-
tiple subscribers based on the information available in the core network. The
focus for this topic is on the dynamic mechanisms for selecting the optimal
network entities for parts the mobile subscribers communication and on the
seamless data path adaptation procedures. The data path self-adaptation
management is integrated with the automatic access network selection mech-
anism, in order to be able to offer a harmonized management for the complete
data path optimization for the device through access and core network.

3. Application Self-Adaptation Core Network Support - The objective
is to develop a core network management functionality enabling applications
to self-adapt to the momentary network conditions of the wireless connected
devices. It presumes the development of a novel functionality able to receive
the resource requirements of the applications, differentiated on possible net-
work conditions. The self-adaptation function is able to automatically adapt
the communication parameters to the momentary network conditions of the
devices and to inform the application on specific data path events.

4. Mobility Control Support for the Self-adaptation features - The ob-
jective is to extend the current mobility control of the core networks to sup-
port the features developed for the self-adaptation management functionality.
This includes the extension of the reachability and seamless service continuity
features for specific use cases and the optimization of the afferent procedures.

5. Resource Control Support for the Self-adaptation features The ob-
jective of this topic is the extension of the Resource Control functionality of
the core network in order to support the application self-adaptation manage-
ment functionality. This includes the extension of the resource reservation
and event notification features, leaving the charging control out of scope.

These key functions are missing and at the point of writing of this disserta-
tion. Figure 1.4 illustrates the roles of the functionality and the interaction within
the core network architecture. This dissertation is specifically targeted to packet
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switched core networks. For exemplification over a standard core network archi-
tecture the 3GPP EPC was chosen, although the concepts here presented may
be directly applicable on other network architectures. The proposed solution is
independent of the specific applications from service level. The design of the ar-
chitecture as well as the related components follows the 3GPP design for the core
network functionality.

The development of the SelfFit framework follows the study, technology and
dissemination steps illustrated in Figure 1.5. First, based on the future massive
broadband carrier grade operator requirements, a set of technologies are selected
and combined from the area of access network selection, mobility support, re-
source control and security resulting in a new architecture which best answers the
scalability requirements.

Figure 1.5: SelfFit Development Roadmap

As the current technologies are not able to answer to all the massive communi-
cation requirements foreseen, SelfFit framework will contain a set of new concepts
for access network selection, core path adaptation and resource adaptation for ac-
tive services. These concepts are separately developed enabling their independent
deployment, as well as the possibility for evaluation their specific advantages and
benefits.

Based on the combined state of the art technologies and on the novel developed
concepts and their realization, a complete carrier grade architecture is developed
including the SelfFit framework and other operator network functions. The archi-
tecture is then realized as part of a testbed toolkit enabling the experimentation
and the evaluation of the proposed technology.

The results of the novel concepts and their integration as part of a migration
path to the future mobile network architecture are disseminated in the form of
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Intellectual Property Right (IPR) evaluation and protection and part of the stan-
dardization of the system architecture through the help of the industry partners
from the projects through which the SelfFit framework was developed ([29], [30],
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37]).

Additionally, the concept development, the experimentation and the evalua-
tion results will be published through scientific proceedings and participation with
specific chapters to technology related books ([38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44],
[45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59]).

For raising the awareness on the novel technologies in general and on the specific
concepts of the dissertation, the results are presented as part of presentations in
industry R&D conferences ([60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65]) and as part of half-a-day
technology introduction tutorials ([66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71]).

The practical realization of the novel concepts and their integration with the
current technologies will be included as part of the Fraunhofer FOKUS OpenEPC
testbeds ([72]) which are deployed in the operator, vendor and academia environ-
ments enabling the hands-on building of know-how in the R&D departments of
the institute’s partners such as Deutsche Telekom Innovation Laboratories, British
Telecom, Portugal Telecom, Qualcomm, etc. ([73]).

Additionally, the SelfFit framework will be brought as background technology
in novel research projects, consisting the basis of the further research, projects
including the European Commission Future Internet Public Partnership Project
(FI PPP) Future Internet Core Platform (FI-WARE) ([74]).

The text of this dissertation is based and cites the public presentations, publi-
cations and tutorials through which the work was publicly disseminated prior to
its defense.

1.5 Methodology

This thesis will provide a five-fold approach addressing the problems described
above, as depicted in Figure 1.6.

1. Analysis and classification of principles and technologies from existing exist-
ing core network architectures to identify and discuss scalability issues in a
future massive broadband mobile network.

2. Definition of the requirements from the perspective of the network operator,
the service providers and the subscriber.

3. Discussion and modeling of a novel self-adaptation management functional-
ity addressing the requirements previously identified especially targeting the
future machine type communication and network self-configuration use cases.
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Figure 1.6: Research Methodology

4. Definition and specification of a self-adaptation management function allow-
ing the efficient support for the previously defined use cases. The environment
enable complete data path flexibility through access and core network as well
as application self-adaptation to network conditions. The functionality is
exemplified and integrated as part of the current core network architecture.

5. Finally, the self-management functionality and components are critically as-
sessed through theoretical evaluation, proof of concept implementation and
through comparison with other approaches.

1.6 Major Contributions

This work follows the foreseen evolution of the core network infrastructures, de-
signed using mobile operator network principles in which specific features are guar-
anteed to the users and integrating Internet technologies for a more efficient control
of the communication.

In summary, this dissertation brings the following contributions:

1. The analysis of the current network architecture from the perspective of the
scalability in the future massive broadband mobile communication.
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2. The classification of the requirements for a more efficient network architecture
considering the foreseen evolution of the wireless environment.

3. Design and development of the SelfFit platform including the following key
features:

(a) The design and the development of an automatic access network discov-
ery and selection function considering the momentary network status
in the vicinity of the device and the most probable path of the mo-
bile device, enabling a more accurate adaptation of the access network
connectivity to the subscriber needs.

(b) The integration of the access network selection mechanism with the core
network entities enabling shorter handover duration through efficient
core network information sharing

(c) The design and the development of a dynamic data path self-adaptation
functionality transparent to the mobile device and to the correspondent
nodes enabling shorter data path for the data traffic of the subscriber and
core network balancing for maintenance and energy efficiency purposes.

(d) The design and the development of a core network entity reselection
mechanism transparent to the subscribers enabling the network opera-
tor to balance the communication of the device through multiple entities
of the same type located in specific geographic areas close to the sub-
scribers.

(e) The design and the development of a self-adaptation functionality for
applications with reduced signalling over the wireless link and between
the core network and the service platforms enabling efficient network
context aware services.

4. The integration of the previous developed functionality into a common self-
adaptation management functionality. The exemplification of the previously
developed management functionality as enhancement to the current mobile
core architecture.

5. Providing a reference implementation of the developed core functionality and
disseminating the results through IPR protection, scientific publications and
contributing through project partners to the related standardization organi-
zations.

These topics are discussed throughout this dissertation and the related results
are summarized in the final chapter.
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1.7 Thesis Structure

This dissertation is structured in the following seven main parts:

• Chapter 2 provides an overview of the fundamental features of the mobile
communication relevant to this dissertation

• In Chapter 3 the requirements for subscriber oriented self-adaptation in mo-
bile systems are presented followed by their analysis, providing recommen-
dations for the target architecture.

• In Chapter 4 an overview of the relevant technologies and standards in the
context of this dissertation and with regard to customized connectivity from
the perspective of access networks, core networks and service delivery.

• In Chapter 5 the design and specification of the customized core network
architecture is presented. The architecture has as main goal to provide effi-
cient service delivery for large number of mobile subscribers connected over
heterogeneous access networks.

• Chapter 6 describes in detail the implementation an of the architecture as
evolutionary step to the current network architectures, and the applied tools
and technologies.

• In Chapter 7, the proposed solution is assessed against other approaches.
Then the validation of the implementation carried out at Fraunhofer FOKUS
in industry and research projects is presented in comparison with other so-
lutions and implementations.

• Finally, Chapter 8 gives a summary of this dissertation and introduces open
research items and future works.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Mobile User

Communication

This chapter gives an overview of the fundamental technologies used for user com-
munication in mobile systems.

2.1 Introduction

The subscriber communication is the main driving force behind the rapid increase
of mobile communication market, followed at a large distance by the communi-
cation between different services and machine devices. Following the success of
fixed communication, mobile communication is requiring the development of an
own network infrastructure in order to circumvent specific physical limitations, to
provide service with the required quality of service to a large number of users, and
to maintain a reduced operational cost for the network operator.

In the first section an overview of the main features of user communication in
carrier grade operator networks is given while in the second section, the current
core network architecture is presented including the access networks, the core
network and the inter-connection with the application platforms, exemplified using
the 3GPP EPC.

2.2 Fundamental Features of Mobile Networks

The communication of the mobile users is realized through the connectivity ser-
vice offered by the network. This service is composed of a multitude of features
which may not all be required in all communication scenarios. These features co-
exist in the same network infrastructure, each supporting independently a specific
characteristic of the communication.

Some of the features relate to a common perspective of the communication,
and therefore are grouped under the same category. The functional decomposition
of the connectivity service is depicted in Figure 2.1.

The connectivity features compose the transport stratum of a Next Generation
Network (NGN) [11]. They are categorized into three classes, depending on the
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Figure 2.1: IP Connectivity Features

perspective on the communication: mobility support, QoS control, and security.
The three sets of features can be considered separately. However, in general they
rely on each other for a more efficient implementation of the functionality.

As considered by the NGN architecture design introduced by ITU-T [75], each
of these features spans over the data, control, and management planes. For each
of the features there is specific functionality which is part of the planes and of the
afferent procedures.

2.2.1 Security

The security features ensure that the communication is executed between the ap-
propriate parties at the privacy level requested by applications and by mobile
devices. Security includes the following functions, depending on the role in active
communication:

• Identity - in carrier grade operator networks, each mobile connected device
has an own identity which allows the core network to determine to whom the
communication addresses to and to execute the appropriate mobility, resource
and security functions for establishing the connectivity of the device. The
identity is stored in the mobile devices in Subscriber Identity Modules (SIMs)
[76].

• AAA - the authentication, authorization and accounting function enables
the network operator to determine whether the device uses its own identity
and to authorize the usage of the network resources accordingly. In case of
current network architectures, the feature of authorization may be part of
other functions such as the reachability and the resource reservation. This
functionality is application dependent [77], [24], [21], [78].

• Encryption - the encryption feature enables the core network to protect the
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privacy of the mobile device communication over the access and core network
[12].

2.2.2 Quality of Service

The Quality of Service (QoS) feature of the mobile network system enables the
resource reservation between the mobile device and the application for which the
subscriber may be charged [26]. Seen from the perspective of the transport stra-
tum, the QoS features include the following functions:

• Guaranteed Resources - the communication requirements are received by
the core network from either the mobile device or the service platform. Based
on these requirements and on the subscription information of the mobile
device, the core network guarantees the resources of communication on the
data path which include a specific level of throughput with a guaranteed end
to end delay and a specific guaranteed limitation on packet loss or jitter.
The guarantee of resources enables the application to reduce their internal
functionality used over best-effort networks and to achieve the service level
agreement between subscriber and network provider [26].

• Charging - the charging functions are able to track, to associate, and to
differentiate data packets based on flows; to meter, to rate the communication
of each subscribers, and to transmit it in an aggregated form to the billing
systems [79].

• Event Notification - as the core network is aware of events happening at
the data path, it can transmit event notifications to the service platforms or
applications which subscribe for such information. This feature empowers
the applications with knowledge on the current context of the mobile devices
[79].

2.2.3 Mobility

The mobility feature enables correspondent nodes to reach a mobile device regard-
less of the momentary location in the network. Depending on the support level,
mobility can be separated into the following features:

• Reachability - from the moment a device attaches to the network, it re-
ceives apart from its unique identity, a temporary reachability address like
an IP address making it available for remote communication. This address
enables third parties to reach and to forward appropriately data packets to
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the device. The device is reachable throughout the duration of its connectiv-
ity to the network, regardless of its momentary network location, as long as
the correspondent parties are aware and can forward the data traffic to the
current reachability context [80].

• Transparent Mobility - in case the reachability context of the device does
not change due to location changes, mobility is transparent to the corre-
spondent nodes. Thus, end-to-end sessions do not have to be re-established
[80].

• Seamless Mobility - mobility support with no data packet lost is named
seamless mobility [25] or Seamless Service Continuity [81].

The main procedure related to mobility feature in cellular carrier grade operator
networks is named handover. A handover [25] is the process by which a mobile
node changes its point of attachment to the network or when such a change is
attempted. A synonymous term for handover is handoff. The term handover is
preferred in this dissertation.

2.3 Network Architecture

This section provides an overview of the IP-based network architecture includ-
ing the access and core networks and their interconnection with the application
platforms.

2.3.1 Access Technologies

Due to the advancement in mobile radio, providing massive mobile broadband to
a large number of subscribers is becoming a reality [3]. These access technologies
complement each other in terms of cell size, available throughput, packet loss,
transmission delay, and operational costs, as depicted in Figure 2.2.

Due to the deployment of new accesses as an extension of the already existing
technologies, in the near future it is expected to see a significant growth of hetero-
geneous wireless environments in which mobile devices are able to connect and to
exchange data over multiple access technologies at the same location [82].

2.3.1.1 3GPP Wireless Accesses Technologies

3GPP [18] has the mission to standardize the large wireless area networks, cur-
rently taking the lead of the initial standardization phases for the 4th Generation
(4G) of mobile communication systems [83], [84], [85] while supporting 2G and 3G
accesses.
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Figure 2.2: Wireless Technology Evolution

Although an unprecedented success, the GSM (Global System for Mobile Com-
munication, originally Groupe Special Mobile) was standardized as a mobile voice
centric access network, capable only of limited circuit data communication. The
General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) was a packet switched data communica-
tion extension of the GSM network more suitable for data applications as it relied
on sharing of communication channels between several mobile stations. Following,
the EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution) access technology provides
an increased data rate and lower delays [86].

The UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System) comes as the first
3rd Generation (3G) wireless system. Having a redesigned network architecture,
it can offer a highly increased throughput for an even more increased number of
subscribers. Following, the HSPA (High Speed Packet Access) technology fur-
ther developed the 3G communication towards increased throughput with reduced
transmission delay.

A break-through was obtained in 2009, when the LTE (Long Term Evolu-
tion) access network was first standardized, reaching new levels of capability and
performance. The uplink and downlink data rates are significantly higher, requir-
ing 3GPP to further standardize also a new network core architecture and other
technology enhancements. Additionally, LTE provides a reduced cost/bit rate
compared to the previous access technologies, enabling carrier grade operators to
address mass market needs for data communication.

However, LTE is the first step in the standardization of a new type of access
network which is meant to fulfill and surpass the requirements of ITU for the 4th
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Generation of radio systems [87]. Consolidating the results obtained by the first
LTE deployments, an LTE-Advanced evolution of the technology is currently in
standardization [18].

Through the evolution of 3GPP access technologies, the same basic concepts
are used [19]. Each technology is build as a next step of the previous one, enabling
the research designed for a specific access network to be further disseminated in
previous and in future accesses.

In order to further increase the available resources for the subscribers in specific
locations, the carrier grade operator networks are considering the deployment of
small and medium size networks through the usage of small coverage cells of the
same access as the wide area network technologies named home nodes or femtocells
[88], [89].

Currently, the HSPA technology is deployed as an addition to the GPRS and
EDGE networks by most of the carrier grade operator networks [4]. LTE access
technology is deployed by a limited number of operators around the world, followed
by a large number of commitments in the following years [90]. It is foreseen that
the 3GPP accesses will be deployed in addition to the previous ones and not as a
replacement mainly due to the support for legacy mobile devices.

2.3.1.2 Non-3GPP Access Technologies

Apart from the 3GPP accesses, operator networks are currently diversifying the
access networks which are provided to the mobile devices [82]. In this dissertation,
these wireless technologies are named non-3GPP accesses. Following, the main set
of non-3GPP wireless technologies is presented.

One of the large scale deployed access technologies is the IEEE 802.11 Wire-
less Fidelity (WiFi). WiFi is mainly used as a wireless local area network with a
reduced coverage range and with a large throughput [86]. Using unlicensed spec-
trum, medium deployments are also possible such as in enterprise environments
[91].

The IEEE 802.16e Mobile WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access) standard is specifying a wireless broadband access technology which is
capable of a wide throughput for large areas. Containing new radio technology
features, WiMAX supports a wider coverage as WiFi and a better control of the
radio environment through the introduction of resource allocation mechanisms [86].

In parallel with the 3GPP 2G and 3G standards, the 3GPP2 standardization
organization developed the CDMA standards which follow the same radio con-
cepts, however differing in used spectrum, technology realization and core network
architecture. Currently, 3GPP2 continues the evolution of the standard technolo-
gies without attempting to develop a 4G technology equivalent to LTE [92].
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As a high number of the current fixed network deployments are terminated
with a wireless access of the previously presented 3GPP or non-3GPP technolo-
gies, fixed networks are considered in this dissertation as part of the non-3GPP
accesses through which mobile devices can connect and exchange data. For fixed
connectivity, various technologies are used. Three major technologies for fixed con-
nectivity are currently widely deployed. First, the Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)
is a modem based access which uses the telephone lines for transmitting high speed
data towards subscriber premises. In order to further increase the data rates, Pas-
sive Optic Fiber (PON) is currently deployed as a replacement for the DSL type of
access, offering higher capacity at a reduced delay [93]. The IEEE 802.16d Fixed
WiMAX provides a wireless alternative for the last mile connectivity, having dis-
tinct requirements and architecture compared to the Mobile WiMAX - no mobility
support, no energy constrains and loose resource limitations in the endpoint device
[94].

2.3.2 3GPP Evolved Packet Core

With the progress towards high data rate wireless access technologies, a compli-
mentary evolution was required from the side of the core network architecture.
As observed from the fixed communication evolution, the services that the user
require over broadband access are not any more limited to voice and reduced data
exchange such as email. Instead, they are using all of the resources available, which
transforms the mass broadband wireless environment into an IP data dominant
one. In order to face this challenge, the novel architecture is considered to rely
on IP communication and to use a similar forwarding mechanism as the Inter-
net, adapted to the wireless environment while being more efficient than the fixed
infrastructures.

Following the indications of the NGMN Alliance [16], 3GPP initiated the stan-
dardization procedures for EPC [95], an all-IP core network architecture specifi-
cally designed for the communication requirements of the LTE access and offering
IP convergence for the heterogeneous access networks in a transparent manner to
the applications as depicted in Figure 2.3 [24], [21].

As EPC is the only core network architecture supporting the LTE access tech-
nology and as LTE is gradually rolled out with a time horizon of more than ten
years until complete deployment [96], the EPC architecture represents a technology
landmark for the core network development. Furthermore, the further scientific
development of the EPC core network will most probably be integrated in the next
generations of the core network architecture, as it happened until now throughout
the evolution of the mobile core networks.

Other architectures are available from other standardization organizations such
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Figure 2.3: 3GPP Evolved Packet Core: All-IP Access and Core Network Convergence

as the NGN architecture from ITU [97]. These architectures include the same func-
tional features as EPC because they offer the same type of connectivity support.
However, either their standardization status is still in very early stages or the
specific access technologies for which they are developed are not having a global
momentum similar to LTE. Therefore, although their features are considered as
part of the background literature, they are not further considered for the develop-
ment of the framework introduced here.

In this dissertation, EPC was chosen for exemplifying the concepts. This is due
to the level of maturity of the technology and to the prospective carrier grade oper-
ator deployments realization. Compared to EPC, the WiMAX Forum architecture
is designed only for WiMAX access and does not consider the requirements of
heterogeneous access networks. On the other hand the ITU architecture is still in
a high level design state without being applied to the characteristics of the various
access technologies, thus, lacking the possibility of being deployed in a foreseeable
future.

As LTE is still in its first releases in standardization, it is foreseen that EPC
architecture is not yet completed. Major requirements are expected to be further
received from the first deployments as well as with the increase in scale of the
number of connected subscribers and of the number of applications especially tai-
lored for the mobile environment [98], [99]. Because of this a large space for novel
concepts and innovation is envisaged.

Additionally, EPC sustains also in an integrated manner the other heteroge-
neous accesses such as 3GPP e.g. UMTS, EDGE, GPRS and non-3GPP e.g.
WiMAX, CDMA etc., being able to interconnect with any available or future
wireless technologies including fixed communication [24], [21]. For mobile devices
connected to these accesses, EPC provides full convergence at IP connectivity
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level including the support for identity, authentication and authorization, policy
and charging control and mobility support.

Through the convergence at network level, EPC is enabling efficient connection
of mobile devices to the network and their communication with different service
platforms such as IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [100] or Internet, being able to
control the resources allocated to various devices and offering transparent service
continuity across the same or different access technologies and by this offering to
the service platforms an independent connection over the wireless accesses. From
service platform perspective, EPC manages event oriented policy based access
control, resource management and mobility in single carrier grade operator core
network together with accounting and charging functionality based on the sub-
scription profile and the active services of the mobile device. These characteristics
make EPC the next generation transport level for signaled services.

2.3.2.1 EPC Architecture

EPC is designed based on the concepts of previous 3GPP architectures ([79], [24],
[21], [101], [102]). It represents a long term evolution of the UMTS architecture,
which was designed for voice and data transport [78]. Additionally, it maintains
the subscriber-based resource reservation and mobility concepts from the IMS
architecture.

EPC contains a clear delineation between the control and the data path. Its
main components are depicted in Figure 2.4. A correspondent mobile node is also
considered, named User Endpoint (UE). In this dissertation UE is denominating
the specific EPC device while Mobile Node (MN) is considered a broader, more
generic naming. EPC components are classified based on their functionality as
follows:

• Subscription Data Entities (e.g. HSS, AAA Server, etc.) - These
entities store, update, transmit notifications on the users’ subscription profile,
and perform authentication and authorization procedures. Additionally, they
contain dynamic user information such as current allocated IP addresses.

• Control Entities (e.g. PCRF, MME, ANDSF) - These entities make
policy based decisions regarding mobile device connectivity, access control
and allocated resources. Based on various subscriber related triggers, they
make decisions which are afterwards installed on mobile devices and data
path components.

• Gateways (e.g. Serving GW, PDN GW etc.) - These data path
entities are forwarding the data traffic and ensure the access control, QoS and
mobility support according to the decisions made by control entities. They
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Figure 2.4: 3GPP Evolved Packet Core Architecture

are also able to transmit subscriber related events to the control entities in
order to adapt the policy decisions accordingly.

Together these entities enable that the IP connectivity is provisioned and the
resources are allocated according to the profile of the user and based on the require-
ments of each application. The applications are considered external to the EPC
architecture and they are generically named Application Functions (AFs). The role
of the AF can be taken by an IMS core, by a service broker, by an intermediary
node of the operator on the application path or directly by infrastructures of third
party service providers. Additionally, the operator may deploy traffic detection
tools which can also transmit events which generate policy decisions modifying
the IP connectivity.

Furthermore, EPC contains accounting functions enabling the charging of the
IP connectivity. The charging is based on the data path sessions and can be
executed synchronous or asynchronous to the data exchange.

The control functionality of the EPC is based on subscriber information and
does not consider that during the policy decisions information on the network
status is available. Because of this, even though the decisions are taken consider-
ing the highest level of resources which may be allocated to each subscriber, they
might not be available in the radio and on the data path. Because of this, the
policy decisions are taken faster as they lack the complexity of input parameters.
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However, in exception cases, which are more frequent due to the missing informa-
tion during decision taking, the procedures are highly extended.

Subscription Data Entities
The Subscription Data Entities store and are able to send notifications for the

subscription profile of the UE. They perform the authentication and the autho-
rization upon the attachment of the mobile device to an access network.

The Home Subscriber Server (HSS) is imported from the previous 3GPP IMS
architecture. In EPC, it maintains the subscription information for each user, in-
cluding restrictions for the attachment and resources that can be allocated over the
different access networks. It also maintains dynamic information on the network
location of the UE and entities which serve it in the control and in the data path
[103], [104], [105].

Another repository with similar functionality is the Subscription Profile Repos-
itory (SPR) [79]. It is a logical function which maintains the subscription related
information necessary for the policy based decisions for access control and resource
reservation. As the current standards do not specify the internal data structure of
this repository and following the standardization direction in 3GPP to unify dif-
ferent subscription data entities, the SPR is associated here with the HSS, because
of their similarities.

The AAA Server was initially defined for inter-working between the 3GPP and
WiFi and it was extended in EPC for supporting authentication and authorization
in non-3GPP accesses [106], [104]. It retrieves and updates the subscriber profile
information from HSS allowing also report generation for charging based on the
authentication requests received from the non-3GPP access networks.

Control Entities
The control functions of EPC manage the access control, the mobility and

the resource reservations. The control mechanisms of EPC are triggered by events
including the user profile modification, the attachment of the UE, resource required
changes or access network context changes.

The Mobility Management Entity (MME) is the central management entity
for LTE access [24], [101]. It is responsible for connecting UEs, by selecting the
gateway through which messages are to be exchanged and a level of resources.
It also provides authentication, authorization, location tracking, and intra-3GPP
mobility support e.g. between 2G/3G and LTE.

The Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) is the control entity making
policy based decisions for service data flow detection, admission control, QoS and
flow based charging [79], [107], [108], [109], [110]. It maintains a complete sub-
scription state for each UE with decisions made on a per-user base. PCRF cannot
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be associated with a management entity as it does not maintain information on
the resources available in the different access networks. Instead for each decision
an enforcement procedure is to be executed in order to determine whether the
requirements can be fulfilled by the gateways.

The Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) makes sub-
scription based decisions and transmits to the UE information on the operator’s
preferences for accesses discovery and handover decisions [111], [102]. ANDSF
uses UE’s location, a Coverage Map and subscription information, to make these
decisions. As inside 3GPP accesses the preference of the operator is controlled by
the MME, ANDSF addresses only handovers with non-3GPP accesses.

Gateways
In EPC, the gateways ensure the forwarding of data packets between UE and

network core within the parameters enforced by the control entities. They also
support the execution of different mobility protocols and transmit notifications to
control entities for data path related events.

The Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN GW) is the break out point for data
traffic in EPC. It provides connectivity from UEs to external packet data networks.
Additionally, it acts as central mobility anchor. The PDN GW performs policy
enforcement and packet filtering for each data flow of each subscriber. For this, it
maintains the context for each connection of the UE, traffic flow templates for the
active services, QoS profile and charging characteristics.

EPC is able to offer a unified enforcing of policies for different access networks.
For each class of access networks, a different gateway is defined. For 3GPP accesses
a Serving GW (S-GW) is used. Additionally, a Serving GPRS Support Node
(SGSN) is used for the 2G/3G access technologies. The non-3GPP technologies
are separated based on the security level the operator has to provide over the
access network in trusted and un-trusted non-3GPP accesses. In the untrusted
non-3GPP accesses additional security levels are to be established. As gateways,
for the untrusted non-3GPP accesses an evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) is
used while for the trusted non-3GPP a generic Access Network Gateway (ANGw)
is deployed, differing for each access network type.

The gateways may include a Bearer Binding and Event Rules Function (BBERF)
which provides policy based enforcement and event notifications from the wireless
link to PCRF and gating functionality for data traffic. They also include the
attachment and mobility related functionality for both control and data path.
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2.3.2.2 EPC Key Protocols

EPC bases on IP protocols, as standardized by IETF and OMA, enhanced by the
3GPP specifications. It is able to communicate over IPv4 or over IPv6 or over a
mixture of the both. Three main categories of protocols are considered, depending
on their goal in the EPC: active control protocols, mobility protocols and remote
mobile device management.

Diameter is used as a singular control protocol [112]. The basic IETF standard
was enhanced by 3GPP for supporting not only authentication and authorization,
but also policy based decisions and event notifications related to the connectiv-
ity and the different data flows of the subscribers. Diameter is deployed on the
interfaces between the subscription repositories, the control entities and the data
path entities supporting the operations required for access control, QoS and event
notifications[79], [103], [104], [107], [108], [109], [110].

Multiple mobility protocols can be used like GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP)
[105], Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4) [80], Dual Stack Mobile IP (DSMIP) [113] and/or
Proxy Mobile IP (PMIP) [114], [115]. Each of these protocols has different ca-
pabilities and is in a different development stage. Although they may function
independent of the architecture itself directly on the data path, as specified by
IETF, in EPC, the entities defined in these protocols are interconnected with Di-
ameter control interfaces which supply parameters and through which different
events and operations are to be triggered. All these mobility protocols have some
similar characteristics. First, they are transparent to correspondent nodes, en-
abling the communication to any IP based service which may or may not pertain
to the carrier grade operator which deploys the EPC. Secondly, the mobility proto-
cols rely on a centralized anchor node which enable the mobility of all the devices
in all the accesses and in all the locations covered by EPC.

In EPC, the access network discovery and selection functionality was included
as part of the operator controlled management of UE. Thus, OMA Device Man-
agement (DM) protocol was chosen as transport protocol, because it is already
integrated in existing mobile network architectures [116]. A novel Management
Object was defined specifically for the access network discovery and selection for
conveying the in-formation from the network to the mobile devices [111].

2.3.2.3 EPC Functional Features

EPC is designed to provide a number of key capabilities supporting seamless and
efficient service delivery. The main functionality includes:

• Network access control functions

• Resource Control
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• Mobility Support

Network Access Control Functions
The network access control functions enable UEs to connect to EPC and then

over EPC to different service providers. They include the authentication and
authorization, admission control, selection of the entities which will serve the UE
(e.g. the PCRF, the PDN GW etc.) and the establishment of a minimal context
which enables the UE reachability in the IP domain and its basic communication
with service platforms.

The authentication and authorization procedures are dependent on the access
network selected for attachment. For LTE, MME retrieves the subscriber profile
from HSS during the attachment, for other 3GPP accesses, SGSN controls the
authentication and authorization while for non-3GPP accesses, ANGw or ePDG
request the information through the AAA Server from the HSS [117], [118].

Then, the IP reachability context is created for the UE. For GTP or PMIPv6,
upon an address request from the UE, a data tunnel is established between the
gateway of the specific access and the PDN GW. In case of MIP or DSMIP, an
address is allocated locally and the tunnel is established directly between the UE
and the PDN GW.

During tunnel establishment, the PDN GW initiates the procedures for the
basic resource reservations which allows the UE to communicate with service plat-
forms. In this procedure, the PCRF makes a policy based decision whether the
UE is allowed to communicate over the access network and which default level of
resources is to be allocated for the basic communication.

After this decision is enforced and the mobile device receives the IP address
over which it is able to communicate, the attachment procedure is completed and
it may exchange data over access network and EPC - it has a Packed Data Network
(PDN) connection.

The network access control functions allow the EPC to coherently apply poli-
cies during the attachment and detachment of UEs according to the subscription
profile of the user in the SPR/HSS.

Resource Control
EPC has a central notion for resource reservations, the IP Bearer, representing

an aggregation of IP data flows that receive a common QoS treatment (forwarding,
scheduling, queuing, shaping etc.) established between UE and PDN GW.

In EPC there is a clear distinction between access network and core network
resource reservation. Access resource reservation is technology specific and does
not influence directly EPC operations. On the other hand, EPC was designed as
support architecture for LTE, thus the MME is managing resources inside this
access technology.
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For all access technologies, the core network resource reservation can be trig-
gered by the UE or by service platforms. The UE trigger is received by the gateway
of the specific access which forwards the request to PCRF. The service platforms
triggers are transmitted directly to PCRF. By this centralization into PCRF, the
consistency of the QoS rules enforced for an UE is maintained. Then the PCRF
makes the subscription based policy decision whether the UE is allowed to reserve
the required resources. The decision is enforced to the PDN GW and to the gate-
ways of the specific access networks and from here using specific mechanisms to
the wireless access network.

As PCRF does not manage the resources available on the different wireless
accesses and gateways, this enforcement may fail. From this perspective, PCRF
is not a resource control entity as it is not able to consider the context in dif-
ferent accesses, but as a user control entity because it sustains its decisions on
input regarding the UE and its applications. This allows the concentration of the
functionality on the UE itself and not as much on the momentary context of the
accesses, enabling a scalable flat decision mechanism.

In order to reduce the complexity, EPC considers that the default bearer es-
tablished at the attachment to the EPC and the subsequent bearers, requested by
UEs or by service platforms, are reserved using the same procedures. This allows
to include network access control functions as resource control functions.

Mobility Support
EPC integrates multiple access technologies. For supporting mobility between

the different access networks, a set of mechanisms was defined which include access
network discovery and selection and correlated attachment to target access and
detachment from source access relying on existing mobility protocols like GTP,
PMIP and MIP.

LTE was designed to be a direct extension of the other 3GPP accesses, as UMTS
was an extension for GPRS. The Intra-3GPP mobility support bases on the MME
to select the next attachment cell and to initiate a preparation procedure. When
it is completed, the MME transmits a handover command to the UE.

In case of non-3GPP technologies, 3GPP cannot influence directly the handover
procedures, due to the various standardization groups involved for access networks
specifications. Thus a complete network controlled handover cannot be realized. In
order to limit the effect of the UE independent selection of target access which leads
to congestion of some accesses while others are capable to sustain seamlessly the
communication, ANDSF was introduced in the architecture. Based on the location
information, it transmits to the UE the operator preferences for target accesses
in case a handover becomes necessary. The functionality of ANDSF restrains to
this general indication. The UE has to consider the policies received and decide
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independently when a handover is to be executed.
The effective handover procedures are separated logically in attachment to

target access network and detachment from source access network. In the handover
with optimization case, like in the intra-3GPP handovers, a preparation phase is
executed which creates a user context on the target access network. However
this is not possible in handovers from and to non-3GPP accesses, as the handover
decision is taken by the UE. In this case, the mobility relies on the mobility protocol
deployed, e.g. GTP, PMIP, classic MIP. It presumes that at the moment when
the UE attaches to the target access network, data traffic is forwarded to the
new access even though the source access network connection is still available.
From this perspective EPC is able to execute soft intra-3GPP handovers and hard
handovers with the non-3GPP accesses.

As all the mobility protocols deployed in the EPC rely on a centralized anchor
node and as handover procedures are triggered by changes of UE location, currently
the EPC does not provide any mechanism in which data path can be adapted for
each subscriber depending on current network status and according to application
delay requirements.

2.3.3 Interconnection with Application Platforms

EPC provides a transparent convergent network layer for the IP applications. From
the perspective of a service provider without a modification of the application, it
enables a degree of satisfaction similar to the fixed IP applications, by transpar-
ently supporting features like access control, QoS insurance, seamless mobility
between different access networks, prioritization and security. Based on this it is
foreseen that the mobile application environment will adapt and integrate the ones
previously deployed on fixed Internet.

Also due to the resource reservation mechanisms, the services have a guarantee
of the quality of the communication which is an addition to the typical IP commu-
nication and a high added value for broadband communication on mobile devices
with reduced processing power.

EPC provides also a control interface between the service platform and the net-
work core [109]. Through this interface, the EPC aware applications can transmit
indications on resources that have to be reserved for specific users. They can also
receive upon request information on events happening at link and network layers
e.g. UE lost connectivity or a handover to another access network occurred. By
these mechanisms, the applications can be adapted to the momentary UE context
and to offer services customized not only based on the service level user profile,
but also to the UEs in use and to the surrounding network context. In this class
of applications may enter the services offered by the operator or by third parties
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Figure 2.5: Application Support in EPC

having an agreement with the operator, like IMS services, mobile cloud computing
etc.

Although not yet standardized, EPC is able to export a set of enablers to the
applications which offer even more flexibility to the user in controlling the service
delivery. For example, services may use the UE location or even ambient informa-
tion and UE subscriber identity, for further adapting to the environment conditions
and to ensure a more secure communication. In this category fall the future mobile
applications adapted to subscriber and to his surrounding environment.

With the development of the mass broadband environment offering data dom-
inant communication, a novel evolution of the applications that mobile users will
be using is foreseen. This is due to the complete personalization of the mobile
device as communication instrument which allows the specific user to exchange
data any time and anywhere. In order to face this challenge, the novel architec-
ture is limiting its goal in offering added value at the level of network connectivity
and of different enablers for service platforms which enhance the communication
(e.g. resource reservation enabler). This increases the acceptance of the overall
system and of the novel mobile applications and thus the acceptance of the mass
broadband wireless environment.
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Chapter 3

Requirements for Mobile

Broadband Connectivity

This chapter defines the requirements for an efficient core network architecture for
mass mobile broadband communication through self-adaptable subscriber oriented
control.

3.1 Introduction

The perspective of multiple actors is adopted in this dissertation considering mobile
device users, service providers and especially network providers. The requirements
are presented as arising from the opportunity brought by the radio technology ad-
vancement for a new telecommunication environment enabling a massive number of
subscribed devices to be attached and to communicate over packet data networks.

Based on an extended set of requirements, standardization organizations such
as 3GPP and ITU continued their architecture specification efforts. However,
at the moment of writing this dissertation, for the requirements selected here,
the standardization organizations did not complete the description of the specific
features, therefore being still open for further academic study and investigation,
prototyping and proof of concept and then by trials and architecture consolidation
which are usually followed by the technology deployment.

First, the key properties expected from the massive carrier grade network com-
munication are presented from the view of different use case actors. Then require-
ments related to the access and core network from the perspective of the network
provider and of the generic service platforms which the operators are foreseen to
deploy. Based on these requirements, a set of evaluation criteria are drawn, against
which the related technologies and the provided solution are later evaluated.

3.2 Carrier Grade Foreseen Key Properties

With the evolution of mobile technologies, the distinct actors require and have
to adapt to a novel wireless system. As technology evolves towards providing a
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higher level of resources in specific network areas, it offers from the perspective of
users and of the application providers extended opportunities for communication.

However, as the mobile communication relies on cellular access networks, re-
sulting in competition for the wireless environment and as the available network
capacity increases, the core network has to be as efficient as possible in deliver-
ing the communication at the levels required by mobile users and by application
providers.

In this section these key properties of the carrier grade communication are
further detailed and motivated.

3.2.1 Mobile User Communication

From mobile user perspective, with the capacity increase, new opportunities of
communication are foreseen. This key characteristic of user communication is
augmented by the diversification of the available communication devices such as
smartphones, tablets and laptops and by the adoption of novel applications [4].

Currently, a large pallet of smartphones is available, in a market which is con-
solidating around a limited number of basic architectures. This enables a reduced
production cost which further increases the acceptance rate of the users [119].

The gradual adoption of smartphones is creating new application opportuni-
ties especially tailored for mobile communication, enabling a further service di-
versification. Remote data communicating machines are further diversifying the
requirements on the core network [6].

Additionally, the users of carrier grade wireless communication are using lap-
tops which were extended with additional modem components to be able to connect
to operator provided networks [82]. The users of these devices are considering as
key property of the mobile system, the maintaining of the similar experience level
as in the fixed lines while using their applications. Devices which were tradition-
ally connected to fixed or to home access networks, are now requiring for their
communication the functionality provided by mobile core networks. However, ser-
vices used by this devices are mainly designed for fixed networks, translated for
the mobile environment.

Coming to bridge the gap between smartphones and laptops, mobile tablets
are providing a mixture of the features of the previous two devices features, thus
mixing the adapted fixed and the especially designed mobile applications [82].

In the search of an increased user experience, current mobile devices are fea-
turing more than one access network modem enabling multi-homing scenarios [82].
the devices are able to connect and to exchange data over multiple heterogeneous
accesses, providing different wireless capabilities in terms of coverage, data rates,
delay etc [120].
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For fully adopting the data communication, a key feature required by mobile
users is the reduced cost. To reduce the costs of mobile subscribers, carrier grade
network providers have to further reduce the operational costs.

In conclusion, from mobile user perspective, the following key properties should
be provided by carrier grade networks:

• Support for data exchange with applications. It includes applications trans-
lated from fixed communication and applications especially designed for mo-
bile.

• Support for the experience levels to which the users are accustomed from
fixed line communication. For providing the same quality of experience,
specific additional features should be considered in the mobile networks such
as mobility support.

• Support for multi-homed devices. The core network has to be able to sustain
multiple wireless communication paths for a device.

• Reduced costs. The cost plays an important role for users, especially in
environments with massive number of subscribers.

3.2.2 Mobile Service Platforms

The increased capacity of wireless networks and the reduced cost of the network
communication represent high incentives for developing a large variety of applica-
tions targeting independent classes of subscribers [6].

The reduced latency, high data rates and reduced packet loss over wireless links,
augmented by processing power increase in mobile devices, opens a new opportu-
nity for applications which consume high level of resources such as video delivery,
intensive multimedia communication, gaming, as well as remote computation and
storage using cloud computing paradigm, peer-to-peer based communication and
services and content offered by mobile devices [82].

Additionally, the new mobile services provided can be adapted momentarily
available resources and thus, reducing the cost of the momentary communication
while maintaining an acceptable quality of experience for subscribers.

The application diversification is also sustained by the deployment of novel
end communication devices, autonomous to human intervention generically named
machine devices. Sensing and actuating the environment, these devices are foreseen
in the next five years to consume more network data capacity that half of the
current data traffic [82].

The novel applications designed for the mobile environment are using specific
information such as location and presence information in order to adapt their
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intelligence and their communication accordingly [121], [122]. This information
may be provided by mobile devices at an extended delay and signalling cost or
directly by core network.

Spanning from small sensors and actuators, to live high-definition streaming
devices, the number of machine connected devices will increase with at least one
order of magnitude the overall connected devices [8], requiring connectivity for a
new generation of M2M services, addressing other markets than current communi-
cation, such as Smart Cities, eHealth, Smart Grids, Automotive, etc. Additionally,
they will require network support for their communication over the wireless envi-
ronment.

This property required from the core network is two folded. On one direction,
in order to be able to deliver the services to all the appropriate devices, those
devices have to be able to communicate over the network. This side of the key
property is addressing the network capability to enable the communication for a
multitude of devices with very heterogeneous resource requirements.

On another direction, the service platforms have also a similar device number
scalability problem [123]. In order to alleviate this issue, the network can provide
various features transparently to application platforms such as access network
selection, resource reservation adaptation and dynamic data path support. When
these features are supported from the core network, service platforms require to
maintain less functionality per subscriber, thus, being able to sustain more users
with the same infrastructure and thus reducing the costs per user.

Additionally, mobile service providers are requiring a reduced cost from the
network providers, which can be achieved through an efficient design of the mobile
architecture.

In conclusion, from the perspective of mobile service platforms, the following
key properties should be provided by carrier grade networks:

• Support for the application delivery, including seamless mobility support and
resources at the required levels including throughput, delay and packet loss
and the seamless mobility support.

• Support for the maintaining the communication active for the service delivery,
including the core network signaling for supporting the often communication
state transitions of the mobile devices, required for application paradigms
such as peer-to-peer, cloud computing, and short message communication.

• Network level information sharing, including data path events related to ac-
tive data sessions and context information such as location and presence.

• Support for service adaptation through providing information on the current
network status of the devices.
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• Core network support for a high number of devices i.e. connectivity support.

• Transparent delegation to the core network of application level functionality,
reducing the processing and the information stored in the applications for
each device.

• Reduced costs. A reduction in cost of the overall service delivery can be
realized by optimizing functionality in the service platform or in the core
network.

3.2.3 Network Platform

The technology evolution enables the network providers to offer IP connectivity
to a larger number of subscribers. Additionally, more resources can be allocated
for each mobile device, through this increasing the capabilities offered.

In order to be able to offer more capacity in term of connected device and
available resources, network operators are currently deploying multiple access net-
works in the same locations, highly overlapping and enabling complimentary con-
nectivity service with different characteristics specific to heterogeneous wireless
technologies [82]. These heterogeneous access networks have to be supported in
an uniform manner, including transparent mobility inside one or between mul-
tiple radio technologies. Additionally, the uniform network should consider the
resources that have to be allocated on a target access in case of handover and a
convergent mechanism for mobile device identification, data traffic accounting and
charging [16].

With the increasing number of devices and data traffic, a novel level of efficient
handling of IP connectivity is reached: the network has to scale as signalling and as
data transport in order to enable the communication for all the mobile users. This
may be reached only through the functionality distribution. Distribution requires
new algorithms for flexible selection of access and core network data path entities
able to ensure the reliability and the easiness of maintenance of the network.

Without any optimization, signalling is increasing at least linearly with the
increase in number of connected devices. An increase with one order of magnitude
of connected devices implies the same increase in number of functional components
handling the devices inside the network. Therefore, it is utmost important that
the communication between devices and network as well as the communication
inside the network are reduced.

Additionally, the foreseen exponential data traffic increase, requires a reshaping
of the data paths in the core network, closer to current fixed networks. However,
a complete transfer to a fixed network infrastructure is not possible, mainly due
to transparent mobility support requirement [124].
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Furthermore, the data traffic exchanged by the mobile devices is based on IP
technology. Because of this, in order to be more efficient in connectivity handling,
the network has to natively support the IP communication paradigms, however
adapted to the mobile communication [11].

The devices which are foreseen to be deployed in future carrier grade net-
work infrastructures are highly differing as capabilities, including device interfaces
which connect to the heterogeneous access networks and the processing and stor-
age capabilities, overall requiring from the network a customized support for the
communication [82].

Considering the increase in data traffic and in number of connected devices, the
key property of the future core network is the capability of customizing signalling,
data path and application delivery to the different requirements of different classes
of devices. The customization presumes that for each device, network resources
will be consumed to a minimal level in which the connectivity is not under the
quality of experience level expected by the users. In the next section a set of
requirements are derived from this key property required from the core network.

Additionally, with the more efficient handling of signaling and data traffic, it
is expected that the communication infrastructure is able to sustain an increased
number of devices without requiring the deployment of any extra functionality,
through this reducing the cost per user both for the wireless system deployment
and for the operations.

In conclusion from the perspective of network platform providers, the following
key properties should be sustained:

• Support for heterogeneous access networks, enabling the communication of
a larger number of connected devices, realized through supporting a large
radio spectrum.

• Support for multi-homing. For an increased data rate of the same connected
device multiple simultaneous accesses may be used. The network provider
has to sustain transparently these multiple accesses.

• Distributed architecture. With the increase in number of devices, a dis-
tributed architecture is required enabling the flexible adaptation of commu-
nication, through this reducing the communication delay and localizing the
data path. Additionally, it offers new possibility for easiness of maintenance
and reliability.

• Reduced signalling per device. For accommodating a large number of con-
nected devices, the network provider has to reduce the signalling with the
mobile devices without implying a reduction in state information maintained
for each device.
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• Optimized data traffic handling. The mobile data traffic has to be trans-
ported through the access and the core network to the application platforms.
With an exponential data traffic increase novel mechanisms similar to the IP
technology should be considered to optimize the data forwarding.

• Reduced costs. A reduction in deployment and operational costs of the net-
work can be obtained through all the other key properties.

• Customization. A key property of the future network infrastructure is the
adaptation of the resources which are used for establishing the IP connectivity
of the devices to a minimal level without deterring the quality of the services.

3.3 Carrier Grade Operator Requirements

In this section, a set of requirements for the carrier grade operator communication
networks is introduced as derived from the previously presented key properties.
The requirements are classified into four categories, one class addressing the com-
plete architecture, the others depending on the logical part of the core network
they are addressing: access network, core network and connection with the service
platform.

3.3.1 General Requirements

The following requirements are addressing the overall wireless system from the per-
spective of the network operator which is providing heterogeneous access networks
convergent through a single core network for a large number of subscribers.

In mobile networks, apart from the dynamic initiation and termination of the
applications, three other factors are affecting and increasing the dynamics of the
overall system. Firstly, due to the own mobility and to the mobility of the other
devices, the network context in the vicinity of each connected node is continu-
ously changing. Secondly, when multiple access networks of the same or different
wireless technologies are available at a single location, then mobile devices have
the possibility to execute a handover to another access network and through this
to adapt to another network context. Thirdly, the mobile device communication
can be done using multiple data paths through the core network with different
momentary operational costs and with different end-to-end latency.

For maintaining the communication at the required level, the network has to
be able to adapt the communication based on these factors for each subscribed
device independently. The main requirement is the self-adaptation of the access,
core and application delivery. A core network which is able to select the most
appropriate access network and core network data path and the appropriate level
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of resources with which the applications are delivered is required in face of the
high diversity of access and core network as well as applications foreseen in the
future mobile networks.

Additionally, the core network has to be able to reduce the time required for
the adaptation procedures as they involve the reservation of resources on both the
initial and on the adapted states.

With the increase of the number of mobile devices, the carrier grade core net-
work has to reduce the signalling allocated to each mobile device. This may
include reduction in the signalling required for access network handovers, core
network data path optimizations and in communication with the service platforms
for service delivery.

Additionally, a reduction in number of policy based decisions executed by the
core network for each device is required in order to serve more subscribers using
the same network infrastructure. The number of decisions that are to be taken
is highly influenced by the number of adaptations required and by the number of
possible states in which the device connectivity may enter.

Furthermore, as the network has to maintain a complex state for each device
for which an adaptation is executed including the initial and the final states, a
reduction in the number of adaptations is desired for a more efficient usage of the
network resources, especially by eliminating ping-pong effects.

Additionally to these requirements, some other are to be considered due to the
high distribution of the access and core network components including flexibil-
ity in entity selection, easiness of maintenance of control and data path entities,
and reliability of the communication. However, this dissertation concentrates on
subscriber oriented self-adaptation and considers these features only from this per-
spective, therefore differentiating from the large research in management brought
by the self-organizing networks paradigm.

As mobility is not native to data network infrastructures, it requires various
modifications through additional functions and interfaces in the network apart
from the basic data forwarding functionality. For a solution to be applicable in
the context of IP networks, these modifications should not propagate towards
other entities which are part of the wireless system. Therefore, any self-adaptation
solution should have minimal implications on mobile devices while maintaining all
the features transparent to correspondent nodes. However, this requirement should
not limit the possible advantages that could be obtained by the communication of
specific correspondent nodes with the service platform such as in the case when
the mobile devices are exchanging data with service platforms.

As the proposed solution is designed to be applied to different network ar-
chitectures, it must be easily applicable as an addition to the current network
architectures such as the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core. The reduced integration
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complexity enables a solution to be easily accepted by the standardization com-
munity and adopted as part of the technology.

3.3.2 Access Network Related Requirements

The general requirements have a specific form when related to the access net-
works. Mainly, they relate to access network selection and handover procedures as
the adaptation procedure. The access network selection enable the mobile devices
to appropriately the select the target access when required. The handover proce-
dure is active adaptation to the new access network executed when the selection
happens.

For access network selection, the main requirements are related to the consider-
ation as part of the access decision parameters the available resources in the vicinity
of the mobile device, the required resources for the delivery of various applications
and the subscriber profile information as part of the selection procedure. Addi-
tionally, any change in required resources and in subscription information should
trigger an adaptation procedure in order to be able to efficiently support the new
mobile device characteristics.

For the handover procedures a reduction in duration compared to the current
procedures is required as well as a reduction in the number of operations that have
to be executed.

All these operations have to be executed transparently to the correspondent
nodes and with a minimal impact on the mobile devices.

3.3.3 Core Network Related Requirements

From core network perspective, the general requirements are related to the data
path adaptation through the core network including the making of the decision
and its execution through signaled orchestration between the different network
components.

The decisions should be made considering the current status on the different
network paths, the resource requirements of the applications and of the current
service platforms used.

For data path adaptation procedure, the same requirements of reduced sig-
nalling and low delay are considered.

Additionally, the adaptation procedures should be contained in the core net-
work, therefore to be transparent to mobile devices and to correspondent nodes.
For procedures such as fail over mitigation, maintenance or energy consumption
reduction procedures, the mobile device should be able to remain attached to the
same access network.
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3.3.4 Service Delivery Related Requirements

The service adaptation is related to the flexible change of the communication pa-
rameters between a mobile device and a service platform while the access network
and the core network path are adapted.

The adaptation requires a reduced signalling between core network and service
platform. Additionally, the core network has to take over functionality from the
service platform which is already partially sustained such as mobility support and
application resources requirements handling through policy based decisions.

3.3.5 Mobile Device Related Requirements

The realization of the requirements imposed on the operator networks including
the radio access network, the core network and the service delivery platforms imply
also modifications on the mobile devices. As the number of mobile devices is very
large and distributed to their users, the modifications brought to the mobile device
should be minimal.

The Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) and the mobile device firmware or op-
erating system should not be modified. Additionally, modifications to the mobile
device should easy be integrated in existing devices. Thus all the distinct modifica-
tions should be realized as applications which can be downloaded through software
updates.

3.3.6 Requirements Summary

The requirements are summarized in Table 3.1.

3.4 Evaluation Criteria

For the evaluation of the related technologies and for the final evaluation of pro-
posed system, a set of criteria are defined in this section. The criteria are selected
based on the requirements previously described. This section introduces these cri-
teria and discusses the evaluation metrics, enabling the framework for comparison
of different technologies. The following criteria are not ordered by their importance
towards the carrier grade operator network self adaptation.

1. Resource based access network selection - Solutions handling the selec-
tion of access networks have to make a policy decision triggered also based
on the required and available resources.
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Requirement Description

Adaptation Enabling The network should provide the means to appropriately select

the access network, the core data path and the level of resources

required by the applications according to the network status, by

this providing the best available connectivity for each subscribed

device

Adaptation duration reduc-

tion

The network should reduce the duration of the adaptation pro-

cedures

Signaling reduction The network should be able to reduce the signalling per sub-

scriber

Policy Decisions Number re-

duction

The number of policy decisions for each subscriber should be

limited to the a minimum which ensures the self-adaptation of

the subscriber characteristics through the network

Adaptation procedure num-

ber reduction

The number of adaptation procedures should be reduced to the

minimal level while maintaining the characteristics of the com-

munication

Correspondent Node Trans-

parency

The adaptation procedures should be completely transparent to

correspondent nodes as to make them feasible to be deployed

in the current network architecture. Containment to the op-

erator network infrastructure also reduces the duration of the

procedures

Minimal Mobile Device

Modification

The modifications brought to mobile devices should be minimal

and easily integrated into state of the art devices.

Service Platform Integration Application delivery requirements should be part of the adapta-

tion decision

Standard Architecture Ap-

plicability

The solution should be easy applicable as an extension to current

network architectures such as and not restricted to the 3GPP

EPC

Modularity The solution should be composed of multiple enablers which may

be used independently

Table 3.1: Requirements Summary

This criterion provides a means evaluate how close to the ideal access net-
work selection a decision may be, considering the required and the available
resources.

2. Data path stretch - Solutions handling mobility have to maintain a mobile
device reachable by its correspondent nodes despite its mobility. For this
reasons, solutions may not always be able to maintain the best route between
mobile devices and correspondent nodes.

This criterion provides a means to evaluate path optimality. That is, how
close to optimal routing is a solution, based on the theoretical measuring of
the number of links between the mobile device and the correspondent nodes,
pondered by the metrics allocated to these links

3. Service adaptation support - As the mobile communication environment
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is highly changing, even when the devices do not change their network loca-
tion, the service platforms require that their data delivery is adapted to the
dynamic network status.

This criterion provides the means to evaluate how close to the optimal the
service adaptation is, considering the available network resources and the
possible session profiles negotiated between mobile devices and service plat-
forms.

4. Subscription profile and user preferences - With mobile device diver-
sification, access networks and services, the user has multiple choices for ap-
plication delivery. The choice is done through the subscription profile stored
in the network and through dynamic user preferences.

This criterion evaluates if and how much a specific solution is considering
the user related information into their decisions making for adapting of the
subscriber communication. A solution is considered better if it uses all the
information available in the mobile system.

5. Required signaling - Current solutions have to maintain a binding between
the location of the mobile device and its identity to enable reachability and
service delivery. For example, in case of access network and core network
adaptation, this information has to be maintained in the core network while
for the application adaptation, it should be contained in the service platforms.
For this reason, adaptation triggers have to be signaled, information has to
be collected and then the decisions have to be enforced. Different levels of
signalling are considered for the communication inside the network domain,
then for the case when correspondent nodes are involved.

This criterion evaluates how many messages are required for executing an
adaptation procedure. Additionally, if a procedure has to be executed mul-
tiple times until the system reaches a stable state, mainly due to lack of
available information at the initial decision, the signalling is counted as part
of the same overall adaptation procedure. A reduced signalling it is con-
sidered better as it requires less functionality in the network and a lower
delay.

6. Required policy decisions - Current solutions require a policy decision for
each adaptation. For example, in case of access network reselection, a decision
is made for handover and another one for adaptation of the service. This
criterion evaluates the number of policy decisions taken during an adaptation.
Considering the same final result, a reduced number of decisions is considered
better as it requires less functionality in the network per device.
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7. Adaptation duration - During any adaptation procedure there is a cer-
tain critical time interval in which a complex state is maintained containing
both the initial and the target information. This state has a high resource
consumption and possibly impacts the communication of the subscribers e.g.
through packet loss, jitter etc. The adaptation duration depends on signalling
delay and on the network processing. A shorter adaptation time should be
considered.

This criterion measures the time difference between the moment an adapta-
tion is requested and the moment when it is completed as noticed from the
data path. Some control procedures may happen afterwards, however their
delay will not affect directly the data communication.

8. Solution flexibility - this criterion evaluates the capability of a solution
to administratively power down one or more network entities. It enable
to evaluate the easiness of network topology change due to maintenance or
energy efficiency reasons. A solution is evaluated on its capability to adapt
for each of the affected users without service interruption. A better solution
is the one which can flexibly select and replace more functional entity serving
a mobile nodes.

9. Reliability - This criterion evaluates the ability of a solution to perform
its functionality even in exceptional cases in which a part of the system is
not functional. A system is considered better when more components can be
replaced seamlessly to subscribers at any failure case.

10. Impact on mobile devices - This criterion evaluates how much function-
ality, if any, is required to be introduced in the mobile nodes, supporting
the features of the network solution. A minimal modification is considered
the introduction of a software component, while an extended modification is
considered a modification of the TCP/IP stack.

Additionally, as part of the impact on mobile devices is considered the sup-
port of the multi-homing and for seamless communication.

11. Impact on the correspondent nodes - This criterion evaluates whether
the solution requires correspondent node modifications. The correspondent
node is generically representing all the other possible remote parties including
mobile devices, fixed devices and service platforms which in a great major-
ity require complete transparency to a newly deployed solution. From this
perspective, a solution which is transparent to the correspondent nodes is
considered better.
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12. Impact on the service platforms - This criterion evaluates whether a
solution is able to reduce the service platform functionality by taking over
functionality, reduce the signalling during adaptation procedures, and by
maintaining the changes transparently.

Additionally, the system should allow the service platform to transmit their
requirements to the core network and to receive the minimum number of
messages in form of events to allow service adaptation. From the application
perspective, a better solution is the one takes over part of the functionality
while reducing the signaling.

13. Applicability - This criterion evaluates the easiness of integrating a specific
solution in the current network architectures. A solution which is already
integrated or is easy to be added in the current running carrier grade systems
is considered better as it can be easily deployed in the network. However,
this criterion should not be considered as decisive for the scientific value of a
specific solution.

As a complete orthogonality between the evaluation criteria was not possible to
be achieved, due to high interconnection between different features, they should not
be considered equal as importance. However, even having the equality perception
pit-fall, a large set of criteria was preferred for achieving a complex image of the
network environment.

Some of these criteria are logically opposing each other. For example, with
a high increase in signalling and with virtually an infinite adaptation delay, any
adaptation procedure will produce close to perfect results. For solution feasibility
reasons, these opposing criteria were desired. Through good innovation and design,
it is expected that solutions will have better performance even on opposing criteria,
resulting in progress beyond the current technology state.

In the following chapter the various state of the art and related solutions are
evaluated against these criteria. After presenting the proposed solution, in the
critical assessment chapter, these criteria are used to further demonstrate its ad-
vantages.

In order to be able to offer a homogeneous comparison between heterogeneous
technologies, to each evaluation criterion, a metric was associated. The scale for
the metrics is detailed in Annex A.2.1.

The evaluation criteria are summarized in Table 3.2.
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Evaluation Criteria Description

Resource based access net-

work selection

Evaluates the usage of resource related information in access

network selection decisions

Data path stretch Evaluates how close to the optimal routing is a solution

Service adaptation support Evaluates how close to the optimal the service adaptation is

Subscription profile and user

preferences

Evaluates how much information related to the subscriber is

used

Required signaling How many messages are required for executing and adaptation

procedure

Required policy decisions Number of policy decisions that have to be taken until the adap-

tation procedure succeeds

Adaptation duration The time difference between the adaptation trigger and the com-

pleted procedure observed on the data path

Service Platform Integration Application delivery requirements should be part of the adapta-

tion decision

Solution flexibility Capability of a solution to adapt to network topology changes

Reliability Capability of a solution to adapt to fail-over cases

Impact on mobile devices How much functionality, if any, has to be added to the mobile

devices

Impact on the correspon-

dent nodes

How much functionality, if any, has to be added to the corre-

spondent nodes

Impact on the service plat-

forms

How much functionality, if any, has to be added to the service

platforms

Applicability How easy is to introduce the solution in the current core network

architecture

Table 3.2: Evaluation Criteria Summary
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Chapter 4

Related Technologies

Various research efforts tackle the main features of the subscriber based adaptation
according to the requirements from the previous section chapter. The following
sections present several research activities on which this thesis is built or which
relate to the work presented.

4.1 Access Network Selection Technologies

With the deployment of multiple access networks of various technologies, the
telecommunication environment is evolving towards a dense wireless environment
where multiple access networks overlap and complement each other in terms of
bandwidth, transmission delay and operational costs. It became obvious that the
access network selection is transforming from a trivial problem on selecting the
only possible access network to an extended issue in which a high number of ac-
cess networks of various access technologies are available at the same location.
This section presents initial approaches and solutions for access network adapta-
tion aiming at seamless and optimized service continuity.

4.1.1 Media Independent Handover

The IEEE Media Independent Handover 802.21 standard (MIH) [125] represents
a solution for fast network detection and selection, integrated with the IP con-
nectivity level, enabling fast handover procedures. MIH concentrates on vertical
handovers, by offering convergent triggering, control, and information exchange
pertaining to each access network. For this, it offers mechanisms for network
discovery, network selection and handover negotiation, named handover initia-
tion. Also, it offers optimizations for the handover preparation phase including
the physical, link and IP layers.

As depicted in Figure 4.1, MIH is concerned with the optimization of the
handover provisioning in the area between access network link layer connection
technologies and network layer. The key component is the MIH Function MIHF
offering three services: event triggering, control messages and information service.

The Media Independent Event Service (MIES) offers information on the phys-
ical link to the upper layers, aiming at a reduced disruption during the handover
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Figure 4.1: Media Independent Handover Stack

by announcing changes in access network availability, including loss of connec-
tivity predictive triggers. MIES enables the mobile device to convey link layer
triggers into media independent format which are transmitted to higher levels of
the network stack or to remote network entities.

The Media Independent Control Service (MICS) enables the transmission of
handover related commands to the link layer of the mobile devices.

The Media Independent Information Service (MIIS) offers the necessary infor-
mation for access network selection. It is usually located on the network side.
Based on the mobile device characteristics, it can determine an ordered list of
available networks. The parameters transmitted to the device are mainly static
parameters, enabling a fast processing of the requests. However, this implies that
the actual presence of the network in the specific location can not be determined
i.e. the network might not be available due to energy saving, fail-over or mainte-
nance mechanisms, etc.

MIH standard was developed for ensuring fast connectivity continuity with
no consideration for seamless services handover. Having a static MIIS, MIH is
not aware of the momentary status of the access networks, not guaranteeing the
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connectivity and the preservation of resource reservations.
MIH aims only at handovers due to loss of connectivity over source access

network, therefore, enabling a fast communication over the network in the time
interval when a handover has to be executed, without supporting out of band
information exchange. Further optimizations in this direction and in the applica-
tion of the technology for different access network are available in the literature
[126], [127], [128], [129], [130], [131] however maintaining the same time constraints
limitations.

Because of this, MIH was initially standardized as a link layer communication
protocol. The network stack of the mobile devices and of the base stations of
different radio technologies had to be modified.

MIH conceptual approach was extended through multiple mechanisms. In a
notable approach, from EFIPSANS project, the information transmitted consid-
ered also the type of connectivity the subscriber requires and the current available
resources in the specific access network [132]. Although being able to balance the
subscribers between the different access networks depending on network load, the
operations are executed only at the attachment of new devices.

In order to be able to communicate over multiple device interfaces at the same
time, the EU Ambient Gateways [133], [134], [135] project extended MIH layer with
data routing capabilities over multiple radio links. This intermediary Generic Link
Layer controls the availability of specific links, while for the data transmission
it makes routing decisions in the mobile device selecting the most appropriate
interface.

4.1.2 IETF

IETF tackled the issue of access network selection from a network oriented per-
spective. Although recognizing the role of the availability of the mobile device
required resources in the target access network for a seamless service continuity
and thus, the major role of the communication between selection functionality
and network provider, IETF solution concentrated on the network level missing
features in the IEEE MIH standard, mainly in the direction of the transport level
protocols [136].

A novel abstraction level was defined on top of the network layer, which enables
the exchange of information between any entities pertaining to access network
selection services. In this framework two main functions were considered: the
service discovery and the service transport [137].

For the service discovery, two complimentary mechanisms were considered. One
uses DHCP for transmitting the address of the network mobility service to mobile
devices [138]. The other uses DNS for service discovery in the specific access
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network [139]. In both cases, a standard protocol is extended through known
means to support mobility service discovery.

A basic transport mechanism was developed in which the data is encapsulated
into UDP messages [140]. However, a more general protocol was preferred [136] be-
ing able to support both TCP and UDP transport. Both protocols are data carriers
without having support for mobile device authentication and authorization or for
encryption. These mechanisms enable differentiation between the messages that
have high time constraints and those which contain large amount of information,
without standardizing a specific mechanism for either.

Another solution was proposed for the transport of the MIH messages in the
operator core network using the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) signalling mech-
anism [141]. Although this solution enables the exchange of data packets with
application servers especially designed for service continuity, it remains tributary,
as any transport solution to the selection state machines at the end nodes, thus,
to MIH limitations.

4.1.3 ITU-T

The ITU Telecommunication Standard Group on Future Networks, proposed a
high level architecture for the mobility support and control in the Next Genera-
tion Networks [97], which is representing a high level view of carrier grade oper-
ator networks, similar to the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core architecture, having a
Resource Admission and Control Function (RACF) mapped to the 3GPP PCRF
and a Handover Decision Function (HDF) similar with the 3GPP ANDSF, due to
its reselection functionality and due to its ability to receive information for dis-
covery procedures from a Mobility Location Management Function (MLMF). A
simplified architecture from the access network selection perspective is depicted in
Figure 4.2.

In ITU-T architecture, the access network reselection decisions are taken based
on user profile information and on the serving link events such as reduction or loss
of signal the availability of the required resources on the target access network.
Although, during the handover decision the level of available resources is requested
from the RACF function, the RACF is not able to initiate handover procedures.
Therefore, when the mobile device required resources are changing, this is not
considered as reselection trigger.

However, as the ITU standard is regarded as recommendations for further
standardization in other organizations, such as 3GPP, it do not detail how this
procedure should be executed. Therefore, the concepts presented in this disser-
tation in relationship to access network adaptation are easy to be integrated as
additions also to ITU architecture.
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Figure 4.2: ITU-T Access Network Discovery and Selection High Level Architecture

4.1.4 IEEE P1900.4

The IEEE P1900.4 work group is developing the architectural building blocks
enabling network-device distributed decision making for optimized radio resource
usage in heterogeneous wireless access networks. The standard is part of the
cognitive radio activities of the IEEE.

P1900.4 protocol [142] defines a set of building blocks in the mobile devices
and in the network, handling the resource management and the information that
has to be exchanged between these functional entities, aiming at a coordinated
decision for an optimized radio resource usage.

The goal is to improve through cognitive radio mechanisms the overall compos-
ite capacity of heterogeneous wireless systems by defining appropriate protocols
facilitating the usage of radio resources, in particular the information exchanged
between network and mobile devices addressing single- and multi-homed devices.

From the perspective of access network selection in carrier grade operator net-
works, the P1900.4 functional architecture is offering an extensive functionality in
the area of reselection of physical resources, on assigned spectrum, on momentary
resources required by the mobile device, and on the requirements of the subscribed
services [143].

However, the standard still requires further advancement and research, espe-
cially in the area of resource allocation orchestration at the overall system level
and at the integration while legacy mobile devices. Missing extensions include the
common managing of decisions taken in specific network locations and the integra-
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tion with subscriber oriented policy decisions, allowing the differentiation between
the subscribers and their required resources.

P1400.4 solution was extended through projects such as EC FP6 E3, which
concentrated the most on autonomous spectrum allocation. In the area of ac-
cess network selection, the protocol was adapted having similar features as the
MIH [144], [145]: only link level protocol communication and no relationship with
subscriber communication.

4.1.5 3GPP Access Network Discovery and Selection

The access network selection functionality in the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core is
differentiated based on the access networks between which the handovers are as-
sumed to be executed. One mechanism is presumed for handovers between 3GPP
access networks and another one when the handovers involve at least one non-
3GPP access network. In this section, the two mechanisms are described.

4.1.5.1 Intra-3GPP Access Network Selection

The handover between 3GPP access networks is controlled by network manage-
ment entities which are aware of the mobile device location and of its reserved
resources, of the access network coverage, and of resource availability. For han-
dovers between GPRS or UMTS accesses, SGSN is supporting this functionality
[78], while for the handovers to LTE accesses, MME is the control entity [24]. As
the concept which is followed is similar for both these entities, in the following
only the MME will be further analyzed.

The MME is controlling the intra-3GPP mobility and maintains the current
location of the UE, including the tracking area information, the LTE cell identity,
the age since this identity was acquired, the authentication information, and the
UE access capabilities. Its main functions include authentication and authorization
of UEs, location tracking, and network assisted cell change [103], [101].

For location functionality, MME maintains information on the cells located in
UE’s vicinity named Tracking Area. This functionality along with the cell identity
information with handover requirements of the base stations due to loss of signal
and with the network topology in the area controlled by the MME, enable the
MME to make decisions and to prepare and orchestrate a handover.

In order to reduce the interruption when executing a cell change between the
different 3GPP access networks, MME provides proactive handover information
to the target cell, enabling a preparation phase in which the data packets are
forwarded between the source and the target access networks. For this, MME
has to first discover the appropriate Serving GW, eNodeB or SGSN to which the
handover will be performed.
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In the MME solution, control entities are managing the complete handover
procedures on behalf of the UE, providing a means specific to 3GPP accesses, in
which the network controls the access network selection. Even though it maintains
high level of information, the system is rather static in regard to UE’s required
resources, reacting only to radio signal or subscription profile modifications.

Additionally, as the MME is able to command handovers, the system is ensured
that a handover to the target access network will be executed and thus that no
redundant resources are consumed. This deters the applicability of the same mech-
anism for non-3GPP accesses,where UEs connect with a different device interface
based on the preference of the user.

4.1.5.2 Non-3GPP Access Network Selection

In 3GPP EPC, the access network selection for non-3GPP accesses is based on the
ANDSF which transmits indications on the access network located in the vicinity
of the UE [21], [102]. The UE uses this information to discover access networks
and then to select the most appropriate one.

At the moment of writing of this dissertation, the ANDSF functionality offers
to the UE only guidance in selecting a next point of attachment. It does not imply
that the UE prior to the attachment procedures has to transmit to the ANDSF
neither its location nor the networks located in its vicinity. For this, the ANDSF is
aware of UE’s identity and of a coverage map which contains all accesses deployed
by the specific carrier grade operator.

By knowing the networks available for communication in the area where the
UE is located and based on the selection policies received from the ANDSF, the
UE selects one access. For non-3GPP accesses, EPC leaves much of the control to
the UEs not being able to dynamically balance the UEs between different accesses
based on their required resources and the momentary network availability. There-
fore, the UE is selecting to which access network to connect to according to the
policies, which selection can be observed in EPC only when attachment procedures
are initiated [105].

Figure 4.3: ANDSF Policies
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Two types of policies are to be exchanged between UE and ANDSF, differen-
tiated by their conditions and their actions, as depicted in Figure 4.3:

• UE-ANDSF policies - these policies refer to the communication between UE
and ANDSF. Their conditions mention when and how the communication
between ANDSF and UE has to take place. This type of policies is implicit,
being separated into ANDSF discovery and UE registration for service (for
both PUSH and PULL communication models).

• Operator Preferred Accesses Policies - these policies include the main func-
tionality of ANDSF. The policies state in which conditions a UE has to initi-
ate the discovery procedures for a new attachment and which access network
to select from the list of discovered networks.

ANDSF has only one interface, defined for the communication with the UE.
Using this interface, the UE initiates the communication with the ANDSF for
operator preferred access network discovery when some specific conditions set up
within the policies available in the UE are met or when the user requests a manual
selection.

The communication between UE and ANDSF can be executed in PUSH, PULL
or both modes. For PULL mode, UE has to initiate the communication, thus the
UE-ANDSF policies are triggering the exchange. For PUSH mode, the network
has more control of UEs, being able to update the policies based on network events.
Similar to PULL mode, PUSH mode bases also the Operator Preferred Accesses
Policies exchange on the UE-ANDSF policies, because the UE has to initially
discover the ANDSF and register to it.

For the case of switch-on or recovery from lack of signal, the UE has to attach to
a first access network based only on stored policies [102]. In this case, the UE has
to be able to select first the technology over which to communicate, the necessary
credentials and to execute the attachment procedures. In order to be able to
receive these policies, UE has to attach and to be authenticated and authorized
at ANDSF. The initial attachment to ANDSF may provide a solution to this
problem. However, from the perspective of the 3GPP standards this remains as
an open issue.

By this mechanism, the operator has a very loose control of the next point of
attachment to the access networks, as the UE does the actual selection of the next
access to attach to.

3GPP underlined the importance of location for selecting the appropriate Op-
erator Preferred Access Policies. As stated before, the policies are transmitted
to the UE prior to the technology specific discovery procedures, thus the ANDSF
is not aware of the exact access networks located in UE vicinity, having to rely
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on subscription profile and on the Coverage Map information. A more granular
location information would provide a more suitable set of policies, accustomed to
UE’s context.

At his moment, in the 3GPP standard, it is uncertain which information is kept
in the ANDSF for each UE. Thus, it is not clear whether ANDSF maintains the full
location and bearer information e.g. accesses used, momentary GBR, momentary
MBR etc. or whether, it maintains only static information that may apply to
multiple UEs at the same time. The full state information enables the ANDSF to
track the UE attachments and to avoid the ping-pong effect. Also it can command
handover procedures with optimization, as being able to determine the next point
of attachment.

The full state can be maintained at a specific processing cost. When ANDSF
maintains only static information, more users can be served using the same ca-
pacity. A trade-off between these solutions may be proven to be more suitable for
ANDSF, as other entities in the EPC maintain already information that can be
used for network discovery and selection process e.g. MME maintains a tracking
area for 3GPP accesses.

3GPP desires for PUSH mode to be able to register the UE to ANDSF. Until
now, no specification of the procedures has been defined. These procedures pre-
sume that ANDSF maintains at least registration state for each UE. It is not yet
considered whether this state information contains access network and location
information. Also, the mechanism for transmitting policies from ANDSF to UEs
is not defined i.e. when, why and how the policies are transmitted to the UE. It is
hinted that ANDSF may transmit this information either at specific time intervals
or when the Operator Preferred Accesses Policies change.

For PULL mode, the UE transmits its current location and its capabilities
e.g. the list of access networks that can be selected. It is not yet clear whether
the UE authenticates or whether it receives the selection of the access networks
independently of its identity.

As stated in 3GPP standard [102], the ANDSF provides inter-system mobility
policies: ”The policies may indicate preference of one access network over another
or may restrict inter-system mobility to a particular access network under certain
conditions. The ANDSF may also specify validity conditions which indicate when a
policy is valid. Such conditions may be based on time duration, location etc.” This
definition of the policies is very vague. It can be interpreted as general policies
based on location and time periods (e.g. from 10:00 to 12:00). The UE has to
execute by itself the attachment procedures accordingly.

In conclusion, ANDSF offers the support for transmitting operator preferences
to UEs for network discovery and selection. Although the 3GPP specification in-
troduces the basic concepts and mechanisms necessary, multiple issues still remain
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open. At this moment, it is not clearly stated the relationship between ANDSF
and other network entities, nor its interfaces. Because of lack of features, the ac-
cess network selection is executing without any relationship to available or required
resources, therefore not ensuring the seamless service continuity.

A single interface was defined between the ANDSF and the UE, but this in-
terface lacks the exact technical requirements. For example, it is considered that
this interface is able to transmit to UEs the operator preferences, but it is not
clear when these preferences are transmitted, whether EPC has any procedures to
execute when these policies are transmitted or the impact on the UE.

Through the network assisted mechanism of handovers to non-3GPP accesses,
the operator is not aware of the UE’s next point of attachment, thus the core
network will have to react to the new attachment and determine that a handover
occurred. The lack of certainty limits the possibilities of executing preparation
phase procedures, thus maintaining a long handover duration which may lead to
service interruption.

A similar solution was developed through the European Project EFIPSANS
addressing plain IP networks. For access network selection and for routing of data
traffic to specific interfaces, an autonomous decision is taken independent of the
access networks at the IP level [146], however concentrating on the algorithms for
directing specific data flows and not optimizing the communication mechanisms.
The work remained in an initial phase without locating the decision points in the
network context.

4.1.6 Discussion

In this section a set of access network selection solutions were presented. Following,
these solutions are compared based on the evaluation criteria which leads to a
comprehensive overview of the solved problems, but also to a better understanding
of the open issues.

From the perspective of the Resource Based Access Network Selection, the an-
alyzed solutions are concentrating on the access network change due to signal
strength reduction. An initial concept, in which the target access network has
to sustain the mobile device resources appears in the ITU architecture without
further detailing. None of the solutions provides the means to execute handovers
triggered by modifications in the resources required by the devices or because of
the modification of the available resources in the current access network, features
which would provide a more flexible adaptation of the communication path to the
overall resource needs of the wireless system.

Additionally, none of the solutions considers as part of the network decision
the Subscription Profile and User Preferences, information which is available in
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the core network or which can be received dynamically from the mobile devices.
Due to this, the network assistance in the selection procedure is limited to static
information in relationship to the devices.

From the perspective of required signalling, the solutions can be classified as
solution for which all the signalling has to occur after the trigger of the handover
was initiated such as the MIH or the intra-3GPP mobility support and solutions
in which the signalling is not bound to any handover procedure such as ANDSF.
In the first case, the signalling is made of a reduced set of information which is
transmitted from the network, requiring to fit into a specific delay, but providing
the information which enables an appropriate selection decision. In the second
case, the signalling can be executed when the network cost is reduced, however
not providing the certainty of selection procedures success, due to the lack of
momentary network context.

For all the solutions described, a single informed access network selection is not
possible, the adaptation duration may consist of multiple access network reselection
cycles in which the mobile device attaches to different accesses in its vicinity until
it is able to connect to the appropriate one. It is assumed that a decision which has
all the required parameters is able to drastically reduce the adaptation duration
to a single access reselection procedure.

As procedures can not be triggered by the modifications of the resources avail-
able in the specific access networks, except for the intra-3GPP access selection
one, the current solutions have a minimal flexibility in regard to energy efficiency
optimizations, fail-over or maintenance procedures.

All the solutions for access network selection require some modifications of
the mobile node while remaining transparent to correspondent nodes. However,
some solutions do not require the modification of the network stack, as they can
either be deployed as applications or are part from the initial stages of the access
technology specific device drivers. Other solutions such as MIH or P1400.4 require
modifications of the network stack of the devices which implies higher deployment
costs.

In conclusion, from the solutions analyzed, currently none is able to trigger the
access network selection based on the modifications of the required resources of the
device or on the changes in momentarily available resources in the network. Based
on this, having a minimal flexibility and an increased signalling and adaptation
duration.

The non-3GPP access network selection was selected as basis for the exempli-
fication and the evaluation of the concepts proposed here, as it provides the most
part of the evaluated qualities and has a high deployment probability. However,
this does not imply that the novel concepts can not be applied to other solutions.
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4.2 Mobility Support Technologies

Network support for mobility has been a very active topic of research for more than
a decade, leading to a high number of available solutions. In this section some of
the most widely deployed or highly academic considered solutions are analyzed
based on a reference scenario illustrated in Figure 4.4. The scenario includes a
mobile node (MN) which changes its location between two access points (AP1 and
AP2) of the same or different access technology pertaining to the same operator
and communicates with a generic correspondent node (CN). The technologies are
analyzed from the perspective of obtaining an optimized path between the MN
and the CN through a flexible solution while maintaining a minimal impact on the
end nodes.

The access network handover was selected as being more intuitive. However,
the considered scenario addresses also the case the MN maintains its connectivity
to the same access network and the data path through the core network has to be
adapted.

Figure 4.4: Core Network Mobility Support Evaluation Model

4.2.1 Mobile IP

Mobile IP (MIP) [147] enables the mobility support over multiple network provider
domains transparent to the CN by using an IP layer of redirection. Figure 4.5
illustrates the key aspects of the solution [148], [149]. MIP depends on a globally
unique identifier, the Home Address (HoA), which is allocated to each MN by a
mobile network operator Home Agent (HA) entity. HA binds the HoA with the
current locator of the MN, namely the Care-of-Address (CoA), which is provided
by each of the access network (AP1/2) upon connectivity establishment (Step 1).
In case of changes in the locator (CoA), MN must inform HA so that the HoA-
CoA mapping remains always up-to-date (Step 2). CNs use the HoA as destination
IP address for all communication with the MN. Packets destined to MN are first
routed to HA, which tunnels them to the current MN CoA (Step 3). At the MN,
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the MIP implementation decapsulates the received packets and delivers them to
the applications containing as destination IP the HoA. Correspondingly, when the
MN sends packets to CN, it uses HoA as the source IP address.

Figure 4.5: Mobile IP

MIP requires no changes to applications, and is not tied to any underlying radio
access technology. MIP requires the operator to deploy one or more HAs and all
MNs to add MIP support in the operating system. Recent standard updates enable
the operator to select which HA handles each MN based on the subscription profile,
allowing for more dynamic load balancing in MM operation, however maintaining
the same HA for the complete communication of the MN.

If CN supports Mobile IP version 6 (MIPv6), then the route optimization
feature can be used, in which case MN signals directly to CN changes in CoA
(Step 4). In this case, the CN MIPv6 implementation maintains the HoA-CoA
binding, and thus becomes the anchor for the data traffic, which enables optimal
routes to be selected also for downlink data packets. However, this implies that
all the CNs have to be modified in order to support this feature.

Finally, with respect to multi access support, several solution define MIP sup-
port for multiple CoAs, enabling MNs to control which CoA to use for different
data flows or automatic using transport layer probing [150]. The specific solution
was implemented and further extended through the FP7 EFIPSANS project [151],
[152], [153]. Although a higher agility is given to the protocol, it addresses only
the case of switching between different connections at network level, thus not en-
abling a complete data path modification, remaining tributary to the limitations
of Mobile IP.

Other research follows the direction of multiple HoA-CoA bindings maintained
by the HA [154], [155] enabling a load balancing for multi-homed MNs.
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4.2.2 3GPP

3GPP has defined two modes of operations for MNs: the active mode in which
MNs are connected to the network and able to receive and to transmit data and
the idle mode in which MNs which do not require to communicate, even though
connected, do not have an established data path and thus consuming less energy
[19]. For these two modes different mobility support is offered by the network [78],
[24], [101]. In the following only the LTE modes are presented. The 2G and 3G
mechanisms are similar.

4.2.2.1 Active Mode

For mobility support in Active State, 3GPP includes a set of solutions for different
access technologies core networks, from which only the EPC solution is presented
in detail, as it contains all the functionality of the previous optimizations while
being the state of the art in standardization of new features.

For active mode, a permanent association is established through a chain of
tunnels between the MN and the central anchor, the PDN GW. The tunnels are
established using protocols such as GPRS Tunneling Protocol, Proxy Mobile IP
(PMIP) or Dual Stack Mobile IP (DSMIP) which are using the same establishing
and forwarding context, however, designed with different goals [105], [156], [114],
[113].

MNs pertaining to one IP domain receive their IP address from one PDN-GW,
selected during network attachment, which makes the IP address space reachable
from the Internet. When PDN GW changes a service interruption will be expe-
rienced, as a new IP address will have to be allocated by the target PDN GW
and this address has to be signaled to the CNs. The selection of the PDN GW is
executed by the MME or the SGSN in case of the 3GPP accesses or by the access
network specific gateways otherwise.

In all 3GPP mobility support solutions, an intermediary access network specific
gateway is introduced to handle mobility inside one part of the wireless domain
such as the Serving GW (S-GW) for 3GPP accesses, generic access network gate-
way (ANGw) and evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) for trusted and untrusted
non-3GPP accesses. As part of its functionality, the gateway handles the redirec-
tion of the connection to the new location of the MN while keeping it transparent
to the central anchor.

Due to mobility, the access network specific gateway may change. In this case,
the mapping in the PDN-GW is updated as to redirect the tunnel towards the
target gateway.

The model adapted for LTE access is depicted in Figure 4.6. the MME takes the
decision that a new gateway has to be selected for the MN. It informs the target S-
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GW, which establishes a redirection tunnel for the MN data traffic from the source
S-GW. Upon actual execution of the S-GW change, the target S-GW initiates the
redirection of the tunnel from the PDN-GW. Due to the redirection tunnel, no
packet will be lost during the S-GW change. The redirection at the PDN GW is
established only after the MN is able to exchange messages over the target S-GW
which enables the downlink data traffic to continue through the source gateway
until the connection to the target gateway is completely established.

Figure 4.6: 3GPP Core Network Mobility Support

A same procedure is deployed also when a handover between two eNodeBs has
to be executed in which the anchor is maintained in the S-GW while the redirection
tunnel is established between the target and the source eNodeB.

The redirection is possible due to the control of the handover procedures in
the MME. However, this is not realizable when the handover includes one non-
3GPP access technology. Therefore using the current standard solution a service
interruption will be experienced.

A similar solution based only on Proxy Mobile IP is considered by the Daidalos
II project [157] in which the mobility in a single domain is realized through the
anchoring in a PMIP Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) ensuring the seamless local
mobility support. However, an application level solution is integrated on top,
which is further presented in the next sections, enabling the seamless mobility
support over multiple accesses.

4.2.2.2 Idle Mode

Devices which connect to 3GPP access networks can enter into Idle Mode state
in which no messages are exchanged with any CN, although various registration
information is maintained in the network [24], [101].

The MN is tracked through messages transmitted to the base stations of the
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3GPP accesses (i.e. eNodeB) resulting in a tracking area which contains multiple
adjacent cells. When downlink data traffic becomes available, then the mobile
device is announced in all the cells of the tracking area through a paging procedure.

Specifically in 3GPP accesses, for enabling reachability of mobile nodes in Idle
State, a Tracking/Routing Area is defined containing the possible entities (e.g.
eNodeBs) which might reach the MN and trigger it to become active. The Track-
ing/Routing Area is stored in the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) database for the
subscriber identity. The MN is required to notify the network in case of leaving a
Tracking/Routing Area.

When a CN initiates communication with the MN, the packets are received by
the PDN GW/S-GW having as destination the IP address allocated to the MN.
The PDN GW/S-GW sends a Downlink Data Notification to the MME and/or
SGSN which forward it as a Paging Message to the nodes which may trigger the
activation of the MN. IP packets are buffered at the PDN GW/S-GW until the
MN becomes active and then are forwarded to it. For seamless service continuity
this IP address has to be maintained during the new active state of the MN.

If the MN requires transmitting an IP packet to the network, then it changes to
Active State, enabling it to communicate to CNs transparently over the previous
and actual active state. The IP address allocated to the MN may be replaced with
a new one, which enables it to be associated with another gateway, only if the MN
has no CNs.

4.2.3 Host Identity Protocol

The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [158], [159] [160] introduces the concept of sepa-
rating the identity of a host from its location in the network. Moreover, a host can
have multiple host identities [161]. In the TCP/IP stack, the IP-address serves also
as host identity, which introduces problems for MNs if their IP address changes.

HIP is a new network layer between the transport and IP layer. More formally,
HIP introduces a Host Identifier (HI) and a Host Identifier Tag (HIT) which is a
128 bit hash of the HI. TCP connections bind to a HIT instead of an IP-address
which enables transport session continuity as long as changes of the IP-address are
updated between the peers.

Other solutions consider that the IP address will be split into network locator
and node identifier requiring similar architecture and similar interactions [162],
[163].

HIP introduces a new node in the network architecture [164], the registration
and rendezvous server (RVS), which serves as the initial point of contact for new
HIP associations [165], [166]. Cryptographic material is exchanged for creating a
secure association between the peers [167].
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The MN registers with the RVS before it stores its HIP related information in
the DNS like HI, HIT and RVS domain name. The CN performs a lookup for the
MN’s domain name and receives the HI, HIT and domain name of the MN’s RVS
[168]. The basic procedure is depicted in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Host Identity Protocol (HIP)

The CN will contact the RVS with the initial trigger message, which is relayed
to the MN (Step 1). Then the normal basic procedure is applied to establish a
HIP association, which consists of a puzzle-solution handshake and the exchange
of Diffie-Hellman parameters for establishing a common secret (Step2). Now trans-
port sessions can be created and data transfers can take place. When an IP-address
change occurs, the RVS server will be notified (Step 3) and the CN will be updated
using a 3-way message exchange(Step 4). Deployed applications do not need to
be updated, they can perceive the HIT as IP address. During mobility, transport
connections will not break as they are bound to the HIT. Thus, after a short delay
for the update, all sessions continue seamlessly.

From the perspective of the communication, HIP represents a high evolution-
ary step over the Mobile IP route optimization solution especially in the support
of security association and of multi-homed devices. However, modifications are
required to both the MN and the CNs and the mobility has to be signaled with
authentication procedure end-to-end to all CNs, which increases the overall pro-
cedure delay as well as the processing at the end nodes.

4.2.4 Mobility Support for Locator Identity Split Protocol

Locator Identity Split Protocol (LISP) [169] [170] has as goal to increase routing
scalability in the Internet Backbone, therefore being outside of the main scope of
this dissertation. However, as it provides a specific mobility support solution [171],
it is shortly evaluated here.
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LISP presumes that the nodes of a network have assigned an IP address which
represents their static Endpoint ID (EID). A local network is advertised and bound
to a Router Locator (RLoc) which represents the address to which the Egress
Tunneling Router (ETR) may be reached [172], [173], [174].

The uplink packets are forwarded to an Ingres Tunneling Router (ITR) which
looks up in a generalized infrastructure for the locator advertised for the EID of
the correspondent node, then encapsulates the data packets with an IP header
addressed to the ETR which advertised the EID of the correspondent node. The
ETR decapsulates the message and forwards it to the CN.

For the mapping infrastructure several approaches are proposed as to be able to
scale the EID distribution in the complete IP domain. Through this mechanism,
the address space of the network provider core networks is hidden (encapsulated)
to the correspondent network providers, enabling a simplified routing scheme to
be deployed in the backbone core.

For mobility support [171], the protocol considers that the MN includes the
functionality of ITR and ETR as depicted in Figure 4.8. Through this mechanism,
it can advertise its static EID to the mapping infrastructure whenever the node
changes its network location, making the node reachable from the ITR of the CNs.

Figure 4.8: Mobility Support in Locator Identity Split Protocol

However, the MN depends on the presence of an ETR in the network of the CN
or of a translation entity to encapsulate data packets to/from the MN, therefore
requiring modifications in other operator domains. Additionally, the handover pro-
cedures have an increased delay as the correspondent domains have to be notified.
This requires a signalling proportionate to the number of correspondent domains.

ETR may be replaced by a Proxy ETR (PETR) [175] in case the network of
the correspondent node does not deploy LISP, which offers a solution similar to
Mobile IP, thus increasing the data path length between the MN and the CN.

The ”Routing on Flat Labels” (RoFL) solution [176] proposes that the ad-
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dresses of the devices represent their identity, without considering any location
related semantics. In order to be able to forward data packets to the appropriate
destination, each intermediary node maintains a set of hash tables. When devices
are changing their network location, all the appropriate hash tables have to be
updated resulting in a storm of signalling and high inefficient signalling.

A similar solution to LISP and RoFL was proposed in the EU FP7 4WARD
project [177], in which a set of dynamic anchors are placed close to the mobile
devices handling both the local mobility and the appropriate forwarding to the
correspondent nodes [178]. As LISP, also the 4ward solution requires the cooper-
ation of all the correspondent node domains thus having a large adaptation delay.

Another solution from Eriksson [179] proposes the construction of one or mul-
tiple circuits, named Late Locator Bindings, between the MN and the CNs before
as part of the communication establishment, thus generalizing LISP for a hier-
archical set of ITR and ETR functions. Through this functionality, the service
establishment has a larger delay, due to the circuit computations and the system
is rather static to data path modifications, while having the large advantage of a
faster data forwarding.

A hybrid solution between LISP and the late Locator Bindings is the Mobility
and Multihoming Supporting Identifier Locator Split Architecture (MILSA) with
specific servers which bridge the different realms and local realm forwarding dou-
bled by a hierarchical identifier system enables the inter-domain forwarding based
on node identity and the intra-domain forwarding based on the current connected
interfaces [180], [181].

4.2.5 Transport and Application Level

The transport and application level solutions are creating a new reachability over-
lay on top of the underlying IP communication, using the same concepts of reacha-
bility, binding to the specific transport or application instance the local IP address.

Multiple options for sustaining mobility at the transport level addressing es-
pecially TCP and SCTP are available in the literature such as Multi-Path TCP
(MPTCP) [182], [183], [184] and mobility support for SCTP (mSCTP) [185], [186],
[187]. Apart from the specific transport level features, such as the freezing of TCP
window during handover, these solutions have a common set of characteristics,
which will be further described using the mSCTP solution. The SCTP protocol is
based on associations between the MN and the CN. Whenever a handover occurs,
the MN receives a new target IP address which is added to the SCTP association,
then made primary IP address for the communication followed by the deletion of
the source IP address. This procedure enables the transparent handover of an
SCTP session.
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The transport level mobility solutions do not require any network infrastruc-
ture. They rely on processing executed at the end nodes. Because of this, the data
path length is not affected by mobility support at a cost of signalling the mobility
updates for all data sessions established with all CNs.

The application level solutions in which the MN signals directly the application
server on the specific solutions are similar to the transport level solutions, however
with a reduced impact on the device, requiring only the installation of the specific
software of the application on the device. The usage of the same application
mobility support for multiple applications using the same service platform highly
reduces the signalling as the mobility information has to be updated only one time.

For example, the Back to My Mac solution [188] uses a central DNS server to
which the devices register and can be reached for all applications [189], [190]. The
solution was designed for a reduced number of devices and is based on anchoring
of their data traffic on a network translation node at the device manufacturer
premises.

For the applications in which communication is established directly between
two peers with server proxy negotiation, such as the multimedia session establish-
ment using Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [191] either in Internet or in operator
deployed IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) infrastructures [100], the notification
will not be executed only with the CNs, but also to the specific application level
proxies.

For example, for SIP/IMS, whenever the IP-address of the MN, the sessions
are re-established at the application layer directly or intermediated by service level
entities [192], [193]. Figure 4.9 illustrates SIP-based MM in the reference scenario.

Figure 4.9: SIP/IMS Mobility Support

First, the MN receives an IP address from the first network (Step 1). Then,
the MN registers with the SIP service as to be reachable by CNs (Step 2). The
registration creates a binding between the MN public URI (e.g. alice@example.org)
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and the Contact URI (e.g. alice@10.11.12.13:5060) which enables correspondent
nodes to reach the MN and to establish sessions (Step 3).

Upon a handover, the MN receives a new IP address from the second network
(Step 4). Because of the IP address change, the contact URI changes, and the
MN issues a re-invitation to all CNs so that they can update their bindings and
re-configure media engines (Step 6). The MN also needs to update its registration
in order to be reachable for future sessions (Step 5). Depending on the application,
session re-establishment needs to be authenticated, causing additional signalling.

The 3GPP IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) adopted SIP for operator carrier
grade services. In IMS, same session re-establishment is possible as in Internet
SIP, but due to the binding of the session establishment functionality to resource
reservation, the re-establishment passes through the Call Session Control Functions
(CSCF) as in the case of the session establishment i.e. Step 2 and Step 4 have
similar data path. Due to the scalability mechanism internally added to the IMS
architecture, the CSCF entities may change during mobility as to better serve the
MN, not affecting the number of messages that have to be exchanged.

This mechanism, in which the control of the session re-establishment is left
completely to the MN, requires that additional functionality is added into the
MN for determining handover events. In order to circumvent this problem and
to maintain the MN functionality to the basic IMS functionality, 3GPP developed
the Multimedia Session Continuity (MMSC) application server which transfers the
control of the session handover to the IMS service provider [81]. MMSC maintains
the bindings between the different contact addresses for a subscriber and the active
sessions. Whenever one of the contact addresses changes, the MMSC makes a de-
cision which sessions are to be transferred to the new contact address and initiates
Third Party Call Control procedures. It creates two re-establishment sessions in
which the new location is advertised: one towards the MN and one towards the
CN.

Being an application layer mobility solution, MMSC anchors sessions at ap-
plication layer, in a transparent manner to the other parties. This enables the
architecture to cope with terminals which do not have mobility support function-
ality. The MMSC considers the split and merge functionality for the different data
flows of a multimedia session, e.g. to transfer audio first and then video without
losing session continuity.

Similarly to IMS, however enabling the communication over multiple service
platforms, the Daidalos Project proposes a Virtual Identity Framework in order
to reach the subscriber specific services and to seamlessly connect to these service
platforms over heterogeneous access networks [157]. This feature transfers the
anchoring of mobility to the level of the identity framework similar to the DNS
solution, having the same domain and scalability limitations.
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4.2.6 Discussion

In this section a set of widely deployed and highly academic considered core net-
work mobility support solutions were presented. Following an evaluation of the
solutions based on the previously selected criteria is done, leading to an overview
of the current status and the challenges facing core network data path handling
due to mobility.

Based on their main goal, the solutions can be classified into two categories:
some concentrate on how to make mobility transparent to CNs by containing itself
in the same operator network while some other are enabling a larger flexibility by
integrating the CN or its operator domain into the procedures.

The solutions contained in an operator network such as Mobile IP and 3GPP
solutions are maintaining a single anchor node for the data traffic of the subscriber
no matter of the network location. While the MN is moving through the wireless
environment, the data path is extended to pass through the anchor node. This
implies that the data path stretch is longer due to the mobility support.

While maintaining a reduced signalling and adaptation due to the containment
to a single operator domain, the anchor node solutions have a single point of failure
nodes which reduce the flexibility and the robustness. The transparency to CNs
of these mobility solutions enables an easier deployment in carrier grade operator
networks. Additionally, solutions which come integrated and do not require further
modifications of MNs such as the 3GPP mobility support are even easier to be
adopted.

The other class of solutions include routing optimization of the Mobile IP, HIP
and the transport and application level mobility solutions. Furthermore, mobility
support of LISP is contained in this class of solutions as the role of the CN is taken
by its operator domain.

These solutions which involve CNs are offering a data path which is not deterred
by the mobility support as the end-to-end signalling enables the end nodes to send
the data to the current location of the correspondent party. However, due to
the mobility notifications which are send to all CNs, these solutions require an
increased signalling and a longer adaptation duration.

As there are no data path entities involved into the mobility support except for
the end nodes, these solutions are highly flexible and are providing the robustness
required.

All the solutions except for the application level ones do not involve the sub-
scription profile and the user requirements information into the decisions. This is
mainly due to the design of the core network mobility support in which the specific
procedures are triggered by the the change in MN location. However, core network
data path adaptation may be required due to other factors which are currently not
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considered, such as fail-over or maintenance procedures.
At the moment of writing of this dissertation, no available solution adapts the

complete data path through the operator core network transparently to the CNs.

4.3 Application Adaptation Current Solutions

Currently a set of mechanisms is available in the operator core network for reserving
data path resources. The most pre-eminent paradigms are described in this section
from the perspective of the solution’s support for the adaptation of the reserved
resources for one or multiple flows of the MN depending on the current access
network used, with a minimal signalling between the MN, the service platform
and the core network.

4.3.1 Best Effort Delivery

A great number of service platforms and applications are exchanging data with
the mobile subscribers relying on the best effort delivery through the access and
the core network. This category generically named Over-The-Top (OTT) [194]
includes applications especially coming from the Internet world such as Skype,
Yahoo, Google YouTube etc. To be able to deliver the data at the best possible
levels for the subscribers, OTT applications are able to communicate at multiple
levels of data rates. For example, a video stream may be delivered from the
network at a 300kbit rate with a specific level of experience for the subscribers or
at a 700kbit rate bringing a better experience.

For OTT, a reactive adaptation mechanism has to be deployed. The active
monitoring of the data flows at MN and at CN enables the application to become
aware when the level of required resources can not by momentarily satisfied by the
available resources. As the monitoring reacts to the received data, awareness when
more resources are available in the network can be done only through extending
the communication throughput until some delivery failure is notified.

Two categories of actions can be triggered by the data delivery awareness.
First, the data traffic may be adapted through data re-transmission, through usage
of transport protocols such as TCP and SCTP. This ensures the consistency of
exchanged data at the cost of increased delay and jitter. Second, in case one of the
communicating parties determines through the received monitoring information,
that the communication can not be sustained with the momentary available level
of resources, it can trigger an application adaptation procedure. The adaptation
procedure implies the signalling of the CN, that a new level of throughput is
required.
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In order to be able to execute this adaptation, a new profile has to be negotiated
between the MN and the CN through signalling at application layer, which is then
enforced on the data exchange such as in case of IMS services [100]. In case of
mobile communication, this implies that the MN has to signal over the wireless
link to the CNs the service adaptation. This solution has two major disadvantages.
First, the MN has to negotiate over the wireless link the new session profile with
the CNs, which creates a signalling overhead requiring specific functionality to be
available at the communicating parties as well as an extended throughput through
the wireless and core network link. Second, the negotiation of a new profile is
reactive to a data communication deterioration, therefore this method comes with
a quality of experience degradation especially because of the increased overall delay
due to re transmissions.

The adaptation procedure may be triggered by introducing awareness of the
access network currently in use at application level. Several cross-layer commu-
nication solutions are available in the literature, concentrating on how and when
the applications can be triggered by the link layer to adapt their data sessions.
However, these solutions do not concentrate on optimizing the signalling and on
reducing the overall adaptation time, relying on the application level negotiation
of new parameters which requires at least one round trip over the wireless link.

For OTT applications, the adaptation to available resources is executed reac-
tively based on an estimation of available network resources. However, only the
network is aware of the exact level of available resources due to the possibility to
observe the communication of all MNs. Therefore multiple adaptation procedures
may be required until the correct available resources level is reached.

Furthermore, as for these applications the mobile operator is not ensuring any
resource level guarantees, the available resources in the network may change very
fast. Therefore, OTT applications may required adaptations even when the MN is
not changing the connectivity. By this the reactive adaptation procedures number
is furthermore increased, thus the degradation perceived by the users and the
signalling overhead in the wireless access network.

4.3.2 On Data Path Signaling

One of the attempts to solve the resource reservation issue in the Internet was based
on the end-to-end signaling on the data path. The paradigm is named Integrated
Services (Int-Serv) [195]. In the Int-Serv framework, the Resource Reservation
Protocol (RSVP) [196], [197] allowing the guarantees for bandwidth [198] or for
bandwidth and delay [199]. RSVP enables the communicating parties to explic-
itly announce the network entities about the resource requirements, through this
allowing the network nodes to signal each other in order to allocate the resources
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on the end-to-end data path.
The signalling is executed prior to the session establishment on a single data

flow basis, including the service profile negotiation. The Sender of the data flow
transmit a message to the Receiver in which the data traffic is described. This
enables the establishment of a data path for the packets. The Receiver responds
with a selected data traffic profile which is then enforced on the data path. All
the messages are received and processed by all the data path entities.

For mobile networks, RSVP was extended to enable data flow differentiation
in Mobile IP messages [200]. When a handover occurs, the end-to-end signalling
is re-executed enabling the modification of the reserved resources according to
the user selected profile over the specific access network. In order to reduce the
signalling, a Mobile RSVP [201] was proposed in which the resources are reserved
in either all the access networks or only in the networks to which the MN has a
high probability to handover too. This solution creates a very high overhead on
resources pre-reserved in various access networks, therefore not being suitable for
the current data rates required by the mobile users.

Although Int-Serv provides the necessary resource allocation and the notifica-
tion of the CNs, the number of messages exchanged during the service provisioning
and adaptation is directly proportional with the number of unidirectional data
flows. With the current number of subscribers and data flows, RSVP is not scal-
able. For Int-Serv processing logic has to be introduced in all the network nodes
for making the service available. Additionally, as the messages are transmitted
to all the network nodes before reaching the communicating party, the Int-Serv
solution has a high latency.

To overcome the limitations of Int-Serv from the scalability and mobility per-
spective [202], [203], the Next Steps in Signaling (NSIS) [204] is proposing a new
framework which relies on partial data path signalling for the resource reserva-
tions. Additionally, it relies on the Differentiated Services Framework (Diff-Serv)
[205], [206] for the guaranteeing of the resources reserved between different NSIS
capable nodes. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: On Data Path Signalling with NSIS

NSIS standardized the General Internet Signalling Transport (GIST) [207],
[208] which enables the transmission of resource reservation data between different
entities in the network which may be intermediary nodes executing resource reser-
vations or the end nodes [209]. The solution relies on applications to provide at
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one of the intermediary nodes the resource requirements which are then aggregated
through the other network entities, thus highly reducing the signalling of RSVP.

Regarding a specific session adaptation based on the current MN’s access net-
work, GIST requires the MN to signal the next NSIS capable node over the wire-
less link including the required adapted resources which then is forwarded on the
end-to-end path to the CNs. GIST allows the aggregation of information related
to multiple data flows, therefore enables that the MN will send the adaptation
resources level a single time.

However, as complexity of processing this solution is not different from RSVP.
In this case also MNs have to monitor the link level, be able to determine the
access network through the mobile device is currently communicating and make a
decision whether the current level of the communication should be adapted. Then
this message has to be received and processed by the CN while being communicated
also to multiple data path network entities. Additionally, as the communication
has to pass through multiple nodes to reach the CN, the adaptation delay is high.

4.3.3 Policy Driven Resource Control

A more profile driven method for reserving data path resources is the policy driven
solution. A policy is a logical description of a goal and of a set of actions which
determines a class of decisions [210]. Typically, policies are expressed as a set of
rules which provide the means for administration and control of the network re-
sources [211]. The policies can be used in an automatic response from the network
side to the requests of the users and to changes in conditions.

Several solutions are available in the literature on how the policy driven resource
control can be integrated into the network provider infrastructure and specifically
into the mobile networks. Three of the most pre-eminent ones are described in
this section.

4.3.3.1 Basic Policy Control

The basic framework for policy control enables the remote control of network re-
sources. As depicted in Figure 4.11, it consists of two entities: a Policy Decision
Point (PDP) and a Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) which exchange information
using the Common Open Policy System (COPS) protocol [212]. The PDP is a log-
ical entity which is aware of the network capabilities, of the momentary conditions
and of the preferred set of policy rules. The PDP is able to decide which of the
rules to be enforced on other network entities denominated as Policy Enforcement
Points (PEPs).

Based on the policy related information retrieved from a policy repository, infor-
mation, the PDP determines which situation rules are effective in the momentary
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Figure 4.11: Policy Framework

situation and stores them for efficient further processing.
Whenever a PEP is querying about some resource reservation, PDP responds

to the query by making a policy decision and responding with the adequate rules.
PEP installs the rules on the data path. Additionally, it monitors and reports to
PDP the changes in the framework and the exception cases.

Two operation models are considered: ”outsourcing” and ”provisioning”. For
”outsourcing” the resource reservation procedures are triggered by external events,
for example by the requirement from PEP of a new resource reservation. As the
procedure should be executed due to a resource requirement on the data path, for
example due to an RSVP request, the policy decision has to be executed fast in
order not to deter the data path communication and to further delay the service
establishment.

The ”provisioning” model relies on the triggering of the policy decisions on the
PDP before any resources are required to be reserved on the data path. A decision
is requested from the PDP for multiple data flows at the same time, prior to the
actual data communication which are then enforced on the PEP. Because of this
proactive enforcement, the PEP does not have to query while receiving data path
information the PDP, therefore reducing the latency of data path establishment.

The ”provisioning” approach is not relying on any other data path signalling
for the resource reservation or on reactions to the data traffic received as in the
case of the ”outsourcing” model. Additionally, it allows the interconnection with
service platforms which can transmit the application requirements for the data
flows during the negotiation with the mobile devices, through this making the
resource reservations transparent to the mobile devices. Also, the provisioning
can be done to multiple PEPs using the same decision, therefore requiring less
functionality in PDP and a reduced signalling between the PDP and the PEPs.

A new perspective for resources reservations based on classes of connected de-
vices and aggregated data flows description is introduced. However, the framework
does not contain any other functionality, constituting as the basis for other solu-
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tions, therefore not allowing the comparison on how the two modes would func-
tion in case of service session adaptation due to mobility in heterogeneous wireless
environments. Following, the description of the extensions of the two modes is
presented.

4.3.3.2 Open Flow

Stemming from the basic ”outsourcing” mode of the policy control means, the
OpenFlow (OF) is a framework which enables the remote control of data path
entities [213]. Designed initially as a solution for large scale testing of new mecha-
nisms for data delivery for new Internet services such as data center cloud comput-
ing, OpenFlow entered into a standardization phase through the Open Networking
Foundation (ONF) [214].

The architecture of OF is depicted in Figure 4.12. It consists of two entities
which can be directly mapped to the basic policy architecture. Located on the
data path an OF switch, similar to a PEP, is requesting information on how to
handle the data flows from a remote OF controller similar to a PDP [215]. Based
on the received policies, the data path is adapted correspondingly and through
this the resources are reserved.

Figure 4.12: Open Flow Framework

Open Flow was designed as reactive ”outsourcing” solution for the policy con-
trol of data path entities, enabling the deployment of new concepts without requir-
ing hardware modifications. By separating the decision into a logical entity which
may be shared by multiple data path entities, the system can dynamically adapt
to network changes, for example to the access network reselection procedures of
MNs and to adapt according to the policies the resources reserved.

However, three limitations are foreseen for this solution. First, the triggering
of an update of the resources allocated to the MN on a specific access network is
reactive to its data traffic. Only when data traffic becomes available over a specific
access network, the OF switch is able to query the OF controller on the resources
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that have to be reserved, followed by a response containing the rules that have to
be enforced on the data path.

Second, the installation of the rules on the data path is executed for each of
the switches separately upon request. Although this enables a very low granularity
control of the network, it requires that the different data path entities are able to
react to the data traffic. Also, because of this reactive property, the complete
data path resources will be established with an increase delay which may deter the
seamless communication.

Finally, Open Flow at the moment of writing of this dissertation does not have
an interface through which the users and the application platforms can provision
in the controller the requirements for the various policies that have to be executed.
Because of this, the Controller has to rely for the policy decisions on a static set
of information. Additionally, the identity of the communicating parties remains
unknown to the Controller, as the IP address allocated to MNs may change with
the change of the point of attachment.

Because of these limitations, Open Flow remains a contained solution to some
data path entities and their controller which is not currently able to sustain the
complete service adaptation to the access network to which the devices are con-
nected to.

4.3.3.3 3GPP Policy and Charging Control

The basic policy model was extended by 3GPP for the control of the resource
reservations over heterogeneous access networks in a convergent manner as to
simplify both the service signalling and the actual provisioning.

The 3GPP Policy and Charging Control (PCC) architecture, as illustrated in
Figure 4.13 maintains the two major components of the basic policy control: the
Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) which has the role of PDP and the
Policy and Charging Enforcement Function (PCEF) or the Bearer Binding and
Event Rules Function (BBERF) which have the roles of PEP [79]. These functions
are augmented by a Subscription Profile Repository (SPR) which contains the
MNs’ network profile and the dynamic connectivity state and parameters including
the current access network used and the IP address [107].

Additional, online and offline charging functionality (OCS and OFCS) is con-
nected to the data path enabling the accounting of the data traffic of the subscriber,
the data information harmonization and integration and its transfer to the Billing
System [216], [217], [218], [219], [220], [221]. This functionality is not further
analyzed.

PCRF is able to communicate with service platforms which are generically
named Application Functions (AF). Through this interface PCRF receives re-
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Figure 4.13: 3GPP Policy and Charging Control

quirements and transmits events enabling the resource reservations according to
the profile negotiated between the MNs and CNs [109].

PCC relies and functions at the granularity of data bearers. A bearer is a part
of the data path allocated to a subscriber of a defined capacity, delay, bit error rate
etc. A bearer uniquely identifies packets that receive common QoS and charging
treatment between the UE and the PDN GW including scheduling, queuing and
rate-shaping. For this, a bearer encapsulates multiple data flows defined by a
five-touple based packet filter described as a set of Traffic Flow Templates each
containing the source and destination IP address and port and protocol ID [108],
[79].

Two types of bearers are defined: default and dedicated bearers. The default
bearer is allocated as part of the data connection establishment, providing basic
connectivity and default QoS and charging according to the user subscription data.
The dedicated bearers are used for allocating a different level of QoS and charging
for specific data flows, as requested by the various services. Multiple dedicated
bearer can be allocated at the same time, existing as long as a specific data session
is active [108].

PCC is functioning in four distinct modes, depending on the action trigger
from application platforms, from data path, event based or subscriber information
based. The modes are depicted in Figure 4.14.

PULL mode is similar to the ”outsourcing” model of the basic policy functional-
ity, enabling the establishment and termination of default bearers. The data path,
entities either BBERF or PCEF, upon determining that the MN has attached or
detached from the network, transmits an unsolicited request related to PCRF.
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Figure 4.14: Policy and Charging Control Modes

PCRF fetches the subscription profile from SPR and makes a policy decision, re-
sulting in a set of rules, which are then installed on the data path. A specific case
of this mode is triggered by the online charging system through PCEF when the
subscriber has no more credit, therefore the default and dedicated bearers have to
be terminated.

PULL mode operations are also executed in case of handovers which require
BBERF change. The target BBERF is not aware that the UE had already attached
to the network and transmits a new attachment request to PCRF. PCRF as it is
aware that the request represents a handover, sends to the target BBERF the rules
as installed on the source BBERF for the default and for all the dedicated bearers.
Through this procedure, the resource reservations are transferred between the two
BBERFs in case of a handover.

PUSH mode is similar to the ”provisioning” model of the basic policy function-
ality, enabling the establishment, modification and termination of the dedicated
bearers. PCRF receives a request from one of the service platforms represented
by an AF and based on the specific data flow descriptions and on the subscription
profile from SPR, it makes a policy decision which is then enforced on the data
path entities. This mode enables the resource reservation during service establish-
ment, resulting in specific rules installed when the actual data traffic is received,
therefore not deterring the communication of the MN.

A specific case of PUSH mode is when the information on a data session estab-
lishment is received from a traffic detection function. In this case, the reservation
of resources is executed based on the internal operator policies, without any com-
munication with the AFs, enabling the operator to shape the communication only
considering its current efficient delivery characteristics.

Two additional modes were added to PCC compared to the basic policy frame-
work: the event and the subscription modes. The event mode, enables PCRF to
receive subscription requests from the AFs and to subscribe to data path events.
When an event happens on the data path, PCRF makes a policy decision resulting
in new rules to be installed on the data path. Additionally, PCRF transmits a
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notification on these events to AFs which have subscribed. The notification en-
ables service platforms to adapt their communication accordingly, through a new
negotiation of the service profile with the MN and then through a new resource
reservation using PUSH mode.

The subscription mode enables PCRF to adapt the allocated data path re-
sources to subscription profile modifications. Upon device attachment to the net-
work, PCRF subscribes to SPR for events related to the profile modification.
When such a modification occurs, the SPR notifies the PCRF which may make a
new policy decision resulting in new rules to be installed on the data path or to
transmit notifications to AFs.

Through a combination of these procedures, with a minimal modification, PCC
is able to ensure the active data sessions adaptation to the access network to which
MNs are connected to. When a handover occurs to a new access network, the
specific event is notified to the service platform, which in its turn re-negotiates
the session parameters with the MN and then triggers a resource modification on
the data path. However, this procedure requires an extensive signalling between
the mobile device, the service platform and the core network which influences the
seamless characteristic of the handover. As to reduce this effect, PCRF has to first
transfer the bearers without any modification from the source to the target access
network. Therefore, in case an adaptation is required, the reservation procedures
have to be executed twice, once with the level of resources required for the source
access network and once with the target level of resources further increasing the
signalling and the processing in the core network.

PCC adaptation procedure has a high impact on the delivery of the service
and on the service platforms as they have to be able to receive notifications and to
trigger, new reservation procedure through the communication with the MN while
communicating at the previous levels.

4.3.4 Discussion

In this section, a set of core network resource reservation mechanisms were pre-
sented, considering their capability of efficiently adapting the resources allocated
for the active applications of a MN to the access network to which it is attached
to.

One of the main concerns regarding the resource adaptation is the scalability of
the given solution reflected in the number of messages that have to be exchanged,
the logic that has to be maintained on different network components, and the
overall delay of the procedure.

From this perspective, the OTT solutions require the re-negotiation of the
service profile between applications and the mobile devices. OTT solutions do not
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reserve resources on the data path, adapting only the transmission rates.
The solutions which signal on the data path also require that the MN is aware

of the access network change. Additionally, they require a large number of data
path entities to receive messages and to make decisions on the resources to be
reserved, which requires a high level of signaling and processing, increasing the
adaptation delay.

The Open Flow solution is able to adapt directly the resource reservation in
the network. However, it currently lacks any means for communication with the
application platforms. Therefore, even though the resource adaptation may be
technically feasible, it can not be currently realized.

The 3GPP Policy and Charging Control is able to adapt the resources reserved
for a specific MN depending on the access network to which it is attached to.
However, the procedure is composed of two methods apart from the handover
procedure: one which includes the signaling between the MNs and the service
platform for determining the adapted service profile and another additional one
for the resource reservations of the newly negotiated service profile.

At the moment of writing of this dissertation, no solution is available which
adapts the MN’s resource reservations according to the levels required over specific
access networks considering a reduced signaling and processing delay through a
single harmonized method.
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Chapter 5

Design and Specification of

SelfFit Framework

This chapter includes the design and specification of the SelfFit framework, intro-
duced by this dissertation. Based on the requirements and on the related tech-
nologies presented in the previous chapters, a new system is built, enabling flexible
adaptation to access and core network characteristics and service resource adap-
tation to mobility.

First, the various state of the art technologies are analyzed determining how
appropriate is their usage in the SelfFit framework and the functionality gap ac-
cording to the requirements of the carrier grade operator networks. Based on
this a set of technologies is selected and the exact functionality which should be
addressed by the SelfFit framework is determined.

Based on the functionality, the high level architecture is presented in the form
of a set of generic enablers each exhibiting a specific feature. Then, for each of
the enablers, the functionality and the interfaces are designed and specified as new
functional additions to a generic carrier grade network, leaving for the next chap-
ters the implementation of the SelfFit framework as part of the current network
architectures, including the integration with the state of the art technologies and
the prototype realization and validation.

5.1 Introduction

In the previous sections, a set of related technologies were presented and indi-
vidually assessed from the perspective of fulfilling the objectives foreseen for the
future carrier grade mobile broadband. This section summarizes and evaluates
their usability in a final framework from the perspective on how the requirements
are fulfilled.

From the perspective of access network selection, the current available tech-
nologies are concentrating on the radio conditions change triggered access network
selection. Due to the afferent time duration limitations, they do not integrate
resource based access network selection concepts or other consideration on the
adaptation of the communication based on subscription profile and user prefer-
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ences. The comparison of the various solutions, as presented in Section 4.1.6, is
summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Access Selection Technologies Assessment Summary

Based on the metrics defined for each evaluation criteria, a further quantitative
evaluation of the quality of each solution is defined in Appendix A.2.1, Section B.4.

However, with passing towards a massive broadband carrier grade operator
environment, in which the coverage of the different access networks is similar, the
connectivity continuity feature will be less used as the seamless service continuity
through resource based access selection.

A solution for access network selection, which considers the momentary re-
quired resources, enables an operator to better orient the communication to the
appropriate access networks. Such a solution requires to gather information on
the available access networks in the vicinity of the MN, the momentary required
resources and subscription profile information.

As observed from the analysis of the current technologies, the only solution with
reduced adaptation duration and minimal MN modifications is the 3GPP ANDSF.
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The network-located ANDSF is transmitting indications to MNs through a sub-
scriber oriented management layer. The access networks selection itself is executed
autonomously by MNs in most of the cases. As the devices do not require any
additional information from the network during the critical handover period, the
duration of the overall procedure is highly shorten. For this reasons, the solution
proposed by this dissertation for access network selection is part of a subscriber ori-
ented management layer. The SelfFit solution practical exemplification is realized
as extension of 3GPP ANDSF solution.

From the perspective of the mobility support and data path through the opera-
tor core network, the current available technologies are separated into two distinct
categories. A first category includes end-to-end solutions which require the modifi-
cation of CNs or CNs’ operator domains and have optimal data stretch at the cost
of a high delay and of extended signaling. As these solutions require the modifi-
cation of a large number of devices, their deployment is not feasible on a medium
to long term. The second category of solutions are limited to a single mobility
domain and maintain the data path changes transparent to the CNs while having
a reduced signaling and a low handover delay. These solutions are considered as
the best basis solution for the SelfFit solution. The comparison of the various
solutions as presented in Section 4.2.6 is summarized in Table 5.2.

Based on the metrics defined for each evaluation criteria, a further quantitative
evaluation of the quality of each solution is defined in Appendix A.2.1, Section B.4.

In the operator contained solutions, the data path stretch is extended as to
pass though an anchor node which enables the transparent communication. The
extension of the data path is highly detrimental to the network providers especially
when deploying flat network architectures such as the Internet, as multiple entities
have to be deployed for delivering the same data packets.

A solution for mobility which considers the complete adaptation of the data
path has to be able to consider the subscription profile of the MNs as to select
the appropriate data path network entities serving the device. Additionally, the
solution has to be able to transmit indications to the mobility control layer to
adapt the data path. For these reasons, the adaptation solution has to be part of
SelfFit subscriber oriented management layer.

From the solutions which are limited to a single mobility domain, the most
promising is represented by the 3GPP active mode mobility as it has a larger
network coverage as the 3GPP idle mode solution and it has reduced signaling
and handover delay compared to the Mobile IP solutions. For this reason, the
SelfFit architecture is exemplified using the 3GPP active mode solution with both
the GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) and Proxy Mobile IP (PMIP).

From the perspective of the automatic application adaptation to the services
to the network, the various QoS reservation solutions provide the specific means
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Table 5.2: Mobility Support Technologies Assessment Summary

through which this adaptation can be realized. As summarized in Section 4.3.4
and included in Table 5.3, the resource reservation solutions have evolved towards
centralized policy based operator controlled architectures.

Based on the metrics defined for each evaluation criteria, a further quantitative
evaluation of the quality of each solution is defined in Appendix A.2.1, Section B.4.

All the provided solutions are able to support the adaptation of the resources of
the specific applications through a session modification procedure which is similar
to the flow establishment procedure, replacing the old parameters with the new
ones. However, none of the solutions is able to execute this adaptation without
receiving a trigger for the adaptation and the new parameters from the application
delivery, thus requiring an extensive signaling.

For autonomously adapting the application resources, with a minimal commu-
nication with service platforms, the policy decision entity has to maintain specific
management parameters enabling it to make the appropriate decisions. Therefore
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Table 5.3: Resource Reservation Technologies Assessment Summary

it is expected that a subscriber/data service management layer is transmitting
these parameters for each data session which requires autonomous adaptation.

As basis for SelfFit solution, 3GPP Policy Control is considered, as it is the only
evolved platform having a standardized means to receive control and management
parameters for specific sessions. At the moment of writing of this dissertation,
the OpenFlow highly promising solution has no interface towards the service plat-
forms, thus not enabling communication with external control entities. Therefore,
OpenFlow was not further considered.

In conclusion, the current network architecture does not include all the neces-
sary features responding to the requirements of the future carrier grade operator
communication. However, the basic features are available providing the funda-
mentals on which other new functionality can be developed. From the available
technologies a set was selected based on their suitability to answer to the require-
ments and based on their potential to be further extended.

Through the analysis of the available technologies against the requirements, it
is concluded that a subscriber oriented management layer best provides a suitable
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framework for answering to the remaining challenges. As the main challenges
are related to communication customization for each individual subscriber, the
functionality represents an extension of the current control layer. However, as
such a framework mainly modifies the parameters on which the control level is
functioning, enabling it to respond in a customized manner to the requests of MNs
and of the service platforms, it represents a management layer functionality. This
solution requires a novel approach to management, stemming as an extension of
the control plane as it has to modify dynamically, based on the current network
status the parameters which enable the control layer decisions.

5.2 SelfFit High Level Architecture

This section defines the SelfFit framework architecture. By definition, the SelfFit
framework is considered to be an automatic adaptation functionality located in the
operator core network relying on the information received from connectivity control
functions and transmitting commands which adapt the MN’s communication.

For determining the appropriate functionality to be further specified and how
this functionality is integrated in the high level architecture, the carrier grade
operator environment is first modeled and then the description of the here proposed
enablers is following.

5.2.1 System Model

A typical communication environment is composed from three main actors as
illustrated in Figure 5.1. In order to use the connectivity service, the mobile
subscriber uses a MN, which is able to communicate using an operator network to
the various service platforms.

From a business and technology perspective, two types of services are estab-
lished between these actors as considered in the basic NGN principles [15].

Forming the service stratum, the first type includes the services established be-
tween the mobile subscriber and the service platforms. For this, data is exchanged
between the application on the MN and the application on the service side based
on the specific characteristics.

To be able to exchange data with service platforms, the subscriber is using
a connectivity service of a core network operator, which service forms the trans-
port stratum. Through signaling between the MN and the operator network, a
transport support for data packets is established. The transport support is main-
tained by the operator for the MN, as long as the communication is required in
any geographical location covered.
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Figure 5.1: Simplified Carrier Grade Connectivity Model

For establishing the connectivity service, the MN is attaching to an access
network which pertains to the mobile operator. On its turn, in order to establish
a communication channel between the MN and the various service platforms, the
operator is establishing a data path through the core network by selecting gateways
and control entities.

Additional to access and core network entities selection, forming a complete
data path through the network, the operator core network has to reserve a specific
default level of resources for the subscriber to enable it to exchange data with the
service providers and to supply a default security and privacy level for the commu-
nication. Using the default resources, the MN establishes application level services
with the service platforms. For these services, special resources may be reserved
on the communication path apart from the default resources. The connectivity
service is transparent to the service platforms.

The connectivity service is realized through the control functions of the core
network including the subscription information, the resource and charging control
and the mobility support.

In conclusion, the connectivity service is composed of the following four main
features:

• A radio access network which is selected for the mobile device

• A set of core network entities and an afferent data path

• A level of resources reserved on top of the data path enabling the communi-
cation with the service platform
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• A level of security and privacy for the communication, not in the scope of
this dissertation

Each time the MN is changing its network location, a uniform adaptation pro-
cedure is executed by the network control entities i.e. the MN executes handovers
in the same access network, remains anchored to the same anchor node and re-
ceives the same resources over the target network. In order to be able to adapt
the operations for each specific subscriber, the control parameters which are used
in the default decisions have to be modified according to the specific needs.

The modification of these parameters is mainly done through specific manage-
ment operations in the operator core network. Thus, a framework which adapts
for each subscriber the control parameters is to be implemented at management
layer. However, as it is automatically reacting to changes in the environment, this
novel management level has to be coupled with the data path and control entities
similar to the current available control functions.

A self-adaptation framework for the connectivity through the carrier-grade op-
erator core network has to be able to appropriately adapt the access network, core
network path and the application delivery, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Connectivity Adaptation Features

The access network selection is dependent on the access networks available at
the subscriber location, on the MN characteristics, and on the currently available
resources in the possible target networks. An access network selection decision is
transmitted in form of indications to the MN in order to adapt its connectivity
through an automatic handover to the decided target access network.

The core path selection is depending mostly on the current status of the core
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network and on the other subscribers communication, using the system along with
the MN’s network location. The decision is transmitted to the mobility control
entity adapting the data path transparent to all CNs.

The application delivery adaptation is based on the required resources of each
of the MN’s services established and on the access and core network data path es-
tablished. The decision is enforced on the core network by the policy and charging
control functionality.

Thus, three distinct decisions have to be taken in the core network in order
to adapt the connectivity service. Due to the distinct nature of these decisions,
due to the different parameters that have to be gathered, and due to the distinct
enforcement points and for maintaining the high flexibility of the system, each of
the decision points is implemented as a separate enabler. Each enabler may be
present or may be missing in a specific deployment.

Following the here presented functional separation principle, the SelfFit self-
adaptation framework is composed of three distinct enablers for access network
selection, core path adaptation and application delivery adaptation. The high
level architecture based on this design model is detailed in the next section.

5.2.2 SelfFit Functional Entities

The SelfFit Framework is designed for automatic adaptation of the mobile sub-
scriber data transport through the carrier grade operator networks. It introduces
in the transport stratum a subscriber oriented management plane adapting the
parameters of the control plane of the operator network in the area of mobility
support, resource control and based on the subscriber identity.

The SelfFit Framework is composed of three different enablers addressing the
automatic adaptation of the connectivity over the access network, of the core
network data path and of the application delivery support parameters. The high
level architecture is depicted in Figure 5.3. It includes the interfaces with the other
network functions as well as to the MN and the service platform.

The framework relies on the network identity of the subscribers and their affer-
ent MNs, identity which is currently used for the authentication and authorization
of the connectivity services. The subscription profile related to the specific iden-
tity is extended and retrieved from the same components as used by the control
functionality. Through this identity, SelfFit is able to differentiate during decision
making and enforcement between the different devices, enabling the independent
individual adaptation.

Each of the three enablers is triggered and makes decisions based on parameters
received from other functional components in the network. These components
include the mobility support control and the resource control. Additionally, the
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Figure 5.3: SelfFit High Level Architecture

decisions are enforced on the same components through the modification of the
control parameters and through the execution of specific procedures. In order to
enable this feature, the control plane components have to be extended towards the
SelfFit management plane.

Additional triggers and parameters are retrieved from the MN itself and from
the service platform. Some part of the decisions may be enforced on these entities,
while maintaining as much as possible the communication transparency and mini-
mal modification of functions which are not under the direct control of the carrier
grade operator network.

In the next subsections, the functionality of the three enablers will be described
separately including the information which is exchanged with the other network
and external entities. Based on this information model, specific generic interfaces
and their procedures are described. Finally, the integration of the three enablers
is discussed as part of a common framework.

5.3 Access Selection Enabler (ASE)

The ASE aims at optimizing the MN communication through wireless connectiv-
ity adaptation. It concentrates mostly on transparent access network selection
procedures addressing devices which can communicate through multiple networks
located in their vicinity, using of the same or other radio technology and, through
these dynamic means, to obtain a more scalable, carrier-grade operator network.

Additionally, the functionality includes features enabling service continuity and
vertical handovers through introducing a new decision axis: A handover is executed
due to a change in MN’s required resources apart and orthogonal to a change in
in radio connectivity.
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For reaching its goals, the ASE is triggered and gathers parameters from ex-
ternal entities part of the wireless system. Based on this information, it makes
decisions which access network should be considered by the MN in case the wireless
connectivity has to be adapted. This information indicates the network operator
preferences for the specific conditions of selecting an access network. Additionally,
the indications can be transmitted to other network entities enabling the reduc-
tion of the handover procedure effects through a specific preparation phase which
proceeds the actual handover trigger.

5.3.1 Architecture

ASE is composed of a set of functions which enable the communication with other
core network and operator management entities for triggering the procedures, gath-
ering parameters and making access selection decisions for each subscriber. Addi-
tionally it includes the communication with the MN for enforcing these decisions.
ASE maintains a state related to each subscribed MN representing an extension
of its network profile.

Figure 5.4: Access Selection Enabler Architecture

The ASE contains a set of interface functions enabling it to adapt and to control
the communication with the other entities. Additionally, it includes a decision
entity and a set of databases storing information and caching the decisions. The
architecture is depicted in Figure 5.4. The following functions are included:

• Subscriber Information Interface - through this function, the ASE queries
subscription profile related information. Additionally, it may subscribe and
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receive notifications to subscription information modification events.

• Resource Control Interface - this function retrieves information related to the
MN’s momentary reserved resources. Through the same interface, the ASE
can query the available resources in specific target access networks ensuring
that the MN will handover only to access networks which can support the
active communication.

Additionally, the resource control interface receives events on the resource
modifications for the mobile device which act as triggers for access selection
decisions.

• Mobility Control Interface - this functions is able to receive information from
the core network mobility control and to transmit indications on the access
network selection decisions.

• Client Interface - this function is enabling the communication to MNs, includ-
ing authentication and authorization for using the ASE service, parameter
transmission for decision requested from the MN, and transmission of access
selection decisions to the MN.

• Access Network Coverage Map - this database stores information on the
status of the access networks, their location and specific parameters which
enable the MN attachment. The database is updated directly by the network
management system.

• Subscriber Information - the database stores specific ASE information related
to subscribers, such as authentication and authorization information for the
communication with the MN’s self-adaptation management functionality/

• Decision Engine - the component which is triggered, gathers parameters and
makes decisions resulting in access selection indications, and handover prepa-
ration indications to the mobility support in the core network. The decision
engine may consist of a policy decision function or of an expert system. As
the exact capacity of the decision engine is highly dependent on the spe-
cific network configuration and elasticity of the deployed system, no further
considerations will be made.

The ASE has a functional counterpart in the MN, the recipient of the network
decisions. This MN Self-Adaptation Management function is able to receive indi-
cations from the network on the most appropriate access networks to be selected in
specific conditions. When these conditions are met, then the commands are trans-
mitted to the control plane which executes the handovers through state of the art
procedures. Therefore, the ASE does not have a direct handover control, enabling
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it to transmit to the MN indications, asynchronous to the actual handovers. ASE
empowers the MN to execute handovers triggered by parameters which can be
measured only at the MN and with no communication with the network during
the actual handover execution.

The ASE can be extended to support MNs which are attached to multiple access
networks at the same time. The same procedures are considered. However, a more
granular differentiation is required, including the prior network identity of the
subscriber and adding the description of the data flows for which an access network
has to be reselected. This extension requires a MN forwarding extension enabling
the routing of specific data flows through the appropriate device interfaces.

5.3.2 Information Model

In order to make the appropriate decisions and to transmit them in the form of in-
dications to the MN and to other network entities, the ASE has to be triggered and
to communicate with other network entities. In this subsection, the information
which is exchanged by the ASE is presented.

To be noted, the ASE does not take the actual selection decisions. These are
taken by the mobile device depending on the handover parameters in the specific
access network such as the LTE Time-To-Trigger (TTT).

Figure 5.5 includes a high view on the specific triggers, parameters and indi-
cations which are considered. The system can function in a sub-optimal manner
when part of the information is not available. The information is either fetched
from different entities or it may be received as a trigger for a new decision. There-
fore depending on how the information is received, it may be used as a trigger, as
a condition, or as a parameter in the access selection decision.

The following parameters are received by the ASE from different other entities:

• Location Information - the location information is received directly from the
MN which acquires it through other external mechanisms such as GPS or
access network specific technologies. It enables the ASE to consider only the
access networks located in the vicinity of the UE.

The system does not require very precise location information, thus partial
or low accuracy information is enough for the ASE decisions.

In a more secure manner, although with a different granularity, this infor-
mation can be received as part of dynamic subscription information or of
the network location information from components which already maintain
such information in current carrier grade core networks for other purposes.
Obtaining the location information from the network provides a more energy
efficient solution with lower delay.
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Figure 5.5: Access Selection Triggers, Information and Parameters

• Momentary User Preferences - the MN’s user may modify the access selection
preferences independently of the subscription information. This information
is transmitted directly from the MN as part of the query for new access selec-
tion indications or as a result of a requirement from the network. The user
preferences include a list of preferred access networks or radio technologies
which is to be considered during the decision making.

This information includes the capabilities of the MN to different access tech-
nologies. It enables to limit the decisions only to the access networks to which
the MN is able to connect to.

Additionally, this information can be extended with the Quality of Experience
(QoE) perceived by the user for the active services. For example, a decrease
in QoE may require a handover to another access network. This feature is
not further detailed.

• Subscription Profile - the network subscription profile contains information
on the access networks to which the subscriber is restricted or is allowed
to connect to the QoS profile the subscriber is allowed to use over different
accesses.

• Dynamic Subscriber Information - it contains the dynamic information which
is maintained by the network and shared between the different control enti-
ties such as MN’s momentary IP address or access network. For scalability
reasons, this information is usually grouped with the subscription profile.

Additional to this information, there is dynamic information through which
the MN registers to the ASE such as the IP address and the port through
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which it is able to receive network indications.

• Active Session Profile - for each active service, the resource control maintains
a session state which contains the description of the specific data flows en-
abling their differentiation and the allocated resources such as the QoS class,
the guaranteed resources etc. During the decision making, information on
the aggregated required resources, reserved over the source access network
have to be supported by the available resources on the target access network.

Additionally, when a change in the resources reserved for a specific subscriber
happens, it may require an access network reselection decision. The change
of the resources required is a consequence of a change in the state of the MN,
like the passing from idle to active mode or a change in the active services
through procedures such as the establishment, modification or termination
of a service.

• Available resources - the resource control can transmit such information to
the ASE for the access networks under consideration. It ensures that the
target access network selected can support seamlessly the communication of
the MN.

• Network Location Information - the mobility support maintains information
on the current network location of the MN, such as the current base station
or gateway used for the communication. This information can be transmitted
from the mobility support to the ASE. However, it may be also contained in
the dynamic subscriber information.

• Access Network Events - for adapting the decisions to the MN’s momentary
context, the ASE has to maintain information on the MN’s reachability stat-
ues. However, as the ASE decisions are asynchronous to the actual handover
procedures - i.e. the indications are transmitted at a prior moment of the
actual handover, with no presumption when this handover will occur - this
information is available with a certain delay from the Dynamic Subscriber
Information.

• Network Status Information - ASE may require information on the available
access networks at MN location. It is assumed that this information is in-
troduced through administrative means independent of the operations of the
actual decision and that a trigger for access selection may be pushed for all
subscribers in a specific area e.g. for energy or maintenance purposes.

Using the information above, the ASE is making decisions which are then
transmitted in the form of indications to MNs and to the mobility support of the
core network.
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For the MN, it transmits access network indications in the form of policies
which have to be processed when a handover happens. Through this, the network
operator is able to remotely manage the MN access network adaptation.

For the mobility support, the ASE transmits handover preparation indications
which enable the target access network to execute a preparation procedure which
reduces the duration of the actual handover.

5.3.3 Procedures

In this subsection, the ASE specific procedures are described. First, the internal
state machines of the enabler is presented. Then, two exceptional procedures are
detailed, targeting the use cases unique to this dissertation.

5.3.3.1 Access Selection Enabler Internal Procedure

The following models for the internal ASE state machine are considered:

1. Simple Access Selection State Machine - the enabler does not maintain state
information for the MN. Each time a request is received, it is treated inde-
pendently of any other information. It can be used only when the MN pulls
for information.

2. State based Access Selection State Machine - the enabler maintains a state
for each MN. It triggers from other network entities and can push information
to MNs. Additionally, the information may be cached until the mobile device
queries it.

In the following, only the state based access selection state machine is presented,
as depicted in Figure 5.6. The state machine is presented from the perspective of
the ASE.

When a new MN contacts the ASE, such as in the case when the MN first
attaches to the network, the MN will first select an access network based on its
default information. Then it authenticates and receives the authorization to use
the ASE service (State 1a). Based on the identity through which the subscriber
authenticates, the ASE fetches the subscription profile from the core network sub-
scriber data base, including the dynamic connectivity information (Step 1a-2).
Based on this information, a subscriber structure is created within the ASE (Step
1a-3). The rest of the access selection procedures follows, starting from Step 4.

The procedure is also triggered by or for a MN which already authenticated and
is authorized to use the ASE service. The trigger can be related to the expiration
of previously received indications or due to location or user preferences change. In
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Figure 5.6: Access Selection Enabler State Machine

this case the mobile devices will request a new set of procedures containing the
modified information (Step 1b).

The procedure may be also triggered by modifications in the core network,
requiring an adaptation for the specific MN, including a modification in the sub-
scription profile, reducing or extending the access networks to which the MN is
allowed to attach to or by a modification of the required resources. Additional
triggers from the core network include the modification of the available resources
in the specific access network, requiring one or multiple devices to handover in
order to avoid congestion over the specific access network (Step 1c).

The operator network management system may also initiate the procedures for
example in case of failure detection of an access network in a specific area, energy
efficiency and other self-optimizing network algorithms or in case of controlled
maintenance procedures. In this case, the access network coverage map is modified
and then the ASE procedures are initiated for the affected subscribers.

For all these triggers, the structure related to the specific subscriber is re-
trieved from the Subscriber Info database (Step 2). The matching of the specific
information is done based on MN identity.

If the retrieved subscription profile is containing cached information, then the
access network selection decision is not made again. Instead the cached information
is transmitted in the form of handover preparation indications and as mobile device
indications (Step 3).

If no information is cached, or if the cached information has expired, then the
ASE retrieves from the coverage map all the possible candidate access networks.
This represents a non-ordered list of accesses located in the vicinity of the MN(Step
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4).
If the ASE is configured to ensure that the target access network has enough

resources available to support the communication of the MN, thus ensuring that the
handover is seamless to the active services, then the ASE retrieves the momentary
used resources of the MN and based on this information, the list of potential
candidates accesses is reduced to only those that can support the communication
(Step 5).

Then, based on the remaining candidate access networks, a policy decision is
made enabling the ordering of the access networks based on the internal operator
parameters. The decision making is highly dependent on the access networks
deployment and is not further extended (Step 6).

If the system is configured to execute a preparation phase (Step 7), then a
new policy decision is made determining the access networks to which there is a
high probability that a handover will be executed to (Step 8). If such an access
network is determined, then a handover preparation indication is transmitted to
the network entities which in their turn establish a volatile context on this potential
target access network, as described in Subsection 5.3.3.3 (Step 9).

After the volatile context is established, then the indications are transmitted
to the MN. Using this information, the MN may execute a handover to a target
access network in specific conditions (Step 10).

In case the procedure was initiated from a network component and if informa-
tion can not be pushed to the MN, then the indications are cached until the MN
initiates the retrieval procedure. In this case, the handover preparation procedure
is initiated only when the device requests the information.

5.3.3.2 Resource Oriented Access Network Selection

The state of the art solutions are considering that the resources for a specific MN
have to be reserved over the access network to which it is attached to. Stemming
from single access solutions, the resource control functionality is not aware that
the MN may attach to another access network at the same location and receive
the service.

This dissertation introduces the concept of resource oriented access network
selection: a modification on the resources required over the radio network by a
specific MN changes the optimal access network over which a device can commu-
nicate.

This change presumes that a novel method of automatic adaptation of the
radio connectivity through access network reselection is introduced, in which the
modification of the resources required by a MN for the communicating data flows
is considered as a trigger for an access network selection which may lead to a
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possible vertical handover decision with immediate execution.
A resource modification for one or multiple data flows in operator carrier grade

systems is made through a session establishment, update or release procedure.
These modifications are noticed by the Resource Control functionality of the core
network.

In order to be able to include the proposed method as part of the operator
carrier grade networks, the realization of the concept includes the development of
a novel interface between the Access Selection and the Resource Control functions
as depicted in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Resource Oriented Access Network Selection Concept

Using this novel interface, the following high level method for access network
selection is proposed:

• Step 1: The Resource Control acquires knowledge of a session modification
which requires changes of resources reservations. The change request may be
received from the MN, the data path entities through an event notification,
specific data traffic detection, or from the various service platforms to which
the MN is communicating.

• Step 2: Based on the results of specific internal or together with data path
entities operations, the Resource Control sends an indication to the Access
Selection functionality. The operations may include the decision making and
the installation of data traffic handling policies for the specific subscriber of
the MN and for the specific sessions which requested the modification i.e.
initiation, modification, release, aggregation or split of multiple sessions.

The indication to the Access Selection may be send by the Resource Control
before the initiation of the resource reservation on the access network to
which the MN is connected to or after the resource reservation over access
network has failed. In the first case, the reselection procedures are executed
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for all the required resources modification attempts, having a reduced delay
than when it is executed only for failure of the resource reservation as in the
second case. An intermediary possibility may be also conceived, in which
the Resource Control announces the Access Selection to initiate the selection
procedures based on some generic filter criteria

For a more informed selection decision, the indication may contain informa-
tion on the requirements of the session and on the other active sessions of
the MN.

• Step 3: The Access Selection makes a decision. In case a handover has to
be executed, the target access is selected from the accesses located in the
vicinity of the MN.

The decision may be based on the subscription profile of the user of the
MN and on the static and dynamic parameters of the access networks in the
vicinity of the MN, including the location of the MN and the coverage area
of the access networks.

• Step 4: In case a handover is required, the access selection indication is sent
to the MN containing an immediate execution indication and information on
the target access network. Using this information, the MN is able to execute
a handover.

• Step 5: The Resource Control receives a notification from the data path
entities that the MN has attached and is able to communicate over the target
access network. Triggered by the notification, the Resource Control initiates
the resource reservation procedures and notifies the initial resource triggering
entity that the required resources are available. Now, the exchange of data
for the modified data flows of the MN may be started or continued with the
new required resources available.

The concept here differentiates from other state of the art solutions as it pre-
sumes that the resource modifications are triggering the adaptation procedures.
The other solutions consider other triggers for the adaptation procedure. They
may include as part of the access selection decision the check that the required
resources can be reserved on the target access network. These state of the art
solutions can be integrated as part of the selection decision from Step 3.

Because in various service architectures such as IP Multimedia Subsystem
(IMS), the resource reservation is part of the application level session modifica-
tion, the procedure here presented can be integrated also into the specific service
level procedure. From this perspective, the here presented procedure extends the
resources that are available for a MN not only to the level of the resources on the
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access network to which it is already connected to, but to the available resources
located in all the access networks in its vicinity.

5.3.3.3 Volatile-Shallow Context

This dissertation introduces the concept of Volatile-Shallow Context as a means for
executing part of the handover related procedures proactive to the handover trig-
ger. The concept relies on the separation between the access network selection and
handover procedures and on the execution of the control related procedures before
any handover procedure is initiated without installation of resource reservations
on the data path.

The current literature considers two types of relationship between the access
selection decision and the triggering of the handover procedures which logically
follow the same steps as depicted in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: State of the Art in Handover Procedures

First class consists of solutions in which the access selection decision is inde-
pendent of the trigger of the handover, like in 3GPP EPC. The Access Selection
functionality makes the decision and sends the indication to the MN. When a
handover is triggered in the MN, due to parameters which can be only locally
measured i.e. signal strength or internal policies, the handover operation is exe-
cuted. This implies that no proactive procedure is executed on the target access
network before the handover is triggered, either actively or pro-actively.

In the second case, the network makes the access selection decision and trans-
mits it to the MN only after the handover is triggered either by the signal strength
measurements in the network or by the MN, such as in IEEE Media Independent
Handover. In this case, all the procedures related to the handover are executed
after the handover trigger. Even though the handover trigger may be proactive
(e.g. based on a rapid decrease of the signal strength), all the procedures related
to the handover are executed after the event happens, which from the perspective
of this concept is similar to the previous case.

Thus, for both cases, only after the event of an imminent handover is available
at the MN, the procedures of handover are executed which may contain a proactive
or a preparation phase and an actual handover execution phase. The procedures
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for the handover have to be faster than the loss of connectivity to the source
access network otherwise there is a service interruption. Even though information
is already available in the network, it is not used before the handover trigger,
especially because of the resources consumed by such a procedure in case the
handover is not executed.

This dissertation proposes a novel method for the execution of a proactive
phase prior to the handover trigger, by executing a reduced context establishment
on the target access network which includes the transfer of all the information
required to the specific entities, without enforcing any rules to the data path.
This context is denominated as shallow context. It also considers a new interface
between the Access Selection functionality and a correspondent entity in the target
access network which establishes the shallow context.

The indication for the shallow context establishment in the target access net-
work is transmitted when the access selection decision is made. The solution con-
siders that the context is created due to the new information transmitted to the
mobile device; independent of the moment when the handover trigger is received
by the mobile device as depicted in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Volatile Shallow Context Handover Procedures

As the information of the volatile-shallow context may remain unused when the
MN does not execute the handover to the specific access, for a smooth termination,
the information has an expiration time, ensuring the volatility of the context. As
the volatile-shallow context does not presume any resources to be reserved on
the actual data path, the context can be silently removed, without requiring any
signalling procedure.

In case the handover happens, the volatile-shallow context becomes the active
context and the resources have to be reserved on the data path. As all the en-
tities in the network already signaled each other and already store the required
information, the time-critical part of the handover procedure is highly reduced.

• Pre-authentication and pre-authorization - The access network entities
receive a specific authentication vector and its validation value. The authen-
tication and authorization entity is not involved in the attachment anymore,
the procedure being executed locally between MN and access network entity.
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• Location Update - The dynamic information on the MN location is ex-
tended to contain a volatile one on the target access network in case no other
location information is available. The volatile location is considered valid
until its expiration.

• Subscriber Data Retrieval - The subscription profile is retrieved by the
control entities, enabling a faster decision during the attachment.

• Resource Requirements available on the data path entities - The
policy decision is made which resources have to be reserved on the target
access network in case of a handover and this information is transmitted to
the data path entities. This does not imply the actual reservation of resources
which would be executed when the MN attaches to the network.

• Mobility information available on the data path entities - The target
access data path entities receive information on how to forward the data
traffic from and to the MN. However, this redirection to the target network
does not become active until the MN attaches to the target network which
can be determined through first upload data packet received on the uplink
data path.

The procedure of bringing the information to the appropriate network entities
on the target data path is reduced from the actual handover procedure. After
the handover trigger, the mobile device will execute link layer and network layer
attachment procedures. Due to the volatile-shallow context, all the required infor-
mation is already available in the network entities, thus enabling a fast response
to the attachment request and through this a reduced handover duration.

Additionally, the number of access networks where the volatile-shallow context
is established is very small depending on the probability of the MN to execute a
handover to the specific access network. For example, in case the MN is camped in
a small coverage access network, such as a WiFi hotspot, and is allowed to execute
handovers to the operator wide area network such as LTE, then the LTE access
in the vicinity of the WiFi access may maintain a long duration volatile-shallow
context expecting the user mobility and loss of signal in the WiFi access.

5.4 Core Path Adaptation Enabler (CPAE)

The CPAE aims at optimizing the communication of MNs through the adaptation
of the core network connectivity, specifically between the base station to which
the MN is attached to and the border of the carrier grade operator domain. It
concentrates in the area of flexible reselection of operator entities and on the actual
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data path adaptation through the newly selected entities. Through this means, the
carrier grade operator network is able to steer the data traffic on a subscriber level
basis between the different core network entities at different geographical locations
reducing the data path stretch and thus the communication delay.

The CPAE functionality is addressing distributed wireless core networks, in
which multiple components having similar functionality are deployed in different
geographical areas close to the MN’s attachment point to the network. The func-
tions map and extend the mobility support functionality of the operator towards
the flexible support of the distribution characteristic through on demand dynamic
adaptations. Through this means, a new mobility axis is introduced in the system,
in which the MN connectivity is changing its data path characteristics independent
or as a result of the actual mobility of the device in the network.

CPAE is triggered by specific operations which occur in the system such as
related to the subscriber communication e.g. attachment or detachment from spe-
cific access networks, change of network location etc. or management commands
such as the scheduled maintenance procedures or fail-over events. The Core Path
Adaptation Enabler makes a decision based on the current status of the network
and adapts the communication for the subscribers. The indications on the core
path adaptation are transmitted to mobility support entities in the control and
in the data plane such as base stations and mobility anchors and other forward-
ing entities which pertain to the operator domain as described in the architecture
subsection.

CPAE can support multiple data path for a single device using one or multiple
IP addresses and using one or multiple wireless connections. For this, the granu-
larity of the decisions is made at a subscriber level and additionally at a data flow
level, which data flows are described by the end-to-end communication five-touple
- the source and the destination IP addresses and ports and the protocol number in
case of IP communication. In order to be able to enforce the adaptation decisions
on the data path entities used by the subscriber, these entities have to be able to
forward data traffic at flow granularity level.

5.4.1 Architecture

CPAE is composed of a set of functions which enable the communication with
the control and operator management functions through which parameters are
gathered and the orchestration of the adaptation procedure is executed, while
maintaining transparent reachability of the MNs. For each of the subscribers,
CPAE maintains a specific state and a list of the entities on the data path of the
MN.

Similarly to ASE, CPAE contains a set of interface functions enabling it to
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Figure 5.10: Core Path Adaptation Enabler Architecture

adapt and to control the communication with other entities, a set of databases
storing subscriber and network related information, and a Decision Entity which
is triggered, gather parameters and decides and orchestrates the data path adap-
tation. The architecture is depicted in Figure 5.10.

For communicating to the core network, three modules are considered: a Sub-
scriber Information Interface for retrieving subscription profile information, a Mo-
bility Control Interface for communication with the core network mobility support
including the adaptation enforcement and a Resource Control Interface for the
communication with the resource control entities in the network.

Additionally, the CPAE includes a network entities map, enabling the appro-
priate adaptation decisions to be made and a Subscriber Information maintaining
the bindings between the subscribers and the specific data path.

As the core path adaptation is limited in scope to a single operator domain,
CPAE operations are transparent to MNs and to CNs and their network provider
domains.

The decisions of CPAE are enforced on the mobility control and data path en-
tities. Depicted in Figure 5.11, three different enforcement entities are considered,
depending on their relationship with the IP domain and with the MN, as follows:

• Access Point (AP) - the AP represents the point of attachment of the MN
to the network. Whenever a device is attached to an access network, there
is one AP which is allocated. This can be represented by a Base Station of
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Figure 5.11: Core Path Adaptation Enabler Network Architecture

a specific technology type, aggregation router etc. The AP is not changed
during the core network adaptation procedures. If a change of the AP is
required, then, prior of the core path adaptation, a command is transmitted
to the ASE which triggers the MN to change its access network.

• Anchor Node (AN) - the AN node is handling the mobility of the device in
a specific area of the network. The AN may be changed due to a change in
the location of the MN, due to the requirement to connect to specific local
services or due to administrative procedures such as failure mitigation, energy
efficiency or programmed maintenance procedures.

• Forwarding Entity (FE) - the FE is a node located in the IP domain of the
operator between the border of the operator domain towards other operators
and the anchor nodes. The role of the FE is to direct the data traffic to the
appropriate AN of the MN, according to the data path adaptation procedures.

These three functions are topologically located in the operator network and
have different deployment characteristics. The nodes located closer to the MNs,
such as access points are serving less nodes than the ones which are located closer
to the border of the operator domain, towards the service platforms or the Internet.
However, due to the physical location changes more handovers are required in the
entities located closer to the MN.

The adaptation of the data path consists of the seamless handover of the anchor
node of the MN and the modification of the data path through the modification
of the forwarding rules in the APs and FEs.
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5.4.2 Information Model

In this subsection, the information exchanged by CPAE with other entities is
presented.

For each of the subscribers the various entities on the data path and the CPAE
maintain a binding entry enabling the forwarding of the data traffic towards the
appropriate entities. The binding information is depicted in Figure 5.11.

• CAPE maintains all the specific data path locations of the devices for each
of the MNs. This information includes location information which may be
expressed in the form of the IP address as allocated to the MN and in form
of data path entities identities. The data path entities considered are the
Anchor Nodes through which a data path is established in the core network.

Additionally, in specific deployment situations which consider synchronous
data path adaptation procedure as described in the next subsections, contains
information on the FEs which had to transmit downlink information in a
predefined time interval and optionally on the APs to which the device is
attached to. This mechanism enables the direct notification of these entities
as described in the next section.

• The Anchor Nodes maintain bound to the identity of the MN the forward-
ing mechanisms towards the MN, through state of the art protocols such as
Mobile IP, Proxy Mobile IP or GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP).

An Anchor Node may cache for a specific time duration information on the
currently used Anchor Node of a MN. This enables the notifications of the
FEs which send downlink information and the redirection of the data traffic
towards the current Anchor Node.

• A FE binds the MN’s IP address to the current Anchor Node. This infor-
mation is received from either one of the Anchor Nodes or directly from the
CPAE, as presented in the following procedure subsections.

From the information perspective, the data path adaptation procedure repre-
sents the efficient update of this information, when required, based on the decision
taken by CPAE.

Figure 5.12 includes a high view on the specific triggers, parameters, and the
decision propagation mechanisms for CPAE. The system includes as decision pa-
rameters the same information in all the situations. In case one of the triggers is
not available, then the specific operation is not sustained by the specific installa-
tion of the system. For the enforcement of the data path adaptation decision, two
solutions are considered: one active and one reactive to the data traffic of the MN.
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It is required that only one of them is installed in a specific system. The selection
of the most appropriate solution depends on the scale of the system.

Figure 5.12: Data Path Selection Triggers, Information and Parameters

The following types of triggers and parameters are received by CPAE from the
different other entities:

• Initial/Subsequent Connection Establishment Information - when the MN
initially attaches to the network, it is assumed that it requires to communicate
and to receive messages from CNs. For this, a decision is made and an anchor
node is allocated. When the MN requires additional connectivity parameters,
such as a second IP address for communicating with other services, then a
second data path is allocated through the same or a different Anchor Node.
This trigger may be received from the mobility control entities in the operator
core network or as notifications on changes of the connectivity part stored
together with the subscription profile

• Location Change - when the network location of the MN changes, mainly due
to physical mobility, then another anchor node located closer to the new lo-
cation may serve more suitable the communication of the mobile subscriber.
This information is dynamically stored together with the subscription pro-
file and available to the mobility control entities. It is assumed that cell
granularity location is required during the anchor node selection.

• Connectivity State Change - when the MN passes from idle to connected
state, it signals to the network that a data path is required for the com-
munication. In this case, an anchor node selection procedure is triggered,
considering the network location of the MN and other information available
in the network subscription profile.
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• Required Resources Change - when a device requires resources for one or
more data flows the specific communication may be better served through a
separate data path with a shorter stretch or with reduced delay or costs for
the operator. This information is received from the Resource Control. This
type of trigger is used when the data paths used by the MN can be split or
merged based on the data flows they are composed of. This functionality
requires a high level of network resources and may be missing from specific
deployments.

• Subscription to Specific Services - when the MN registers to specific operator
dedicated services such as IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), then a separate
data path may be allocated for optimizing their delivery. This information
may be received from the Resource Control when the service platform or the
MN initiate the resource reservations for the specific service.

• Administrative Network Topology Change - for executing specific manage-
ment operations, such as scheduled maintenance or Self-Organizing Network
(SON) operations like load balancing or energy efficiency, the CPAE has to
first adapt the data path for the affected subscribers. For these specific trig-
gers, the enabler selects new anchor nodes considering the final topology of
the network. From this perspective, the anchor node selection is enabling the
dynamic execution of SON functions.

• Unsolicited Network Topology Change - in this category enter the unsolicited
failure of specific nodes. Based on this trigger, CPAE selects a new data path
for the subscribers excluding the affected nodes. This mechanism supports
the fail-over mitigation for individual subscribers.

Using the information above, CPAE makes decisions which are then transmit-
ted to the mobility control data path entities and to the IP FEs using specific
mechanisms described in the next subsections. Two types of enforcement are con-
sidered for the data path adaptation.

First, the data path is adapted through the selection of the appropriate entities
in the operator core network supporting the connectivity of the M. Specifically, the
data path is adapted in the core network of the operator between the base station
to which the device is attached to and a target anchor node. The enforcement
operation presumes the notifications of the entities involved into the redirection
of the data path through the target anchor node and depend on the architecture
deployed.

Secondly, for the downlink data packets to be able to reach the newly selected
anchor node, the operator FEs, located between the border of the operator domain
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towards the Internet and the anchor nodes, have to be informed on the adaptation.
Two mechanisms for the propagation of this information are considered:

• Synchronous Data Path Adaptation - when the target anchor node is selected,
the information is transmitted to all the FEs which previously requested such
information due to downlink data packets.

• Reactive Data Path Adaptation - after the target anchor node is selected,
when a FE transmits data packets towards the source anchor node due to
having no information update, the source anchor notifies the specific FE,
which in its turn adjusts its internal information for forwarding data traffic
to the target anchor node.

5.4.3 Procedures

This subsection includes three specific procedures of CPAE. First, the adaptation
procedures towards the network are presented for synchronous and reactive data
path adaptation. Then, the reselection procedure for the components in the core
network is described.

5.4.4 Synchronous Data Path Adaptation

In order to support the data path adaptation transparent to CNs, the current
operator core network solutions consider that for each mobile device a data path
is strictly bound to a set of network entities. For example, in case of 3GPP or
IETF, when the mobile device receives an IP address during attachment, at the
same time a binding is established on the data path through a set of redirection
tunnels between the MN and the PDN GW or Home Agent. For the rest of the
duration of the connection, the data path has to pass through that specific set of
anchor nodes. This feature limits the seamless data path adaptation possibilities
as the specific IP address can be reached only through the communication over
the specific anchor node.

For transparently changing the anchor node, a new method for flexible on-
demand data path selection is introduced, enabling through synchronous signalling
the modification of the forwarding rules on the data path downlink towards the
MN. The uplink reachability is not considered an issue as the CN may be reached
through destination based routing.

As illustrated in Figure 5.13, the abstract network model is formed from two
Anchor Nodes (ANs) between which the data path of the MN is adapted, CPAE
which makes the decisions and maintains the information on the Anchor Node to
which the device is currently communicating through and a set of FEs located at
the border of the operator domain.
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Figure 5.13: Synchronous Data Path Adaptation

It is assumed that the downlink data packets addressed to the MN are forwarded
through the Internet Backbone based on inter-operator Service Layer Agreement
(SLA) rules with no consideration to the mobility of the specific device. Therefore,
a data packet addressed to the current IP address of the MN can be received by
any of the FEs of an operator domain.

In order to reach the MN, each FE maintains a binding list, containing bindings
between the IP address of the mobile device and its current anchor node. The
binding entries are created only when a downlink data packet is received (Step
1.1). Each binding entry contains an expiration timer, in order to be removed
without signalling in case it is not needed any more (i.e. no downlink packets for
the MN) or to be updated when still necessary.

The information is queried from the CPAE functionality (Step 1.2), which
enables in its turn the CPAE to be aware which FEs send in the last time interval
downlink packets for the MN. For this information, the CPAE also maintains a
binding between the IP addresses of the MN, the FE identities which queried
information and the current anchor node.

An anchor node reselection may be required due to mobility reasons - i.e. a
shorter data path through the operator core network can be achieved - or from
administrative reasons - i.e. failure mitigation, energy consumption optimization
or scheduled maintenance procedures (Step 2.1). This information is received by
CPAE from either the source or the target Anchor Node or from other network or
administrative entities. This concept is not concerned with the data path selection
triggers which are integrated into a following subsection.

When the information is received by the CPAE, the binding table is checked and
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the FEs which had downlink data packets in the last time interval are determined
(Step 2.2). An update message is sent only to the determined FEs (Step 2.3),
enabling them to update their forwarding table and adapt the downlink data path
through binding the new anchor node to the MN identity.

Through the proposed method, there is no strict binding maintained between
the MN and a data path entity which enables on-demand data path adaptation
based on available network information such as current load, MN mobility etc. The
adaptation is transparent to the MN and to its CNs and relies on the notification
of the changes only to the number of FEs which have forwarded downlink data.

Additionally, with specific extensions to the CPAE and FE nodes, the simulta-
neous communication through multiple anchor nodes for different data traffic can
be realized.

Considering that the signalling is limited to a set of operator controlled entities,
although for a large set of IP addresses, the solution is manageable through the
current signalling mechanisms. A further evaluation of the solution is given in
the next chapters considering the system design and specification as well as the
testbed realization.

5.4.5 Reactive Data Path Adaptation

Additional to the synchronous data path adaptation, described in the previous
section, a reactive data path adaptation is further presented in this section. The
reactive data path adaptation is further constructing on the concept of on-demand
mobility anchor selection by further integrating data path forwarding and sig-
nalling between the source and target Anchor Nodes (ANs) and the Forwarding
Entities (FEs).

As depicted in Figure 5.14, the abstract network model is formed from the two
Anchor Nodes (ANs) between which the data path of the MN is adapted and a
set of Forwarding Entities (FEs) located at the border of the operator domain.

Figure 5.14: Reactive Data Path Adaptation
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The same assumptions as for the synchronous data path adaptation are con-
sidered here. First, the downlink data packets addressed to the MN are send
between the different operator domains with no consideration on the MN’s loca-
tion. Second, the FEs are receiving indiscriminately the data packets addressed
to the MN.

Similarly to the previous concept, each FE maintains a binding list containing
a binding between the IP address for which downlink data traffic has to be for-
warded and the current MN’s Anchor Node. Therefore, packets are identified by
destination IP address and have as locator the AN identity.

This dissertation introduces a new method of reactive data path adaptation
in which the FEs which forward data traffic towards the MN are notified by one
of the anchor nodes that a reselection was already executed and that the binding
information has to be updated. The update of the binding list is reactive to the
forwarding of data traffic towards the MN.

The following reactive adaptation method is proposed. When a data packet
addressed to the MN is received an FEs, then the FE checks its internal binding
table (Step 1).

As the binding table contains the source Anchor Node identity bound to the
IP address of the MN, the FE will forward the data packet to the source Anchor
Node (Step 2). It is assumed that all IP addresses in the mobile operator domain
receive a default Anchor Node, through a bootstrapping procedure. In case the
binding table does not contain any entry, as no binding was previously created,
the data packets will be forwarded to the default destination.

The source Anchor Node is not responsible anymore for operator controlled
forwarding of the data packets to the MN. It will send the data packet to the
target Anchor Node (Step 2’) which in its turn will forward it to the mobile device
(Step 2”). It may be possible that the source Anchor Node is not aware of the
identity of the target Anchor Node. In this case, it has to query CPAE.

As the source Anchor Node is aware that the data path should be adapted
through the target Anchor Node, it transmits to the FE which transmitted the
initial downlink data packet, a control message containing a binding entry mod-
ification for the MN’s IP address and the identity of target Anchor Node (Step
3).

Based on this information, the FE is able to update the forwarding table with
the current location of the MN’s IP address. Then, all the data packets will be
forwarded to the target AN (Step 4), which delivers them to the MN.

As the FEs are transmitting the data packets to the ANs towards the MNs,
each FE can maintain its own version of the forwarding table. Only the FEs
which have sent a downlink data packet, addressed to the specific IP address, will
have updated binding tables. The rest will maintain older versions which may be
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inaccurate.
Also as the FEs are advertising towards the IP backbone the complete set

of IP addresses of the mobile operator, the binding list information will not be
propagated towards the public domain, limiting the adaptation signalling to the
FEs.

The binding entries maintained by the FEs are reactively update upon the
existence of the downlink data traffic. Compared to the synchronous method, the
number of the FEs which require an update of the binding list is reduced due to
the reactivity. In case an FE does not forward any data packet to the MN, then
no signalling will occur.

Additionally, the adaptation is maintained with zero packet loss and transpar-
ent to the MN and to CNs through the redirection mechanism between the Anchor
Nodes.

Two deployment cases are considered: one in which the FEs and the Anchor
Nodes are sharing the same local network. In this case the binding list main-
tains the role of routing table for the downlink data packets from the FE to the
Anchor Nodes. Second case, addressing better current network deployments, the
forwarding from the FEs to the Anchor Nodes is executed using an overlay which is
independent of the IP transport e.g. GTP. OpenFlow, VLANs. In both cases, the
impact of the forwarding is limited to the specific entities and does not propagate
information in the rest of the IP domain, making the signalling manageable by the
overall IP system.

5.4.6 Flexible Reselection of Data Path Entities

Using one of the previous two concepts, a carrier grade network operator is able to
adapt the downlink data path towards one of the Anchor Nodes serving a MN. It is
assumed that by using common IP forwarding mechanism, the data traffic which is
generated by the MN will follow a data path which is not extended by the mobility
support i.e. data packets are forwarded to the target destination depending on the
destination IP address using destination based routing. Therefore, by forwarding
the data traffic between the MN and an appropriate anchor node in the operator
domain, the data traffic of the subscriber for both the uplink and downlink between
the operator gateways and the correspondent parties.

To fully use of the features of data path adaptation, the core network has
also to support the reselection of the data path entities, in a controlled manner
as to ensure the consistency and the efficient network operation for the resource
reservation and charging as well as for accounting and for access network horizontal
and vertical handovers.

More specifically, a mechanism in which the anchor node is reselected with zero
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packet loss and without data traffic duplication while maintaining the adaptation
transparent to the communicating entities.

This dissertation introduces two methods for the reselection of the data path
entities addressing specifically the anchor node reselection. The two methods are
considering two different signalling paths, one through a separate control plane and
one parallel to the data plane. The two mechanisms are depicted in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Flexible Reselection of Data Path Entities

An anchor gateway reselection decision (Step 1) may be triggered by multiple
factors, like the MN or CN initiation of communication, through the MN passing
from idle to active mode, or through the notification that a downlink data packet
for the MN was received. Additionally, an anchor node may be reselected due to
the mobility of the MN. Other triggers include the initiation of administrative or
failure mitigation operations.

The specific information is transmitted to the current Radio Access Point node
to which the device is connected to e.g. to the eNodeB for LTE or to the SGSN
in case of UMTS. These nodes, although being reselected due to mobility, remain
the same during the core network data path reselection procedure, as no radio
network change is necessarily implied. The transmission of the message can be
done through two mechanisms: directly to the Radio Access Point (Step 2a) or
through the source anchor node (Step 2b). The first method follows similar path
to currently standard mechanisms for initial data path entities selection while the
second enables a mobility protocol oriented control. However, in the second case,
a mechanism to announce the source anchor node of the reselection is needed(Step
3).

The second method can be used by extending a current mobility support. For
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example, Step 2b can be represented by a mobility tunnel termination request.
However, compared to the current mobility termination requests available in the
literature, such as for Mobile IP or GTP, this request includes also information on
the redirection towards the target anchor node enabling the radio access network
to be informed also on where the new mobility association has to be executed.

For both methods, in order not to lose any data packet, a reselection tunnel
is established between the source and the target anchor node similar to the one
established between the eNodeBs in case of a horizontal access network selection
in LTE (Step 4). This tunnel enables the forwarding of the data packets from the
source anchor node to the target access node during the reselection procedure. As
described in the reactive data path adaptation, the tunnel may be replaced by a
forwarding mechanism which enables a simplified state to be maintained on the
target anchor node i.e. it does not require to maintain information on the source
anchor node.

When the Radio Access Point entity reselects the target anchor node (Step 5),
then the data traffic for the downlink will be received through the new link. When
the downlink traffic is addressed to the source access gateway, then the data traffic
will be directed through the tunnel established in Step 4.

This mechanism here presented comes to complete the initial selection of data
path entities from the current core network architectures. It enables the reselection
of the entities when required, transparent to the MN and to its CNs.

The capability of reselection of the anchor nodes, introduced by this concept,
enables the core network operator to adapt the data path entities of a MN using pa-
rameters such as the subscription profile of the MN, the available and the required
resources, mobility patterns and characteristics, etc. The reselection decision is
made for each subscriber separately, considering the momentary cost, resources,
load and mobility, thus being able to dynamically adapt to the current network
context.

The method here presented enables the operator to dynamically control the
data traffic enabling advanced solutions of traffic steering. This feature becomes
highly important with the increase of the data traffic when the congestion and cost
increasing points will be at the border of the operator domain.

5.5 Application Adaptation Enabler (AAE)

The Application Adaptation Enabler (AAE) aims at optimizing the core network
procedure for adapting to the network context of active applications. The opti-
mization consists in reducing of the number of messages and information exchange
between the network entities and over the wireless link with the MN. It includes
the elimination of the negotiation procedure between the MN and the specific
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service platform which was used for setting up of the parameters for the updated
communication and the reduction of the messages exchanged in the network for the
resource reservation procedure. Through these means, the carrier grade network
is able to adapt the resources during the handover to the target access network
without requiring MN or service platform interaction which highly reduces the du-
ration of the adaptation procedure while requiring less functionality per subscriber
and per application in the network.

The AAE is addressing the applications which are delivered with different com-
munication parameters when connected to different access networks, for example
the applications that require different throughput or even service interruption while
connected to a specific access network while requiring another throughput on other
accesses. The AAE maps and extends the integration between the mobility sup-
port and resource control functionality and optimizes the communication with the
service platforms.

The role of the AAE is limited to a single operator core network enabling
the communication over heterogeneous accesses. It is designed to be used in-
dependently by the different service platforms and applications. However, the
aggregation of the multiple services may prove further processing optimization.

The AAE maintains information on the multiple levels of resources, which may
be reserved for a specific data flow, when connected to different access network.
This information is send by the applications platforms through a service provision-
ing procedure as described in the next sections.

When a handover to another access network happens, the AAE retrieves the
provisioned profiles and checks which is the most appropriate to be installed on
the specific access network. The resources for the selected profile are then reserved
on the core network. An additional notification is sent to the service platform in
order to adapt the actual data downlink transmission. It is presumed that the MN
is capable by itself to determine the access network to which it is attached to and
adapt the uplink communication.

5.5.1 Architecture

The AAE is composed of a set of functions allowing the provisioning of the infor-
mation related to the service delivery and the actual adaptation of the resource
reservation parameters based on triggers received from the control plane of the
carrier grade operator network. The architecture is depicted in Figure 5.16.

For each of the subscribers and for each of its active services, the AAE main-
tains an information entry, containing the profiles which can be reserved while
communicating over specific access networks, as part of a specific Subscriber In-
formation storage. This information is provisioned from the services through a
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Service Platform Interface component. The same functional entity of the AAE is
used also for transmitting to the service platform notifications on the modification
of the current level of resources reserved for the specific application delivery.

Figure 5.16: Application Adaptation Enabler Architecture

Similarly to the previously described components, the AAE, includes a set of
interfaces towards the core network enabling the gathering of information and the
adaptation of control plane specific parameters. Three modules are considered.
First, a Subscriber Information Interface is used for retrieving subscription profile
information enabling the adaptation decision to consider the resources which are
allowed for the mobile device over the specific access network. Second, a Mobility
Control Interface is used for retrieving the current access network used by the
mobile device and handover events. Finally, a resource control interface transmits
the currently reserved resources information and receives commands on how the
resources have to be adapted when the access network changes. In a practical
implementation, these three interfaces may be combined into a single one, as the
handover events and the subscription profile are used also as part of the resource
reservations.

As central execution of the AAE, a Decision Engine decides which level of
resources has to be reserved on a target access network when a handover happens
considering the list of possible resource profiles received from the applications and
the subscriber profile information from the core network.

5.5.2 Procedures

This dissertation introduces the concept of session delivery adaptation based on
access network context change, as a set of procedures for the service platforms and
the carrier grade core network to dynamically and with reduced signalling and
delay adapt the service delivery parameters as well as the reserved resources in the
access and core network.
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The current state of the art separates the service adaptation from the changes
of the access network context. The service modification procedures are now trig-
gered solely by the MNs, either at the request of the user either automatically
by re-negotiation of the service parameters. When the MN’s access network con-
text changes, e.g. a vertical handover to another access network with different
characteristics, the MN initiates on its own the service modification procedures
including the resource negotiation with the service provider. This is followed by a
new resource reservation procedure in the access and core network.

The concept of session delivery adaptation proposes a novel method for service
parameters and resources reserved modification in which the actual service adap-
tation decision is included in the decision for resource reservation executed during
the change in the network context. A special case of the network context change
considered is the handover between access networks of various technology types
(vertical handovers). As depicted in Figure 5.17, the method presumes a functional
addition to the interface between the service providers and the resource reservation
functionality in the core network and two procedures: one executed during service
establishment and one executed when the network context is modified.

Figure 5.17: Session Delivery Adaptation

Using these extensions to the architecture, the following general procedure for
service establishment is considered:

• Step 1.1 - The MN initiates the service establishment procedures with the
service provider. During the negotiation multiple profiles on which the session
may be delivered are determined. The profiles of the session may contain
different levels of throughput, maximum and guaranteed bit rates, codecs,
admissible delays etc. From these profiles one is chosen as a primary profile
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to be enforced on the current communication path. The rest are considered
secondary session profiles.

• Step 1.2 - The service profiles are transmitted to the resource reservation
functionality. Additional to the state of the art, also the secondary session
profiles are transmitted to the wireless core network. This enables the re-
source reservation functionality in addition to the already existing decision
making and enforcement of the resources based on the primary session pro-
file, to store the other session profiles which may be used in case the MN’s
network context changes.

• Step 1.3 - A policy decision is made whether the primary level of resources
can be supported by the communication path followed by the policy enforce-
ment.

No new messages are exchanged neither between the mobile device and the
service provider nor between the core network and the service provider which
makes this procedure to introduce a minimal delay to the overall service
establishment, due to the storage of more than one session profile in the
resource reservation functionality.

When the MN’s network context changes, the following novel procedure is
executed:

• Step 2.1 - The MN’s network context change can happen because of a verti-
cal handover or because the wireless access or core network become congested
and the service cannot be offered anymore using the same session profile. This
requires an adaptation of the resources for one or more data flows of the MN’s
active services.

• Step 2.2 - When the resource reservation functionality of the core network
receives the notification on the context modification event, it selects one of
the secondary profiles that can be guaranteed for the service considering
the new network context. This session profile is then enforced using the
already standardized mechanisms. The selection does not presume a new
policy decision which was already done during the service establishment.
The decision is enforced on the data path.

If the procedure refers to the case of an access network reselection, the en-
forcement on the target access network refers to the replacement of the QoS
rules from the source access network directly with the ones referring to the
new profile on the target access network, as part of the access network han-
dover procedure. Through this procedure a single step resource reservation
is executed during handover.
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• Step 2:3 - The service provider is notified on the level of resources that are
currently reserved in order to adapt the active session to it. This notification
may happen before the new session profile is enforced in case the resources
allocated are lower than the resources of the previous profile or it may happen
after the enforcement in case the resources allocated are higher. This allows
that the data lost during the session adaptation to be minimal. No notifica-
tion has to be transmitted for the adaptation of the upload data traffic as the
MN is aware that the network context was changed e.g. the mobile device is
the one that triggers a vertical handover.

This notification replaces the service profile negotiation between the MN and
the service platform. Through a single message transmitted from the core
network to the service platform, the same results as in the case of a service
negotiation procedure are obtained.

Although similar results are obtained using current service modification mech-
anisms, the method here proposed has a highly reduced number of messages ex-
changed over the network and part of the resource reservation procedures. During
the adaptation, no negotiation between MN and service platform is required. Sim-
ilarly, the number of resource reservation procedures is reduced from two to one,
while no policy decision has to be made in the network as it is replaced by an auto-
matic matching of the policies enforced on the data path with the access network
to which the MN handed over to.

Through these procedures, the overall service adaptation is reduced while re-
ducing the functionality in the network required for the handling at the cost of
an extended information related to the services maintained in the core network.
Such a trade off is considered better for the service provider and for the MN as
they require less adaptation procedures while having a reduced adaptation delay
as well as better for the core network, as the resource reservation procedures are
executed for a reduced number of times per subscriber. However, this mechanism
addresses only applications with deterministic characteristics over different access
networks.

5.6 Enabler Interworking

The three different enablers which compose the SelfFit Framework for Access Se-
lection, Core Path Adaptation and Application Adaptation address the adaptation
of the different functions in the operator core network. As they all use similar con-
trol plane information and adapt specific communication parameters, it is assumed
that there is no strict dependency relationship between their functions. However,
some interactions are to be considered, as depicted in Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Interaction Between Enablers

The interactions can be classified as explicit interaction, in which one enabler
transmits an indication or a command to another enabler, and implicit interaction,
in which the result of the decision taken by one enabler trigger an operation of
another.

Two explicit interactions are considered, as follows:

• The CPAE can require an adaptation of the access network previous or as
part of the core network adaptation thus it requires that ASE makes a deci-
sion. This is employed in situations in which a more appropriate core path
can be selected only for some access networks located in the MN’s vicinity.
In this case, in order to make a selection of new data path entities, an ac-
cess network selection has to be executed. The specific trigger is introduced
through administrative means in ASE, while the result of the operation will
be received through an implicit interaction described underneath.

• The AAE can require in specific conditions, as indicated by the set of user
profiles provisioned by the applications, that a level of resources has to be
provisioned which can not be allowed by the network operator through the
momentary MN’s access network, thus requiring an access selection to be
executed. In this case, the AAE transmits a reselection command to the ASE,
including the required resources, similarly to the resource oriented access
selection procedure.

Additional to the explicit interactions, two implicit interactions are considered:

• In specific situations, the access network reselection may be followed by the
core path adaptation. The network location is modified as the result of an
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ASE decision. This may trigger a CPAE decision. The two procedures are
sharing only the location parameter, which is modified by the first enabler
while being a trigger for the latter.

• An access network reselection represents the main trigger for the application
adaptation. In all situations in which the ASE makes a decision, which
is enforced on the connectivity of the device, the AAE has to consider for
the specific applications which are registered with the enabler an adaptation
procedure. Therefore, all the operations of the first, trigger the operations of
the latter.

Through this interactions, the enablers of the SelfFit framework are able to
communicate and influence between them their decisions. Other interaction may
be possible, however not considered in this dissertation, due to the limited use
cases foreseen in the future carrier grade operator networks.
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Chapter 6

SelfFit Implementation

This chapter describes the prototype implementation of the SelfFit framework.

6.1 Introduction

Based on the specification from Chapter 5, the SelfFit concepts are applied on the
3GPP Evolved Packet Core (EPC) architecture, though the appropriate function-
ality and interfaces mapping and through the adaptation of the different informa-
tion and mechanisms to the current existing features, such as the access network
selection and the resource and mobility control.

Based on the mapping, a reference implementation was realized in the form
of three distinct enablers: the Access Selection Enabler (ASE), optimizing the
communication through the customization of the connectivity over the wireless
links, the Core Path Adaptation Enabler (CPAE), optimizing the connectivity
between base stations and border of the operator domain, and the Application
Adaptation Enabler (AAE), autonomously customizing the resource reservations
according to current access network capabilities.

The three SelfFit enablers are implemented as novel features on top of the
OpenEPC toolkit, a software implementation of the 3GPP EPC standard, in-
cluding the control and data path functionality for supporting connectivity over
heterogeneous access networks [72]. For functional interoperability reasons, the
SelfFit framework was developed in C language using the same fundamentals as
the OpenEPC components. Parts of the features of SelfFit are included in the later
versions of OpenEPC as innovation beyond the 3GPP standard, which is further
disseminated through testbed deployments in vendor, operator and academia envi-
ronments and base of research projects, such as FI-PPP FI-WARE [74], Univerself
[222] and MobileCloud [223].

3GPP EPC mapping follows the principle of minimal modification. The current
standard components are modified only through functional additions and when
these functional additions are missing in a specific deployment, the system should
function.

Following the same principle, the mapping considered the usage of already
existing interfaces if available and suited for the purpose. For these interfaces it
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was tried, as much as possible, to only modify through addition the information
transmitted while in some cases new messages are added.

6.2 Implementation Background: OpenEPC

For reducing the realization duration and also for enabling a better exploitation
of the results, the SelfFit framework was implemented using as basis the Fraun-
hofer FOKUS OpenEPC software framework [72]. In this subsection, a very short
general presentation of the OpenEPC toolkit is given including the development
platform and the specific 3GPP EPC functionality implemented at the moment of
writing of this dissertation.

The OpenEPC software is based on a programming framework, named Wharf,
which aims at providing a flexible and powerful prototyping platform for developing
software based operator core network functionality and components and in general
the means to easily create testbeds for communication infrastructures. Wharf
architecture is based on the architecture of SIP Express Router [224] featuring a
highly modular design with C language written modules, redesigned for supporting
a large number of heterogeneous communication protocols.

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the OpenEPC implementation consists of a set of
modules which can be combined in different functions and components customized
based on configuration files which are introduced as input at the software initiation.

Figure 6.1: OpenEPC Wharf basis and modules

A set of utility modules are forming the basis for a generic type of software plat-
form independent of the actual communication requirements, handling the process
and memory control and the inter-process communication, optimizing specific crit-
ical features for the specific underlying hardware architectures, such as handling
of locks.

Another set of modules enables to construct a communication basis on which
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the specific EPC functionality is developed. The operative modules include basic
counters and communication with the databases, debugging and fast implementa-
tion console, and modules enabling basic core network functionality, such as the
IP address allocation.

A large amount of the OpenEPC realization resources were spent in developing
close to standards protocol stacks which support the 3GPP EPC such as Diameter,
GTP, Mobile IP, NAS, S1AP, LLC, SNDCP, NS over IP etc. On top of the
protocols a set of interface modules use the specific communication mechanisms to
communicate based on 3GPP specified messages. Each of the implemented EPC
functionality is represented by such a module enabling the fast updates along to
the further development of the 3GPP standards.

In order to compose functions at a higher level and to enable the actual opera-
tions of the system, each component is represented by a functional module. From
the EPC perspective, it is very easy to merge and to split two components by the
unification or the separation of the code in the functional modules.

This base functionality was designed for re-usability and for development of
novel protocols, which are or are not directly related to operator core network com-
munication. For installing a specific component a set of modules is selected from
the available list, dependencies are checked and the compilation is executed. Ad-
ditional scripts allow for the automation of the network configuration and software
installation, for reducing the complexity associated with OpenEPC deployments.

A large set of modules was developed realizing the OpenEPC toolkit which
represents a software implementation of the 3GPP Evolved Packet Core (EPC)
standards oriented towards the functionality in the areas of QoS, charging, mobil-
ity, security, monitoring and management

As illustrated in Figure 6.2, the current OpenEPC Rel. 3 includes all the
components and a major set of the functionality and procedures part of 3GPP
EPC standards such as harmonized authentication and authorization, mobility
support, resource and charging control.

OpenEPC includes subscription profile based decisions for authentication and
authorization over heterogeneous 3GPP (LTE, HSPA, UMTS) and non-3GPP
(WiFi, WiMAX) access networks, for resource reservations and charging control,
and for subscriber oriented access network discovery and selection. This is real-
ized through a common Home Subscriber Server (HSS) which maintains the static
network profile and dynamic information on the UE status, such as the current
used IP addresses, location and selected data path entities enabling convergent
mobility and resource reservation control.

OpenEPC includes a full solution for policy and charging control, for offline
charging, and for access network discovery and selection. The Policy and Charging
Rules Function (PCRF) is able to make policy decisions based on the requirements
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Figure 6.2: OpenEPC Architecture

of the users and of the service providers and to enforce resource reservation and
charging rules on the data path. Additionally, the Offline Charging System (OFCS)
gathers and correlates event and volume information from the network and from
the service platforms, enabling the generation of consolidated subscriber billing.
An Access Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) is transmitting
indications to the UE on which access networks to select in order to be best
connected from operator perspective. This information is processed by a minimal
user space application on the UE enabling also data path steering.

OpenEPC includes a full solution for core network mobility support through
both GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) and Proxy Mobile IP (PMIP). The core
network mobility support is transparent to mobile devices and application plat-
forms, through dynamic IP address allocation and zero-packet loss handovers be-
tween heterogeneous access networks functionality in the Packet Data Network
Gateway (PDN GW).

Additionally, OpenEPC contains the core network support for 3GPP and non-
3GPP access networks enabling AAA, mobility and resource control procedures.
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Specifically, it includes for the LTE access an eNodeB emulation, the Mobility Man-
agement Entity (MME) and Serving Gateway (S-GW) functionality and for the
UMTS/HSPA access an equivalent NodeB/RNC emulation and a Serving GPRS
Support Node (SGSN) functionality. For non-3GPP access networks, the AAA
procedures are supported through an evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) and
through an AAA Server.

OpenEPC Rel. 3 interconnects directly only with non-3GPP access networks,
such as WiFi. For 3GPP accesses, two options are considered. First solution is
based on tunneling over a real operator network; including a non-reproducible
effect on the demonstrations as the data traffic has to pass through a network not
controlled by the testbed and a large data overhead. The second solution is based
on emulation of the signalling procedures over WiFi and their translation in the
standard core network procedures at the eNodeB and NodeB emulation, resulting
in standard signalling, while with different radio network characteristics.

OpenEPC provides the implementation background of a close-to-real operator
core network. Its solid basis and its large number of components and functions
implemented provide the fundamental features on which novel functionality can
be built and tested. The SelfFit Framework prototype implementation was build
in parallel and as part of the different stages of the OpenEPC development. As
OpenEPC implements a large amount of the 3GPP EPC, it can be considered a
reference implementation for the core network standards. In the next sections no
distinction is made between EPC and OpenEPC. Whenever the differentiation is
required, due to missing features in the implementation or due to other choices
taken in the realization of the toolkit, this will be underlined.

6.3 Access Selection Enabler

6.3.1 Integration in 3GPP EPC Architecture

Following the specification from Section 5.3, the ASE has to be interfaced with the
UE, for the enforcing of the access selection decisions. Because of the tight cou-
pling with the communication with the UE, the ASE was mapped to an ANDSF
extension, the only EPC component which communicates with the UE at applica-
tion level and has the goal to transmit access selection policies. The EPC mapping
of ASE, implemented as reference prototype, is depicted in Figure 6.3.

The ASE reference implementation was realized based on the know-how, accu-
mulated through the Converged Vertical Handover (ConVeHO) project of Fraun-
hofer FOKUS and Huawei Technologies. The additional parts are own concept
and implementation of Fraunhofer and part of the OpenEPC toolkit.

The communication with the UE was extended in order to support the ASE
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Figure 6.3: Access Selection Enabler Implementation

features. An OMA DM Management Object (MO) send by the UE to the ANDSF,
including the current location information and the momentary user preferences.
Additionally, in the MO send by the ANDSF to the UE [111], a new set of infor-
mation was added. Through these additions, the network is able to indicate an
immediate action for access network selection or additional information, enabling
the selection of an access network based on the various applications established on
the UE and on their specific data flow characteristics.

For the exchange of the MOs, no modification to the S14 interface is considered,
thus respecting the OMA Device Management (DM) protocol as standardized by
3GPP [111] and realized in a simple manner in OpenEPC.

Apart from the communication with the UE, in order to retrieve additional
information and to transmit adaptation indications a set of interfaces to other
network entities are considered in the prototype following the specification from
Section 5.3.

As ASE uses in its decisions information related to the subscription profile and
to the dynamic subscriber information from the core network, which is stored in
the 3GPP EPC HSS/SPR, a new interface is considered between the ASE and
the HSS/SPR. The same information is requested by the PCRF, thus in order
to minimally modify the existing HSS/SPR, the mapping interface is based on
the Diameter based on PCRF Sp interface. Through this means, the HSS/SPR
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communicates with the ASE without any internal modifications.
PCRF aggregates the required information related to available and reserved

resources for the subscribers. For retrieving this information, an interface is in-
troduced between ASE and PCRF. The implementation is based on the PCRF
Sp interface because PCRF is communicating only over Diameter and because
the communication with the ASE does not follow the model of ”decision-point
enforcement-point” such as the Rx, Gx and Gxx interfaces. The reference pro-
totype implements only the part related to the access network reselection due to
resources change, as presented in the following data flows.

For communication with the core network mobility support functions, ASE is
using a set of similar interfaces to SGSN for GPRS and UMTS technologies, to
MME for LTE, and to ANGw and to ePDG for the non-3GPP accesses. Through
this interface, access network related events may be transmitted. However, these
events are also available in the PCRF, thus an extension of the ASE-PCRF inter-
face suffices. The interface enables the transmission of handover indications to the
access networks in order to prepare for possible handovers. In the implementation
a simplified proprietary interface is used for rapid prototyping reasons enabling
only the handover indications support.

For notifying ASE on network topology modifications, an additional interface
towards the network management system is used. This interface is not longer
detailed because it will be deployed in a proprietary form of the vendors. In
the SelfFit prototype implementation, the interface is realized in the form of a
GUI, enabling the operator of the testbed to control the execution of the SelfFit
procedures.

The prototype implements the simple access network state machine described
in Section 5.3. For simplification of the implementation it was assumed a static
map to the access networks in the area.

6.3.2 Procedures and Data Flows

A set of exemplary procedures are described, as implemented on the reference
prototype. The most important other procedures which include a large degree of
novelty compared to the standards are available in Appendix 8.2.2.3. It is assumed
that the ANDSF standard procedures are implemented and available in the system.

6.3.2.1 Initial Attachment Procedure with UE notification

This procedure describes the initial attachment for a UE using the ASE service.
For the UE to connect to EPC network and to establish the first connection to
ASE over S14, specific network operations have to be executed. The procedure is
depicted in Figure 6.4. The following steps are executed:
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Figure 6.4: Access Selection Enabler - Device Attachment Data Flow

1. The UE attaches to the EPC, as specified in the current 3GPP standards,
receiving mobility support, an IP address and a default level of resources.
Through this means it can communicate over the network.

2. The UE sends to the ASE a PUSH subscription or a first PULL message.
The message is used for authentication of the UE to the ASE ANDSF. The
ANDSF component of the ASE is discovered based on pre-provisioned policies
or based on DHCP or DNS information, similarly to the standard discovery
of other service level components.

3. The ASE requires from the HSS/SPR the profile of the subscriber. A sub-
scription events related to user profile changes can be executed, resulting
later in notifications which may trigger other policy decisions. The HSS/SPR
sends to the AAE the subscription profile.

4. The ASE makes a policy decision whether the UE is allowed to use the access
selection service. Additionally, it decides on the policies to be transmitted to
the UE and whether to subscribe to the PCRF for data path events.

5. When ASE subscribes to events it sends to the PCRF an events subscription
request for events, such as loss of connectivity or access network change, the
resources required and reserved change etc. For this, the ASE has to discover
the PCRF allocated to the UE, operation which is currently available in
EPC through the Diameter based Service Locator Function (SLF) or Dimater
Router Agent (DRA).

6. The PCRF registers the events subscription as part of the application sub-
scriptions for the events similarly to the operations over Rx interface.
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7. The PCRF notifies the ASE on the subscription registration completion.

8. A PULL response or a first notification for PUSH is transmitted from the
ANDSF component of the ASE to the UE.

For faster prototyping, in the OpenEPC implementation, the Steps 5-7 are
implicitly realized. PCRF considers that all the devices have registered for the ac-
cess network change events as it would be the case when the solution is completely
integrated in the network.

The procedure is asynchronous to the attachments of the UE. A handover,
executed during the time when the procedure is executed, affects negatively the
communication with the PCRF. As the same PCRF and the same ASE are used
during all the operation of the UE, the subscription to the PCRF may be followed
by a notification with the momentary parameters of the UE (e.g. APN, IP ad-
dresses, IP-CAN Type, PDN-Gw address, etc.), as part of subsequent attachment
procedures.

Additionally to the Attachment Procedure with UE notification, an alternative
Attachment Procedure with PCRF notification was considered, in which the ASE
receives the attachment event directly from the PCRF, before the data path is
established. This alternative is included in Appendix 8.2.2.3. Although with less
parallel processing and thus, with larger delay, the UE notification based procedure
is considered more suitable and it was implemented in the SelfFit prototype, due
to the registration only of devices capable and willing to use the ASE service.

Subsequent attachments may be executed due to access network selection pro-
cedures resulting in horizontal or vertical handovers. For these attachments, the
retrieval of the subscription profile is not anymore required. Additionally, there is
no need for subscribing to new data path events. Similarly with the initial attach-
ment, two procedures may be considered: with UE and with PCRF notification.
From these, the UE notification is preferred in order to maintain consistency of
the realization over multiple procedures.

For the complete detachment from the EPC, the same two procedures based
on PCRF and UE notifications are considered. However, the detachment may
be sudden, therefore in order to be able to maintain in the ASE a consistent
state the PCRF notifications are required. The specific procedure is described in
Appendix 8.2.2.3 and not further implemented in the reference SelfFit prototype.

6.3.2.2 Resource Oriented Access Network Selection Procedure

This procedure describes the access network selection triggered by a change in the
resources required by a subscriber from the network, based on the specification
from Chapter 5.3.3.2 applied on the 3GPP EPC architecture. For exemplifica-
tion, a procedure was selected in which the UE is attached to a UMTS network
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which is not able to support the required resources. The procedure is depicted
in Figure 6.5. The procedure was implemented as proof of concept in the SelfFit
prototype enabling handovers between the UMTS and the WiFi access networks.
The following steps are executed:

Figure 6.5: Access Selection Enabler - Resource Oriented Data Flow

1. The UE is connected and able to exchange data over the UMTS network. The
device is also subscribed to ASE services. It requires additional resources for
starting of a new data session. The request is received by PCRF from either
the UE through the PDN GW or from the applications. The procedure here
presented is initiated by the UE resulting in a ”Session Modification Request”
message send by the PDN GW to the PCRF.

2. The PCRF makes a decision on the new policies which have to be installed.

3. The session modification is acknowledged to the PDN GW. As considered in
the 3GPP EPC, the response is transmitted before the actual reservation of
resources takes place.

4. In order to reserve resources over the UMTS network, a Gateway Control
and QoS Provisioning Procedure is executed, which is assumed to fail due to
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lack of resources

In the state of the art case, this step is followed by an IP-CAN session
modification, PCRF Initiated procedure and the session is released due to
lack of resources.

5. As described in Section 5.3, the PCRF sends to the ASE a new access re-
selection message, containing information on the QoS parameters required
by the new session that is to be established. Optionally, it should contain
information on the prior established sessions of the UE.

6. The ASE makes a decision, according to the information received from the
PCRF. Other input parameters should be also considered, like the location
of the UE, the load of the access networks located in the area of the UE, etc.
In this example, the decision consists on the selection of an access network
to which the UE to handover to. It is supposed that at least one WiFi access
is preferred by the operator to sustain the continuity of the active sessions of
the UE.

7. The decision is transmitted in the form of inter-system mobility policies to
the UE according to the S14 standard using the OMA DM PUSH mechanism.
The reselection indication presumes an immediate execution from the UE.

8. Optionally, a reselection indication can be transmitted to the PCRF as not
to release the session and to wait until the UE connects to the WiFi access
network.

9. Based on the indication received from the ASE, the UE initiates the rese-
lection procedures to the WiFi access network. First, it initiates the device
interface, then the attachment procedures are executed including the authen-
tication and authorization and the IPsec tunnel establishment.

10. The ePDG requests the establishment of the data path through the PDN
GW. In this example a PMIPv6 ”Binding Update (BU)” is used.

11. The PDN GW initiates a session modification procedure in which it requires
from the PCRF the resources to be reserved over WiFi for the specific UE.
The PCRF is informed on the completion of the WiFi attachment. The
PCRF may send a similar notification to the ASE, enabling the ASE to know
where the device is attached to. As the ASE made the reselection procedure,
based on the resources needs of the UE and on the available resources over
the access networks, this procedure will succeed.
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12. The PDN GW sends to the ePDG a PMIPv6 ”Binding Acknowledgment
(BA)”, including the UE IP address, acknowledging the PDN GW attach-
ment completion.

13. The attachment procedure is completed through the transmission of the al-
located IP address to the UE. Now the device can communicate directly over
the WiFi.

In the reference implementation, this procedure is realized based on session
resource modification received from the AF, due to the initiation of a new service.
This alternative, in which resources are reserved from the network side, does not
change the goal, the handling, or the duration of the overall procedure.

The here described procedure enables the continuation of the UE’s service over
the WiFi access network, even though the current UMTS network can not sustain
them. From the perspective of the services established, the complete procedure
remains transparent, however with higher delay, which is in the range of accepted
delays for services establishment over the wireless network, as analyzed in the next
chapter.

In an optional version of the procedure, the PCRF queries the ASE prior to
the resource reservation. However, this introduces a higher delay to all the reser-
vation procedures for UEs which do not require an access network reselection and
increases the overall system signaling.

A same procedure may be executed on service modification or on service ter-
mination. When a service is changing its resources required or when a service is
terminated, it may happen that another access network sustains at a more efficient
cost the remaining active services of the UE.

6.3.2.3 Volatile-Shallow Context Procedures

In this section, the implementation in the 3GPP EPC of the volatile shallow con-
text procedures is presented, based on the specification from Section 5.3.3.3. For
exemplification, the volatile-shallow context establishment and activation are in-
cluded here. The volatile-shallow context termination is included in Appendix 8.2.2.3
and not implemented in the SelfFit prototype.

For the volatile-shallow context establishment procedure, depicted in Figure 6.6,
it is assumed that the UE is attached to an access network other than LTE and
that a set of new access selection indications are transmitted from the ASE to
the UE as inter-system mobility policies. Due to the network topology and to
the device capabilities, the handover to LTE is considered highly probable, thus a
volatile-shallow context is established. The following steps are executed:
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Figure 6.6: Access Selection Enabler - Volatile Shallow Context Establishment

1. New inter-system mobility policies are send by the ASE to the UE through
the S14 interface, containing the access networks which the UE can select.

2. The ASE makes a decision for which of the transmitted access networks,
a shallow context may be beneficial, based on the access network to which
the UE is already connected to, the target access network type, and the
probability of a handover. For LTE, ASE will select the MME which would
serve the UE in case of a handover.

3. The ASE transmits to the MME a handover indication. It is considered that,
by knowing the access network to which the UE may handover to, the ASE
is aware also of the MME which will serve the UE in that access network.
An MME is expected to cover a large network area encompassing multiple
eNodeBs, thus increasing the probability, when a handover to LTE occurs,
to be controlled through the ASE selected MME.

4. The MME contacts the HSS and authenticates the UE. The authentication
procedure is executed only on the network side. It includes the retrieval
of the authentication vectors from the HSS, based on the identifier received
from the ASE in the previous step, as presented in 3GPP TS 33.401 Section
6.2.1 [117].

5. The MME retrieves the subscriber data from the HSS, including the PDN
GW identity and the information on the PDNs the UE is connected to over
the source access network.

6. The MME selects a Serving GW for the case no APN was provided by the UE
as described in 3GPP TS 23.401. The MME sends to the selected S-GW a
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GTP ”Create Session Request”, including the information received from the
ASE. The GTP ”Create Session Request” is based on the standard message
adding a ”Shallow” flag indicating that the tunnel has only to be created and
that the data traffic should not be routed through it.

The message is forwarded by the S-GW to the PDN GW, including the same
”Shallow” flag having the same indicative role.

7. The PDN GW is aware due to the ”Shallow” flag that a shallow context
is created. It executes the mobility and resource reservation procedures as
follows:

• When the GTP ”Create Session Request” is received, a new tunnel is
created, without routing data traffic to it.

• An indication to the PCRF is transmitted, which contains the ”Shallow”
flag using standard modification of the reserved resources procedure due
to a handover.

• The PCRF correlates the request with the identity of the UE and main-
tains in the subscriber structure the information on the established shal-
low context.

• The PCRF makes the authorization and the policy decision, considering
that a handover may occur in the near future. A response is sent to
the PDN GW, indicating which resources have to be reserved and which
event triggers are to be activated in case the connectivity over the target
access network is established.

• The resource reservation rules and the event triggers received from the
PCRF are maintained by the PDN GW until the activation of the shal-
low context. No operations are executed on the data path.

8. The PDN GW responds with a GTP ”Create Session Response” including
the QoS rules that have to be installed on the S-GW and the IP addresses or
prefixes to be assigned to the UE in case of a handover. The GTP ”Create
Session Response” is forwarded by the S-GW to the MME for completing the
shallow context.

Through the establishment of the shallow context, the MME, S-GW, PDN GW
and PCRF have all the information necessary for a handover to the target access
network. When the UE attaches to the LTE access network, the volatile-shallow
context activation procedure is executed with the following steps, as illustrated in
Figure 6.7:
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Figure 6.7: Access Selection Enabler - Volatile-Shallow Context Activation

1. The activation of the volatile-shallow context is triggered by the attachment
of the UE to the LTE access network. The UE selects an eNodeB, based
on radio specific characteristics, such as signal strength levels and on the
handover policies received from the ASE.

2. The UE sends to the eNodeB an attachment request which is then forwarded
to the MME serving the specific area. The MME maintaining the shallow
context is selected due to the area based selection criteria.

3. The authentication procedure is executed. As the MME is aware of the
identity of the UE, the procedure is executed only between the UE and the
MME and may be entirely skipped, if the confidence level on the ANDSF
shallow context establishment is considered enough.

4. The wireless link is configured. The UE may receive its IP address at this
step or through the IPv6 Neighbor Discovery mechanism.

5. The MME accepts the attachment and initiates the wireless link context
setup. The LTE radio connectivity is established through Radio Resource
Control (RRC) procedures and the radio attachment is completed.

6. A notification of the success of the procedure is transmitted to the MME.
The MME considers the previous shallow context as active. After this step,
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the UE is able to transmit uplink messages over the LTE access network,
while the downlink is maintained over the source access network.

7. When the first uplink data packet is received by the S-GW, then it activates
the shallow context. The activation includes the enforcement of QoS rules
and the activation of the bearer, based on the information stored in the
shallow context. No procedure for the data path establishment or for the
retrieval on the level of resources to be reserved has to be executed, as in the
state of the art case.

8. The first uplink data packet triggers the activation of the context also in the
PDN GW. This presumes the activation of the bearer and the installation
of the policy and charging control rules as part of the shallow context. Ad-
ditionally, the downlink data traffic is redirected towards the target S-GW.
From this moment on, the data traffic is exchanged bi-direction ally over the
target access network.

9. A Resource Modification Procedure is executed between the PDN GW and
the PCRF, informing the PCRF that the connectivity was established over
LTE. In its turn, the PCRF may inform the ASE on the completion of the
activation of the shallow context.

Through the LTE activation procedure, a large number of the steps which have
to be included in attachment procedures in a synchronized manner are simplified,
through the removal of the remote communication related to authentication and
authorization, policy and charging control, and mobility support.

A similar set of establishment and activation procedures can be executed for
other access networks, such as UMTS, GPRS, WiMAX or WiFi, considering the
specific attachment procedure and the gathering of the required information in the
gateways and control entities, without realization on the data path.

This solution is especially beneficial, when a handover has to be executed from
an access network to which the signal is fast lost to an access network with attach-
ment procedures with long duration, such as the handovers from WiFi hotspots to
a macro-3GPP operator network, like LTE.

As the LTE radio technology integration was not available at the moment of
the realization of this feature, a hybrid model was realized in which only the mobil-
ity control information is integrated, leaving the pre-authentication and resource
reservations to be implemented directly in pre-product versions.

6.3.3 Implementation Modules

For implementing the ASE functionality, the practical realization used the follow-
ing OpenEPC modules and their dependencies, as depicted in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: OpenEPC Modules for Access Selection Enabler

The main control module for ASE is co-located with the ANDSF control mod-
ule. This allowed for an efficient prototype, by introducing the afferent ASE states
in the ANDSF state machine and thus not requiring a new interface between two
modules. The ASE state is completely synchronized in a mysql database. For the
communication with the UE, the S14 interface module handles the communication
state machine while the OMA DM module encodes and decodes and handles the
transmission state machines. For the communication with PCRF and with access
network gateways, an OpenEPC console remote procedure call was used. Addi-
tionally, the interface to the HSS was implemented using the C Diameter Peer
(CDP) stack of OpenEPC including its specific Diameter Attribute Value Pair
codec tokens using CDP AVP module. The basic diameter modules are used by
the Client Sp module implementing the specific interface state machine.

6.4 Core Path Adaptation Enabler

Based on the specification from Section 5.4, the CPAE is interfaced with the main
control core network entities and with the control functionality in the data path
entities, including the anchor nodes and the Forwarding Entities (FE) located
at the border of the operator domain. The mobility support of the 3GPP EPC
controls only the adaptation of the access and local gateways, while maintaining
the same PDN GW for a connectivity session of the UE having the role of the
anchor node, while CPAE has a distinct data path adaptation role in orchestrating
mobility anchor reselection. For this reasons, CPAE represents a new function
which is introduced in the operator network. The CPAE interfaces, as realized in
the reference implementation, are depicted in Figure 6.9.

The CPAE reference implementation was based on the know-how from the
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Flat Mobility (FlatMore) project of Fraunhofer FOKUS and Huawei Technologies.
Several parts are own implementation of Fraunhofer and part of future OpenEPC
releases.

Figure 6.9: Core Network Path Adaptation Enabler

Similarly to ASE, for receiving subscriber information, CPAE is connected to
the HSS/SPR database. In order not to modify the HSS, the same extension of
the PCRF Sp interface is considered as in the case of ASE.

The operations of CPAE are mainly triggered by changes in network configu-
ration or by subscriber mobility events. For the network configuration changes, an
interface is considered between the CPAE and the operator management system,
enabling it to receive notifications on solicited and unsolicited network topology
changes for maintenance and for fail-over mitigation. This interface is specific to
each operator deployment and thus, it was realized in the implementation in the
form of an administrative front-end. The subscriber mobility events are best re-
ceived from the mobility control functionality. As to manage the information in a
convergent manner and to reduce the number of interfaces and as all the required
information is available already in the PDN GW, a single interface is introduced
between CPAE and PDN GW.

From PDN GW, CPAE receives information on the initial and subsequent
connections establishment and termination events, through this, being able to
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determine to which PDN GW UEs are momentarily connected to. Additionally, it
enables CPAE to orchestrate the reselection procedure, as described in Section 5.4.
Other information, such as the network location of the UE and its connectivity
state, can be also transferred on demand or in the form of notifications, when
specific events happen. As the notification mechanism enables the customization
of the messages over the communication link and thus, only the required events are
transmitted to CPAE, this mechanism was preferred during the implementation.

The mobility control information combined with the required resources and
the subscription to specific dedicated service which can be acquired from PCRF,
enabling CPAE to make accurate decisions on optimizing the core network data
path. However, it is assumed that the PDN GWs are capable of accommodating
a large number of UEs and even though heterogeneous in capacity, their actual re-
source consumption ponder normalizes itself due the large scale of communication,
this information was not further considered in the realization of CPAE.

Based on this information, PDN GW reselection decisions are made. For CPAE
to orchestrate the reselection procedure execution, the interface to the PDN GWs
is employed. It enables the source PDN GW to be aware of a reselection and of the
identity of the target PDN GW. Additionally, it enables the target PDN GW to
determine when the reselection is terminated, as to further continue any additional
procedures related to other core network features, such as accounting or charging.

As the PDN GW is changed during UE’s connection to the EPC and as for the
service continuity, the same IP address has to be maintained, the IP address loses
its role of network locator inside the operator domain and keeps only the one of
locator between operator domains, while being the identifier of the subscriber in
the overall Internet.

For propagating the operator network location of an IP address and thus, to
be able to appropriately forward the downlink data traffic, a new loose interface is
considered between CPAE and the operator Forwarding Entities (FEs), receiving
all the data traffic entering the operator domain. Through this interface, some
specific FEs, which require to forward the data traffic of the UE, are notified on
the current destination of the data packets. For maintaining this information,
the FEs maintain a binding table is updated dynamically for each subscriber, as
described in the following subsection.

CPAE maintains a table with a specific entry for each of the subscribers in-
cluding the IMSI identity of the UE, the IP address allocated, the identity of the
current PDN GW and the identities of the FEs.
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6.4.1 Procedures and Data Flows

In this subsection, a set of example procedures realized in the prototype are de-
scribed. Other procedures, which enable the functioning of the overall EPC system,
implementing CPAE functionality, are described in Appendix 8.2.2.3. The proce-
dures described address the data path adaptation with and without changing the
access network to which the UE is attach to.

The procedures for initial attachment and for detachment from the wireless
system and the procedures for establishing a downlink data path using synchronous
and reactive notifications are included in Appendix 8.2.2.3.

6.4.1.1 Data Path Adaptation with Access Network Change

This procedure is executed when the UE attaches to a target access network for
which a more appropriate PDN GW should be selected. The trigger is the handover
to a new cell of the same or other access technology. The procedure may be
triggered for offloading reasons by CPAE, requiring an access network reselection
execution to ASE, in case the target PDN GW selected can not be reached from
the current access network of the UE.

In this procedure, two access networks are involved. In order to maintain a
simple architecture, the procedure implemented considers that the two access net-
works do not have a direct redirection data path through the EPC. The procedure
is depicted in Figure 6.10.

The procedure includes the mechanisms for flexible reselection of the data path
entities, the synchronous data path adaptation and alternatively the reactive data
path, as described in Section 5.4, considering the integration with the existing
3GPP features and procedures for authentication, authorization, IP address allo-
cation, mobility, and resource support, as included in the SelfFit reference imple-
mentation.

The procedure begins with the UE attached to a source access network and
communicating through a source PDN GW. The downlink data traffic is received
through one or multiple FEs, which are able to redirect the data traffic to the
source PDN GW. The uplink data traffic follows the operator forwarding rules.

1. The procedure may be initiated by a core network data path decision, which
can not be realized unless the UE changes the current access network. This
decision is taken by CPAE, based on an internal operator trigger, relating to
changing of operator connectivity management polices or related to a network
topology change.

2. An access network selection request is transmitted by the CPAE to the ASE,
requiring that the UE executes a handover to a target access network through
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Figure 6.10: Core Path Adaptation Enabler - Data Path Adaptation with Access Net-

work Change

which the core network path adaptation becomes possible.

3. The ASE makes a policy decision and transmits access network selection
indications to the UE.

4. Based on the indications from the ASE or triggered by the radio conditions
change, due to the UE’s mobility through the physical environment, an at-
tachment to the target access network is initiated using specific procedures.

5. In the convergent EPC environment, the attachment procedure will translate
independently of the access network into a GTP ”Create Session Request”,
which is transmitted from the Target AN to a Target PDN GW.

6. As the Target PDN GW is not aware of any previous connectivity of the
UE, it will initiate a ”Session Establishment” procedure with the PCRF for
reserving default communication resources. A notification may be send to
CPAE, containing the resources allocated to the UE.
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7. When the resources are reserved in the target PDN GW, it transmits a ”Con-
nectivity Establishment Notification” to CPAE, requesting also the IP ad-
dress allocated to the UE, if any.

8. CPAE identifies the UE and due to the previous attachment to the Source
PDN GW has an IP already allocated. It makes a reselection decision,
whether the device is communicating through the appropriate Target PDN
GW. In case another PDN GW has to be selected, then the procedure for
data path adaptation without access network change is initiated, as described
in the next subsection.

9. A ”Connectivity Establishment Ack” is transmitted from CPAE to the Tar-
get PDN GW, including the IP address allocated to the UE and additional
information related to preparing a handover, including the address of the
Source PDN GW.

10. The Target PDN GW completes the attachment procedure and transmits a
GTP ”Create Session Request”, including the IP address allocated to the UE
and information on the PDN GW end of the mobility tunnel.

11. The procedure of attachment over the target access network is completed.
During the operations, the IP address is transmitted to the UE.

12. In order to confirm the termination of the attachment and to modify, if
needed, the resources allocated to the UE, a ”Modify Session Request/ Re-
sponse” message exchange is performed between the target access network
and the Target PDN GW, as considered by the 3GPP standards.

13. Apart from modifying the session parameters, as considered by the standard
attachment procedure, the Target PDN GW also notifies the CPAE that it
is ready for a handover from the source access network. At this moment, the
UE is able to transmit messages over the Target or the Source PDN GWs, as
the two distinct data paths are established, while it may receive data packets
over the Source PDN GW, as no redirection to the Target PDN GW was
executed.

14. CPAE indicates to the Source PDN GW to perform a handover to the Tar-
get PDN GW. The message includes the UE identity and the allocated IP
address.

15. Based on the handover indication, the Source PDN GW directs the down-
link data traffic to the Target PDN GW, through the introduction of a new
forwarding rule for the specific UE.
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16. The Source PDN GW announces the CPAE that the handover information
was received and that the redirection to the Target PDN GW was realized.
The UE attachment context from the Source PDN GW is removed at a later
phase when the UE detaches from the Source PDN GW. The information on
the redirection towards the Target PDN GW may be maintained longer, de-
pending on the redirection algorithm used and re-created if necessary through
the communication with CPAE. The EPC part f the data path adaptation is
completed.

17. In case the Synchronous Data Path Adaptation mechanism, described in
Section 5.4, is deployed, then, a synchronous notification is transmitted to
all the FEs which have to transmit downlink data traffic for the UE, known,
as the FEs registered to CPAE when the first downlink data packet had to be
forwarded. Through these means of multicasting the information to all and
only to the FEs that have downlink data traffic, the data path adaptation
is propagated to the next forwarding level in one synchronous step. From
this moment, all the FEs will transmit the downlink data to the Target PDN
GW, therefore enabling the release of the context over the Source PDN GW.

18. Alternatively, in case of the deployment of the Reactive Data Path Adapta-
tion mechanism, described in Section 5.4, no FE will be notified at the end of
the reselection procedure. Instead, when an FE has downlink data packets,
it will send them to the Source PDN GW, as being the last one on which
downlink forwarding information was available. The Source PDN GW has
to forward the received data packets, using the redirection to the PDN GW.

19. Trigger by downlink data packets, the Source PDN GW sends to the FE an
indication to direct the data traffic to the Target PDN GW. The other FEs
are not updated unless executing Step 18.

The reference implementation was realized considering the synchronous notifi-
cation of the FEs, due to the reduced deployment considered, with two PDN GWs
and two FEs. With a high increase in number of PDN GWs and FEs, the reactive
solution is more efficient, as evaluated in the next chapter.

From 3GPP EPC perspective, the procedure here described enables the flexi-
ble selection of the last fixed entity on the data path, leading the way to highly
distributed core networks in which a major part of the operator core network
functionality including the PDN GW is localized close to the served subscribers.

The same procedure can be used for multi-homed devices. In this case, the
IMSI and the IP address based identification does not suffice. Instead a set of
data flow templates has to be also considered. A template represents a class of
active data flows for which the data path can be adapted through a single execution
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of the procedure. As the information required is higher compared to the case of
single interface devices and as potentially the procedure will be executed multiple
times i.e. for each data flow template, it requires more signaling support.

6.4.1.2 Data Path Adaptation without Access Network Change

This procedure is executed when an administrative trigger is received, such as for
maintenance, energy efficiency or for the modification of the core network topology.
Although produced by other systems in the network, in the implementation the
trigger is considered to be directly generated in CPAE. As the access network does
not change and as the operations remain completely transparent to the UE, this
procedure anchors the data path in the access network for the duration of the data
path adaptation. The procedure, as realized in the reference implementation, is
depicted in Figure 6.11.

Similarly with data path adaptation with access network change, this proce-
dure includes the mechanisms for flexible reselection of the data path entities, the
synchronous data path adaptation, and alternatively the reactive data path, as
described in Section 5.4 and their integration with standard EPC functionality for
the specific use case in which the data path adaptation is not visible to the UEs.

At the beginning of the procedure the UE is attached to an access network and
is able to communicate through a Source PDN GW. The downlink data traffic is
received through one or multiple FEs which are able to redirect it to the source
PDN GW. The uplink data traffic is following the IP routing rules inside the
operator network.

1. The procedure is initiated by a reselection decision which is taken by CPAE
based on internal operator trigger relating to changing of the operator net-
work topology or subscriber and traffic engineering rules. The decision taken
is that without changing the access network to which the UE is connected
to, UE’s connectivity has to be established over the Target PDN GW.

2. A handover preparation indication is transmitted to the Target PDN GW,
including the UE’s IP address and IMSI and the information on the Source
GW.

3. Based on the information received from CPAE, the Target PDN GW pre-
pares to receive an announcement of connectivity from the access network.
As the Target PDN GW does not have to announce any access network, it
immediately transmits an indication that it is ready for a handover.

4. CPAE indicates to the Source PDN GW that a handover without access
network change has to be executed. The message includes the UE’s identity
and IP address.
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Figure 6.11: Core Path Adaptation Enabler - Data Path Adaptation without Access

Network Change

5. The Source PDN GW transmits a GTP ”Modify Session Request” to the
gateway of the access network to which the UE is attached to. The message
contains the information to re-establish the session over the Target PDN GW
and to terminate the session over the Source PDN GW.

6. The AN Gw transmits a GTP ”Create Session Request” to the Target PDN
GW for establishing the new data path.

7. A Session Establishment procedure is initiated between the Target PDN GW
and the PCRF, which hands over the resources from the Source PDN GW
to the Target PDN GW. A resource notification may be sent to CPAE.

8. A GTP ”Create Session Response” is sent from the Target PDN GW to the
AN Gw. At this moment the data path through the Target PDN GW is
established.
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9. The uplink data traffic is forwarded through the Target PDN GW. The down-
link data traffic is still received over the Source PDN GW. This connection
has to be terminated when the first downlink data packets are received over
the Target PDN GW.

10. The AN Gw announces the Source PDN GW that the uplink data traffic
redirection through the target PDN GW was completed.

11. The Source PDN GW makes a data path redirection for downlink data traffic
through the Target PDN GW. At this moment, all the data traffic passes
through the Target PDN GW, however redirected on the downlink.

12. An indication that the handover operations were completed is send from the
Source PDN GW to CPAE. The next steps are executed, as described in the
procedure for data path adaptation with access network change.

13. In case the Synchronous Data Path Adaptation mechanism described in Sec-
tion 5.4 is deployed, then a synchronous notification is transmitted to all the
FEs which have to transmit downlink data traffic for the UE, known as they
have subscribed to changes upon forwarding the first downlink packet.

14. Alternatively, in case of the deployment of the Reactive Data Path Adapta-
tion mechanism, described in Section 5.4, no FE will be notified at the end of
the reselection procedure. Instead, when an FE has downlink data packets, it
will send them to the Source PDN GW. The Source PDN GW has to forward
the received data packets using the redirection to the PDN GW.

15. The Source PDN GW sends to the FE an indication to direct the data traffic
to the Target PDN GW. The other FEs are not updated unless executing
the Step 14.

Similarly to the procedure for adaptation with access network change, the ref-
erence realization is considering only the synchronous notification of the FEs.

This procedure may be the single one which is implemented in a system. The
data path with access network selection can be implemented as two consecutive
procedures. First, the handover is executed to the target access network using
the standard procedure and then the core path reselection without access network
change. Even though the duration of the procedure is larger, the delay does not
affect the subscriber data exchange and the EPC system remains more robust.

From the EPC perspective, this procedure brings the flexibility of the data path
without requiring any communication with the UE, similarly to the changes of the
data path in the IP communications, providing additionally resource reservations,
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micro-mobility control, and the stability of the connectivity through using same
data path for the same data flows.

This procedure enables a simple mechanism for data traffic offloading, inde-
pendent of the UE. By differentiating data flows based on traffic flow templates in
both the ANGw and in the redirection information transmitted to FEs, the system
can maintain two network paths through two PDN GWs from which one can be
representing the offloading connection. Additionally, the flows can be separated
and merged using the procedure here described.

6.4.2 Implementation Modules

For realizing the functionality described here, the internal structure of CPAE is
based on the OpenEPC modules and their dependencies illustrated in Figure 6.12.

Figure 6.12: OpenEPC Modules for Core Path Adaptation Enabler

Similarly to the ASE, for the communication with the HSS, it uses the Client Sp
module implementing the interface specific state machine, the CDP AVP imple-
menting the interface specific communication tokens and the CDP module for the
Diameter state machine. Additionally, for the communication with the PDN GWs
and the FEs, CPAE includes the console module through which remote procedure
calls can be executed. The CPAE state is synchronized in a mysql database

6.5 Application Adaptation Enabler

Based on the specification from Section 5.5, the Application Adaptation Enabler
(AAE) is a network entity which is able to make decisions related to the resources
that have to be reserved over the different access networks for adapting service
delivery. As the current function for control in the 3GPP EPC core network is the
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PCRF, making decisions synchronous with the signalling of the service establish-
ment, modification or termination and as the AAE requires similar interfaces as
the PCRF, for communication with the subscription entities and to the mobility
and charging control in the operator core network, the AAE is considered to in-
clude the PCRF functionality in 3GPP EPC exemplification. The EPC interfaces
of the AAE function, as realized in the reference implementation, are depicted in
Figure 6.9.

The AAE reference implementation was designed as a main research feature
available in the Fraunhofer FOKUS OpenEPC toolkit and disseminated through
multiple license acquisitions by operators, vendors and academia.

Figure 6.13: Application Adaptation Enabler

A large addition to the PCRF, brought by AAE is the management and provi-
sioning interface offered towards the different service platforms and applications.
This interface enables the service platforms to interact with the core network in
a more flexible manner, enabling Future Internet applications to transmit their
requirements and to receive data path events in a simplified manner.

The interface exposed does not require a strict binding between the different
Application Functions and the core network, specifically the AAE, thus making
it an appropriate choice for the current Over-The-Top applications, provided by
the mobile network operators or by other third parties. A minimal self-adaptation
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functionality is expected to be deployed in the service platforms or in third party
components, representing the service platforms, which enables the provisioning
of the services at core network level. The interface is based on the 3GPP EPC
Rx interface. The new Rx# interface enables the provisioning of multiple service
profiles for specific network conditions, by this, removing the requirement that at
each service establishment, modification or termination, the service platform has
to communicate with the core network.

For the rest of the interfaces, the AAE relies on the existing PCRF interface.
For the communication with the mobility control functionality, the 3GPP EPC Gx
interface between the PCRF and the PDN GW is used. Through this interface,
the AAE subscribes and receives notifications related to data path events, as con-
sidered by EPC standards. For retrieving and updating the network subscription
profile, the AAE uses the 3GPP EPC Sp interface between PCRF and HSS/SPR
repository.

As AAE includes the functionality of PCRF for functional efficiency, there
is no need for a resource control interface. Otherwise, if the AAE is separated
from the PCRF, the Rx interface would be used for the transmission of resource
requirements and for receiving of data path events.

The internal AAE subscriber information maintains multiple service profiles for
the same service from which one may be active. Similarly, the PCRF subscriber
information maintains information related only to the active profile. For efficient
handling of the subscriber information, the PCRF database is extended with a
new ”Active” flag for each of the service profiles and with a set of conditions when
the profile is to become active. Based on this additional information, the current
behavior can be maintained, while supporting the AAE.

6.5.1 Procedures and Data Flows

In this subsection, two example procedures, realized also in form of the proto-
type, are described: a procedure for service profile information provisioning in
the AAE and a procedure for the data path resource adaptation execution. For
the other procedures, the AAE relies on the existing Policy and Charging Control
functionality and they are not further extended.

6.5.1.1 Service Provisioning

This procedure is executed when an application or a service platform requests to
provision multiple service profiles for a subscriber, addressing the delivery of the
same data flows in different network conditions. The procedure is depicted in
Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Application Adaptation Enabler - Service Profiles Provisioning

The procedure is triggered by the AF, due to the service initiation or due to
the deployment of new UEs or of new services in the network.

When the procedure is triggered by the service establishment, the UE has to
be attached to the network and has to be able to communicate with the service
platform. In this case, the procedure has the role to optimize the signalling and
the service during service modifications, due to network conditions.

When the procedure is triggered by the deployment of new UEs or of a new
service, it is executed independently of the connectivity status of the UE. In this
case, it additionally optimizes the signalling during the initial service establish-
ment. However, it is required that the communication is executed over data flows
having the same traffic flow template, thus that IP addresses and ports are fixed.

1. A service establishment procedure is initiated between the UE and the AF.
The messages exchanged are specific for each application level protocol and
are not further detailed here.

2. The AF makes a decision on which service profiles are to be used on the
different network conditions, including the guaranteed and the maximum
resources required and priority and pre-emption classes.

3. The service profiles are send by the AF to the AAE, using the standard
Diameter Authentication-Authorization Request (AAR), containing multiple
Media-Subcomponents each one describing a possible session profile, ordered
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by the preference of the service provider. It also contains a registration to an
event on the modifications on the network context of the UE, as for example
an ”IP-CAN Type”, for receiving a notification when the UE connectivity
changes. This addition to the AAR message enables the AAE to receive the
multiple session profiles.

4. The AAE fetches the subscription profile information from the HSS, if not
yet available.

5. The AAE makes a standard policy decision for the session parameters to be
enforced on the data path. The other secondary service profiles are saved
for further usage. Additionally, an access network reselection request may be
transmitted to the SelfFit ASE for selecting a better access network for the
subscriber from the perspective of the provisioned service.

6. The AAE transmits a standard Diameter Re-Authentication Request (RAR)
to the PDN GW for reserving resources on the specific access network for the
active services.

7. The resource reservation over the current access network is executed through
the GTP ”Modify Session Request/Response”.

8. In order to notify the AAE of the completion of the reservation procedures,
the PDN GW responds with a Re-Authentication Answer (RAA) to the
PCRF. At this moment resources can be used by the specific service using
the active profile.

9. An Authentication-Authorization Answer (AAA) is transmitted to the AF
in order to notify it of the completion of the procedure. This step may be
executed asynchronous to the resource reservation completion immediately
after the policy decision is taken in Step 5. In this case, no acknowledgement
of the resource reservations is received by the application. Additionally, in
case the resource reservations fail, the service termination procedure network
initiated has to be executed.

10. The AF and the UE complete the service establishment procedure and they
exchange data with the resources available in the active profile

In case the service provisioning is made independent of the service establish-
ment, no resources have to be reserved. The role of the procedure is only to bring
service profiles to the network. The Steps 1 and 6-10 do not have to be executed.
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6.5.1.2 Automatic Application Adaptation

This procedure automatically adapts the reserved resources for a specific service
based on the service profiles stored at a previous provisioning phase. The pro-
cedure is triggered by a change in connectivity of the specific UE, for example
the attachment to a new access network, as initial connectivity or as part of a
handover.

For an initial connectivity, at the end of the procedure, the resources reserved
include the default bearer and dedicated bearers for the specific services for which
the provisioning procedure was executed.

For the handover, at the end of the procedure, the resources reserved include
the default bearer, the adapted dedicated bearers for the specific services for which
previously a provisioning procedure was executed and the other dedicated bearers
for the other applications with the same level of resources as over the source access
network. The handover procedure for a specific service which is adapted is depicted
in Figure 6.15 and presented in the following.

Figure 6.15: Application Adaptation Enabler - Automatic Application Adaptation

The UE does not have to be remotely notified on the change in service profile
as it receives this information during the provisioning phase directly from the
AF. This information, correlated with the notifications on access network changes
which may be received from the operating system, enable the UE to adapt its part
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in the service delivery without any signaling to the network.

1. The UE executes a standard attachment procedure to the target network.

2. The gateway of the specific access network transmits a GTP ”Create Session
Request” to the PDN GW requiring the establishment of a data path context
including mobility and resource control support.

3. The PDN GW announces through a Diameter Charging Control Request
(CCR) that the UE executed a handover to the target access network and
queries which resources have to be reserved over the target access network.

4. For the services for which a provisioning procedure was executed, the PCRF
selects the most appropriate service profile to be used over the target access
network. Using this service profile, it makes a policy decision on the resources
that have to be reserved. The resulting policies are grouped with the policies
for the other adapted services, with the unmodified policies for the non-
adaptable services, and the default bearer.

5. A Re-authentication Request (RAR) is transmitted to the AF in order to
notify it that the resources reserved were adapted. The AF acknowledges the
event notification with a Re-authentication Answer (RAA).

The operation is optimal to be executed before the resource reservation when
the resources of the service are downgraded, as the resource reservation not
to affect delivery. For other services, the same operation will be executed
after the resources reservation.

6. The PCRF responds to the PDN GW with a Charging Control Answer (CCA)
including the combined policies to be reserved on the data path.

7. The PDN GW forwards the policy information to be installed to the target
access network as part of the GTP ”Create Session Response”.

8. The specific target access network attachment is completed and the resources
are reserved on the radio and on the access network specific gateway.

9. A GTP ”Modify Bearer Request” is transmitted by the target access net-
work to modify the reserved resources and to notify the PDN GW that the
attachment procedure was completed and that the resources were reserved.

10. On its turn the PDN GW transmits a Charging Control Request (CCR) to
the AAE in order to notify the completion of the attachment and of the
resource reservation procedure which is responded with a Charging Control
Answer (CCA).
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11. A GTP ”Modify Bearer Response” is transmitted from the PDN GW to
the target access network to notify the receive of the attachment completion
message.

12. When the AAE receives the notification that the attachment was completed,
then a notification may be send to the AFs which required service adaptation
as to adapt the data delivery. This notification may be send instead of the one
in Step 5 for the services in which the adapted resources are higher as the ones
reserved over the source access network. At this moment the communication
is executed with the adapted level of resources.

The reference implementation was realized for adaptation of active services
enabling the usage of multiple session profiles while handing over between het-
erogeneous access networks such as emulated LTE, public operator UMTS and
WiFi.

The adaptation procedure reduces the number of steps used in the 3GPP stan-
dard though the execution of a provisioning phase. In the current standard version,
all the steps of the here described procedure are executed except for the selection
of a service profile. However, this does not result in a service adaptation. For
this Steps 2-10 of the previous procedure have to be executed considering a single
service profile, doubling the number of exchanged messages, policy decisions and
resource reservation procedures executed by the data path entities.

This procedure addresses specific deployments in which the adaptation is re-
quired for the specific services at least one time during their runtime. It includes
the cases in which the UE can connect to more than one access network and for
services which are flexible to be adapted, such as video streams.

6.5.2 Implementation Modules

The AAE functionality is based on the communication interfaces of the PCRF,
thus similar OpenEPC modules are considered, as illustrated in Figure 6.16.

The AAE module is co-located with the PCRF module, allowing the inline
extension of the PCRF state machine by introducing the afferent AAE states.
For the communication with the other network entities, the Diameter protocol
stack is used based on the CDP Diameter protocol module and the CDP AVP
coded module. Additional PCRF modules including the management of the state
machines for the interfaces are included: PCRF Rx, PCRF Gx, PCRF Gxx and
Client Sp. Additionally, the console module is available for debugging purposes
and the mysql for state synchronization.
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Figure 6.16: OpenEPC Modules for Application Adaptation Enabler

6.6 Discussion

Following the specification of the SelfFit framework from Chapter 5, in this chapter
a prototype solution addressing the 3GPP EPC architecture was proposed. The
prototype consists of three enablers, tightly coupled to the EPC architecture and
loosely coupled between themselves. For a specific deployment to use the adapta-
tion only for a specific part of the communication of the device, it can include a
single enabler.

The enablers are mapped to the 3GPP EPC architecture, depending on their
main functionality and depending on the synergistic integration with a selected
control entity already available in the core network. The ASE was associated
with the ANDSF functionality, due to the communication with the UEs which
is currently possible in the EPC only through the ANDSF. The AAE uses the
functionality of the PCRF for executing resource reservations during service es-
tablishment and during handovers. For the CPAE, it is considered optimal to
develop a new function and then through large scale trials and pilots to deter-
mine the feasibility of its placing in another network entity. For this association
perspective, the SelfFit management functionality here proposed is an extension
of the control functionality towards introducing a new level of flexibility for the
parameters, which usually are static to the policy decisions.

From the operator core network management perspective, the SelfFit enablers
present three mechanisms of interpreting the modifications in the network topol-
ogy. For orchestrating the three mechanisms, a set of explicit and implicit inter-
connections is considered, as specified in Chapter 5. The explicit mechanisms are
illustrated through the procedures deployed in the SelfFit realization.

The realization is presented mainly from the perspective of the supported mes-
sages and procedures, making possible distinct realizations of the enablers. The
practical implementation here presented is based on the Fraunhofer OpenEPC
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toolkit and on the already implemented interfaces, adapted to the specific require-
ments of the SelfFit framework.

In the next chapter, the SelfFit framework is validated in different deployment
scenarios and used for performance evaluation through comparison with the cur-
rent architecture, which includes only the 3GPP EPC.
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Chapter 7

Validation and Evaluation

The following sections describe the validation and the evaluation of the SelfFit
solution.

7.1 Introduction

This chapter includes the validation and the evaluation of the SelfFit system spec-
ified in Chapter 5 and based on the implementation described in Chapter 6. For
this, a series of testbed deployments were considered in various vendor and oper-
ator environments as well as in the Fraunhofer laboratories.

First a set of performance evaluations are presented as conducted under differ-
ent system conditions comparing current available solutions with the newly imple-
mented SelfFit features and the duration of the proposed procedures. Based on
these evaluations, a general impression can be grasped on the value of the various
features.

Secondly, the SelfFit framework is compared with the other available solutions
both from standardization and from academia. The evaluation considers a com-
plete system, even though some of the solutions available are covering only part
of the required functionality. As the SelfFit framework is covering a large research
area, the solutions which are very similar or are bringing optimization to a specific
standard are considered as a whole considering the best parameters possible. The
qualitative evaluation is based on the metrics derived from the requirements as
described in Chapter 3.

7.2 Proof-of Concept Validation and Performance Evalua-

tion

In this section the results obtained from the practical implementation of the SelfFit
enablers on top of the Fraunhofer FOKUS OpenEPC are assessed.

In order to grasp the SelfFit specific features, the measurements were performed
as much as possible separately per enabler and further even more separated per
feature. Different metrics were used in order to evaluate the delay of the spe-
cific procedures. The same structure is also considered for this section. As the
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evaluation was done using proof of concept testbeds and as no automatic net-
work capacity loading mechanism was considered, a limited number of tests were
performed.

As different features were developed via different projects having specific limi-
tations in the additional EPC functionality deployed, for each of the test scenario
the considered deployment is separately described.

7.2.1 Access Selection Enabler Evaluation

The proof-of concept implementation of the SelfFit ASE was realized in the form of
a complete operator core network testbed targeting the feasibility of new features
for standardization in the area of core networks.

The testbed implemented the ASE functionality as designed and specified in
Chapter 5 and realizes the procedures as described in Chapter 6 in the section
addressing the ASE implementation.

As specific technology and OpenEPC development features were missing at
the moment of the proof-of concept testbed realization, a reduced carrier grade
operator software realization was considered as depicted in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Access Selection Enabler Validation Testbed

As no access to controllable 3GPP radio access technologies was possible, the
testbed uses WiFi as trusted non-3GPP access and a public HSPA network as un-
trusted non-3GPP access. For obtaining a proof-of concept, instead of the standard
IPsec, OpenVPN over UDP was used. This functionality change in the testbed
does not affect the communication except for the MTU values. In order to avoid IP
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packet fragmentation, the MTU of the data packets exchanged from the MN the
network was reduced as to fit together with the additional VPN header through
the public operator network.

Two gateways were deployed: a ”S-GW” for the HSPA access network having
the functionality of a trusted non-3GPP gateway with additional VPN server capa-
bilities and an ”ePDG” for the WiFi access network also having the functionality
of a trusted non-3GPP access network.

A PDN GW was deployed, enabling the anchoring of the data sessions. Between
the access network gateways and the PDN GW, PMIPv6 protocol was employed.
Additionally, as no real 3GPP networks were used, the attachment procedures were
triggered by using DHCP requests from the MN. This operation makes transparent
to the evaluation the link layer attachments.

The testbed includes a PCRF, connected to an HSS and a minimal Media
Delivery Function (MDF), enabling the establishment of a video service with the
MN.

Apart from these components, which were integrated from OpenEPC toolkit,
the SelfFit ASE was introduced into the system, as described in Chapter 6.

7.2.1.1 Resource Oriented Access Network Selection

For the evaluation of the Resource Oriented Access Network Selection procedure,
described in Section 6.3.2.2, it is considered as initial setup that the UE is already
connected to the HSPA network without having an active service. The resources
over the HSPA network are administratively limited as not to support an active
video session. Using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) INVITE transaction,
the UE initiates the establishment of a video session with the MDF.

Upon receiving the information, the PCRF checks the available resources over
the HSPA network, administratively controlled in the test environment. This
operation is equivalent with a resource reservation procedure, which is expected in
a real deployment to have a longer duration than obtained through the evaluation.

An indication is transmitted to the SelfFit ASE which takes the decision to
select the WiFi access network for the UE. When the UE attaches to the target
WiFi, the video session is initiated.

Based on this minimal scenario, at the following entities, the different procedure
delays were measured:

• UE - the duration of all the procedures was measured from the perspective
of the mobile user including the time intervals for the establishment of the
video session, the communication with the SelfFit ASE and the WiFi network
attachment.
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• PCRF - the duration of the internal procedures and the communication with
the SelfFit ASE.

• ASE - the duration of the decision making and of the communication proce-
dures with the UE and with the PCRF.

The measurement results, split per procedure step, are depicted in Figure 7.2.
A previous version of the measurements, using a simplified testbed, is available at
[51]. The results slightly vary, due to a closer-to-reality functional separation and
due to the development of the testbed based on the OpenEPC toolkit.

A set of 50 measurements were executed independently for each of the two
testbeds in similar network conditions. A single device was used and no artificial
congestion was introduced, thus no limitation of the testbed resources in compu-
tation or storage was reached.

Figure 7.2: Resource Oriented Access Network Selection - Measured Values

The service establishment procedure including the access network selection had
a median delay of 1.7s in an interval between 1.4s and 2.5s, highly varying due to
the wireless environment, both over the HSPA and the WiFi network. As depicted,
the internal network operations consume less than 10% of the complete procedure,
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while a major part is taken by the communication between the ASE and the UE
and by the attachment to the WiFi network.

The 10% of the network operations include the SIP session signaling over the
HSPA network, the signaling between the video server and the EPC, the PCRF and
the SelfFit communication and processing. In a carrier grade operator network,
having a high number of MNs connected, these operations would be slightly longer,
even though specialized hardware will be used.

The rest of the procedure includes the communication between ASE and UE
and the UE attachment to the target access network. The communication between
the UE and the ASE has 28% of the overall procedure. This is due to the three-way
communication of the OMA DM for the PUSH mode which is executed over the
HSPA network. Using an own controlled network would highly reduce the duration
of this operation, as the data path does not include the Internet backbone anymore.

The major part of the delay is due to the internal processing in the UE, having
a proportion of 56%. This is mainly due to the processing of the policies and to
the update of the routing tables. All the respective operations were serialized as
the UE was not in the main focus of the proof-of concept.

The rest of the delay is due to the attachment to the target access network. It
includes the DHCP over WiFi procedure, the PMIP, and the resource reservations.

In these conditions, it is expected that for each of the procedures a Gauss
distribution will be obtained. An overall procedure standard deviation of 180ms
was obtained, which is rather reduced due to the stable network conditions during
experimentation.

As a software testbed was used on very similar network conditions, the mea-
sured results have a small variation in the core network, mainly due to the retrans-
mission of the Diameter messages, resulting in a standard deviation of maximum
32ms per procedure step.

A larger variation was obtained in the mobile device and in the communication
over the wireless network as the resources available were not completely controlled
during the experiments. A standard deviation of maximum 130ms per procedure
step was obtained.

The maximum acceptable delay for IMS session establishment is of 4 seconds
[225]. Thus the maximum delay obtained through the measurements is less than
half of the standard benchmark for IMS services, making the solution feasible to be
deployed in real-life systems. Although the authentication and resource reservation
operations were not included, it is expected that their duration, as well as the
duration of the operations measured will be reduced through the deployment of
specialized operator hardware.

Additionally, the procedure does not affect the quality of the other active ser-
vices of the mobile device.
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To be noted, that through the EPC functionality, the vertical handover pro-
cedure is transparent to CNs, thus not affecting the delivery of the other active
services of the MN.

The procedure enables the establishment of the session which otherwise would
not be possible when using state of the art technologies. Therefore, this procedure
should be regarded as a feature added to the core network architecture which at
the cost of an acceptable delay and processing power consumption, enables a lower
number of sessions to be terminated due to lack of resources.

7.2.1.2 Volatile-Shallow Context

For the evaluation of the effects of the volatile-shallow context establishment,
procedure described in Section 5.3.3.3, it was considered that the UE is connected
to the WiFi network. An indication is transmitted by the ASE to the UE that,
in case an application is started to use the HSPA network instead. At the same
time, an indication is transmitted to the S-GW to establish a shallow context.

For this evaluation, a shallow context contains information on the IP address
of the UE and the establishment of an inactive PMIPv6 tunnel between S-GW
and PDN GW. The shallow context does not include resource reservation and
authentication information.

When the application is initiated, the UE attaches to the HSPA access network
as part of a handover. Due to the volatile-shallow context, the attachment duration
is highly reduced.

Based on this scenario, measurements were performed in the UE and the S-GW
for the attachment delay, with and without having a shallow context pre-installed.

A set of 50 measurements were executed independently in similar network con-
ditions. A single device was used and no artificial congestion was introduced, thus
no limitation of the testbed resources in computation or storage was reached.

The measurement results, per procedure and per entity, are depicted in Fig-
ure 7.3. Similar results were obtained at a previous evaluation, as available from
[50].

The values obtained show a deduction of the procedure delay of 100ms, repre-
senting around 90% on the network side and 45% on the UE side, including also
the delivery over the wireless access system.

For the measured procedures it is expected that a Gauss distribution will be
obtained. For the state of the art case a standard deviation of 30ms was obtained
with a 22ms deviation for the optimized procedure, which is reduced due to the
stable radio and core network conditions during experimentation.

Although the procedure was measured for a single MN and for a limited set of
operations, the obtained values prove the optimization proposed. A complete shal-
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Figure 7.3: Volatile Shallow Context - Measured Values

low context would also include the pre-authentication, subscriber data retrieval,
and resource information retrieval in the access network gateways.

When adding the other operations, it is expected that similar optimization will
be obtained, with a percent around 50% of the overall attachment time.

This brings the opportunity to use the shallow-context for handovers between
the access networks where the communication is suddenly lost to access networks
where the attachment duration is high.

Therefore, even though it reduces the overall procedure, the shallow context
requires a pre-establishment procedure, which has to be executed. The opportunity
of using a shallow context in real deployments depends mainly on the probability
that the UE will execute a handover to the specific access network and on the
characteristics of the target radio technology.

7.2.2 Core Path Adaptation Enabler Evaluation

The proof-of concept implementation of the SelfFit CPAE was realized in the form
of a complete operator core network testbed, targeting the feasibility of deploying
transparent mobility of subscribers between multiple PDN GWs.

The testbed implements the CPAE functionality as designed and specified in
Chapter 5 and realizes the procedures as described in Chapter 6.

As specific technology and OpenEPC features were missing and as the CPAE
is data path oriented, for the proof-of concept testbed realization a reduced carrier
grade operator network was realized as depicted in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Core Path Adaptation Testbed

As the core network adaptation is independent of the radio access networks
deployed, the testbed uses four WiFi access networks, which are connected each to
an own access network gateway. Through this a large network operator is emulated
enabling the establishment of a physical topology considering network distances.

Two PDN GWs are included in the testbed. The first two ANs are considered
better served by the first PDN GW, while the other two ANs are considered better
served by the second PDN GW.

Apart from this OpenEPC functionality, specific to this testbed, two FEs were
deployed in the testbed, inside the operator network and beyond the PDN GWs.
The FEs are able to redirect the downlink data traffic to the appropriate PDN
GW.

For controlling the redirection, the SelfFit CPAE was deployed in a separate
component, as considered by the SelfFit mapping from Chapter 6. The SelfFit
CPAE component was enabled to support the procedures for flexible PDN GW
selection, with and without access network change, as described in Section 6.4.1.1
and in Section 6.4.1.2. For notifying the FEs, the synchronous mechanism was
deployed.

As the functionality proposed by this dissertation is addressing the data path
adaptation, the policy and charging control even though present in the testbed
was not further developed and synchronized i.e. to enable the transfer of resource
reservations between the PDN GWs. Instead, a default bearer was used for all the
devices.

The following scenarios were validated and measured:

• PDN GW reselection with access network change - the UE is handing over
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between the second and the third WiFi access networks. A data path rese-
lection is automatically triggered.

• PDN GW reselection without access network change - the PDN GW is res-
elected for a specific subscriber transparent to the UE and to its radio com-
munication characteristics.

For the evaluation of the core path adaptation, the procedure of PDN GW
reselection without access network change as described in Section 6.4.1.2 is further
assessed. Similar delay was observed for the PDN GW reselection with access
network change. When remarkable differences occurred, they are underlined in
the following.

The measured scenario considers that the UE has a connection through an
access network and through the source PDN GW. An administrative trigger is
given to the SelfFit CPAE to reselect the PDN GW for the specific UE. Based on
this trigger, the SelfFit CPAE orchestrates the data path adaptation through the
communication with the source and target PDN GWs. The reselection is notified
to the FEs.

Based on this minimal scenario, the different procedure delays were measured at
the SelfFit CPAE. To enable the measurements, an acknowledgment message was
introduced for the ”Perform Handover” and the notifications of the FEs messages.
It is assumed that a delay of less than 10ms was introduced to the overall procedure
by these synchronization messages. The measurement results split per procedure
step are depicted in Figure 7.5.

A set of 30 measurements were executed independently in similar network con-
ditions. A single device was used and no artificial congestion was introduced, thus
no limitation of the testbed resources in computation or storage was reached.

The ”Prepare Handover/Ready” message exchange between the CPAE and
the Target PDN GW has a median of 16ms including the communication and the
introduction of the binding between the UE and the IP address as part of the
information in the Target PDN GW.

The ”Perform Handover” and the synchronization acknowledgement had a me-
dian of 10ms due to the communication between the CPAE and the Source PDN
GW and due to the information modification in the Source PDN GW.

The Source PDN GW retrieves the information on the AN GW of the UE
and transmits a ”Proxy Binding Update” modified message to terminate adapt
the data path in the AN Gw. A new PBU is transmitted to the Target PDN
GW which synchronizes with the SelfFit CPAE. The duration of this data path
adaptation has a median of 50ms, due to the multiple operations that have to be
executed.
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Figure 7.5: Core Path Adaptation Enabler - Measured Values

The completion of the adaptation has a median of 16ms, followed by the update
of the UE state information inside CPAE with a median of 11ms.

The PDN GW reselection orchestration has in total a duration median of
107ms, including the internal operations in the various entities and the commu-
nication between them. This duration represents an estimation of the software
implementation on top of the OpenEPC Wharf platform. For a real-life vendor
deployment, the proportions of this median delay may vary, due to the implementa-
tion on dedicated hardware, which brings specific optimizations, due to the parallel
support of a large number of subscribers, and due to larger network transmission
delays between the different sites of the operator.

On top of this delay, the notification of the FEs should be considered with a
median of 7ms. The low duration is due to the implementation using a simple
communication protocol, as recommended also for real deployments, in order to
mitigate the large amount of notifications which have to be exchanged.

As the data path through different PDN GWs has different delay, this factor
may be also visible in the communication of the UE. Otherwise, no packets are
lost, due to the redirection of the data traffic between the Source and the Target
PDN GW.

For the measured procedures it is expected that a Gauss distribution is ob-
tained. As only core network software procedures and communication over Ether-
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net connections are measured, the standard deviation is low up to 10ms and 24ms
for the complete procedure.

For the state of the art case a standard deviation of 30ms was obtained with
a 22ms deviation for the optimized procedure, which is reduced due to the stable
radio and core network conditions during experimentation.

The procedure for PDN GW reselection with access network change has similar
duration for each of the respective operations. However, as the Source PDN GW
does not have to announce the Target ANGw to initiate an redirection procedure,
the overall median delay is reduced with approximately 10ms. This delay does not
consider the attachment to the target access network.

In case of a vertical handover, the overall delay can be tolerated as the com-
munication of the source access network is maintained until the path through the
target access network is completed.

In case of horizontal handovers, considering the delay of the here described
evaluation, it is recommended to first execute the attachment to the target access
network gateway, using the source PDN GW and then to transparently execute
the core path reselection.

7.2.3 Application Adaptation Enabler Evaluation

The proof-of concept implementation of the SelfFit AAE was realized as an exten-
sion of the OpenEPC toolkit available and testbed by all the OpenEPC partners
since Rel. 1 and further maintained by Fraunhofer FOKUS. For AAE evaluation,
a typical OpenEPC testbed was deployed as described also in [52] and its last
version depicted in Figure 7.6.

The testbed implements the AAE functionality on top of the OpenEPC PCRF,
as designed and specified in Chapter 5 and realizes the procedures as described in
Chapter 6.

The testbed includes the same components as a typical OpenEPC testbed as
described in Section 6.2.

Additionally, the Media Delivery Function (MDF) was extended to support
multiple service profiles for the downlink video streaming service and to receive
notifications on events happening at the data path level. However, in order to be
able to develop fast such a service and to make it available as part of OpenEPC,
the state of the art case was not developed. Thus, here an estimation of its delay
is considered.

The AAE functionality follows the specification description from Chapter 5.
The AAE was enabled to support the service provisioning during service establish-
ment and the automatic application adaptation support procedures as described
in Section 6.5.1.1 and Section 6.5.1.2.
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Figure 7.6: Application Adaptation Testbed

For adapting the video streaming resource reservations, the SelfFit AAE was
developed on top of the OpenEPC PCRF, considering two video profiles of the
MDF. As the actual selection of a profile depends on the internal implementation
of the policy engine in the PCRF and as the target of the AAE is the adaptation
of the video stream itself, the information on the two profiles was pre-provisioned
in the PCRF.

The following scenarios were validated and measured:

• Service Provisioning during Service Establishment - during the service estab-
lishment, multiple service profiles are sent to the network. The first one is
enforced while the rest are considered secondary.

• Automatic Application Adaptation - during a handover, the resources allo-
cated to the UE are adapted, based on the application context. An event
notification is transmitted to the application, enabling it to adapt the video
stream.

Based on the video service scenario, the different procedure delays were mea-
sured at the PCRF and at the correspondent parties. As the communication be-
tween the entities has a median delay of less than 2ms in the testbed, for simplicity
only the measurements in the PCRF are presented. The measurement results, split
per procedure step, are depicted in Figure 7.7.

A set of 20 measurements were executed independently in similar network con-
ditions. A single device was used and no artificial congestion was introduced, thus
no limitation of the testbed resources in computation or storage was reached.
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Figure 7.7: Application Adaptation Enabler - Measured Values

As the same number of messages is considered, the communication over the
Rx# interface of the extended session profiles during the establishment of the
service has similar duration to the communication over the Rx in case of state
of the art service establishment with a median 68ms. This includes only the
communication over the Rx interface and does not include the enforcement of the
specific bearers.

The enforcement of the specific bearers on the PCEF has a median of 187ms.
This includes the installation of the PCC rules in the PDN GW. It is assumed
that a similar delay is obtained by the resource reservation procedures on the
BBERF function of the ANGw. These two operations are executed in parallel.
This operation was not modified by the AAE, thus the same delay is assumed in
the current standard solution.

For the measured procedures it is expected that a Gauss distribution is ob-
tained. The standard deviation per procedure step is up to 105ms with a standard
deviation of and 124ms for the complete procedure while the state of the art eval-
uation results in 202ms.

From the perspective of the service establishment, the here proposed solution
and the state of the art one do not significantly differ in delay having a median
of 200ms. Thus, it is assumed that the provisioning of multiple profiles during
the session initiation is not introducing a high overhead, except for the extended
stored information in the AAE enabler.
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During the handover, the PDN GW will query for the resources to be reserved
for the UE twice: once for the creation of the data path with a median of 141ms
and once for the modification of the bearer with a median of 315ms. The high
difference is due to the specific feature implementation in the OpenEPC PCRF and
not related to the AAE functionality. In these steps, the modified QoS rules are
transmitted to the PCRF. With a similar delay, in the state of the art solution, the
QoS from the source access network are translated to the target access network.

Additionally, an event notification is transmitted to the MDF, operation which
has a median of 6ms. However, due to the underlying Diameter protocol stack used,
implemented as software, this operation may have longer delays up to 200ms.

These operations conclude the automatic adaptation of the resources leading
to a median duration of 492ms.

For the state of the art solution, after receiving the event from the PCRF, the
MDF has to make a decision and transmit a new set of the resource requirements
which are then translated into QoS policies by the PCRF and installed on the
data path. It is estimated that these two steps are equivalent in duration with
the service establishment procedure with a median delay of 255ms. Thus, the
estimated service in the state of the art case has a median of 747ms.

The automatic adaptation procedure here presented, among with the reduced
signaling and decisions at the application and network level, brings a delay opti-
mization of 33%, which makes it highly desirable to be deployed in carrier grade
operator environments.

7.3 Comparison with other Solutions

In this section, the SelfFit framework is critically assessed against the developments
proposed by other researchers as part of individual solutions, standard solutions,
and standard extension solutions. The approaches are classified based on the
core network functionality they address and compared with the equivalent SelfFit
enabler.

For each of the technologies, a qualitative assessment is presented, based on the
evaluation criteria decanted from the requirements for future communication as
summarized in Section 3.4. For the comparison of the heterogeneous architecture
designs, for each evaluation criterion a metric was created enabling a quantitative
representation. Based on these metrics, an expert evaluation was performed. The
results of this evaluation are presented in this section. In this evaluation the
subjective factor should not be underestimated, as it was realized by the same
person which realized the SelfFit solution.
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7.3.1 Access Network Selection Comparison

In this section, the SelfFit ASE is compared with the other solutions from the
literature, having similar goals. The comparison is based on the evaluation from
Section 5.1, the evaluation criteria from Chapter 3 and the metrics defined in
Appendix A.2.1. The qualitative comparison is graphically illustrated in Figure 7.8
based on the data from Appendix A.2.1.

Figure 7.8: Access Selection Enabler Qualitative Comparison Representation

7.3.1.1 Media Independent Handover (MIH)

MIH offers a solution for access network detection and selection based on link
layer events and commands and on exchange of information with the network, as
presented in Section 4.1.1.

Compared to MIH, Selfit ASE is interconnected with network subscription,
network mobility, and resources support functions, enabling it to adapt the access
network based on the required and available resources in the networks and based on
the user requirements, which is not possible with MIH mainly due to its limitation
to link layer information communication.

The various extensions available in the literature concentrate exclusively on the
availability of the required resources in the target access networks, not considering
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that an access network reselection may be triggered or required by a modification
in the resources required by the MN.

Additionally, compared to ASE, it requires a rather large signaling and number
of policy decisions, for each access network selection a decision has to be taken
by the network and a new set of discovery and selection information has to be
transmitted to the MN. This also increases the duration of the procedure.

As the ASE acts at application level, it can achieve a larger resilience and
flexibility and can be easily deployed. Compared, MIH requires an extensive MN
integration.

7.3.1.2 IEEE P1900.4

Similar to MIH, IEEE P1900.4 offers a link layer solution for communication adap-
tation, directed at distributed decisions for heterogeneous radio usage, as described
in Section 4.1.4.

Compared to ASE, IEEE 1900.4 has the same characteristics as MIH compared
to the ASE solution, including the lack of interaction with the mobility and re-
sources control core network functionality. However, it can be integrated with the
subscription profile for the decisions.

It also requires a high integration in the link layer of the MNs and has a limited
resilience and flexibility due to its strict radio integration.

7.3.1.3 Intra-3GPP Selection

The intra-3GPP access selection is controlled by network management entities,
which are aware of the parameters of the MN and of the momentary network
characteristics, as described in Section 4.1.5.1.

Compared to the intra-3GPP selection, ASE requires a low number of decisions
and a highly reduced signaling, as the communication and the policy decisions do
not have to be taken for each handover separately. Due to this, ASE has a lower
duration for the reselection procedures.

ASE is realized at application level and thus it is flexible and more reliable than
the network level solutions, which require the integration with the radio network
management functions, such as the intra-3GPP reselection mechanism.

Due to the integration with the specific radio technologies, the intra-3GPP
reselection provides a minimal mechanism for resource based access network selec-
tion. However, due to the large number of decisions to be taken, the intra-3GPP
reselection can not be further extended towards SelfFit ASE functionality.
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7.3.1.4 ANDSF

The non-3GPP access network discovery and selection mechanism in the 3GPP
architecture is based on the ANDSF network entity which makes decisions and
transmits individual policies to the MNs, for appropriately selecting the next access
network.

Compared to the ANDSF solution, SelfFit ASE is highly increasing the inter-
action with the other network entities, enabling the triggering of access network
selection procedures based on the modifications of the required resources for each
device through a reduced signaling procedure.

Being an application level solution, similar to ANDSF, ASE has the same
reliability level. However, being tightly integrated with the subscription profile
at network level, including the allowed access networks for the devices, and the
current dynamic network properties, ASE sis able to make more complex decisions.

These complex decisions which consider the subscription information, the re-
source requirements and information on mobility and resource control are resulting
in better access network selection decisions, by ensuring also that the resource re-
quirements can be satisfied.

ASE decisions are taken individually for each subscriber, considering the mod-
ifications in the required resources as a trigger for access network reselection.
Through the complete integration of the resource information, ASE is able to
select the appropriate access network, without requiring multiple trials, as in the
case of ANDSF decisions.

The less access network selection procedures come with an additional reduced
signaling during the critical time of the reselection procedures, through the usage of
the volatile-shallow contexts. Through these means, the duration of the adaptation
is reduced at the cost of propagating information through the core network.

ASE requires the MN to make policy decisions and to select access networks,
based on the network received policies, same as in the ANDSF solution. The MN
functionality required is a user space application which can handle the application
level communication with the network and orchestrates the device connectivity
over the available network interfaces. Thus, no modifications are required in the
operating system or network stack of the device making it easy to be deployed also
on legacy devices.

7.3.1.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, SelfFit ASE provides though a high integration with the network
entities, especially with mobility and resources control, a more accurate decision
mechanism and an extended support for the afferent network related procedures,
make it more appropriate for dense network environments.
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Additionally, by relying on an application level communication with the MN,
it provides a high flexibility to the different deployments while not requiring deep
integration with the specific MNs.

7.3.2 Core Network Path Adaptation Comparison

In this section, the SelfFit CPAE is compared with the other solutions from the
literature having similar goals. The comparison is based on the evaluation from
Section 5.1, the evaluation criteria from Chapter 3 and the metrics defined in Ap-
pendix A.2.1. The qualitative comparison is graphically illustrated in Figure 7.9,
based on the data from Appendix A.2.1.

In a later Section, the solution is compared with the current Distributed Mobil-
ity Management solutions from IETF [226], developed in parallel with the SelfFit
framework.

Figure 7.9: Core Network Path Adaptation Qualitative Comparison Representation

7.3.2.1 3GPP Idle Mode Solution

When forwarding data traffic from CNs, the 3GPP Idle mode solution relies on
paging over a specific tracking/routing area, as a mechanism to determine the
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current location of the MN which is in Idle Mode.
Compared to 3GPP Idle Mode, SelfFit CPAE has the advantage of addressing

to a more generalized mobility, independent of the access technologies and of the
underlying forwarding mechanism, thus addressing more than 3GPP accesses only.

Also, compared with the IP paging mechanism, CPAE is not duplicating data
packets to an entire routing area in order to reach the MN. However, it either
has to query the CPAE for the current location of the MN, which may be time
consuming or it has to forward the data traffic to a default anchor node, which
takes care of forwarding it to the appropriate destination.

It is assumed that data packets duplication will further extend the scalability
problem, as in the case of IP paging, instead of reducing it by shortest data path
stretch forwarding as in case of CPAE.

7.3.2.2 Mobile IP and Variants

Mobile IP solutions are standardized for a long period of time. They enable trans-
parent mobility support over multiple network providers through redirection of
the data traffic to the home domain, specifically to a Home Agent entity, which is
representing the MN location to the IP domain.

Compared to Mobile IP, SelfFit CPAE has the following advantages:

• CPAE supports multiple anchor nodes, which are dynamically selected for
each MN. CPAE enables the data traffic to be forwarded on a shorter data
path stretch, as data traffic does not have to be redirected to a fixed home
node.

• The data path adaptation signaling is highly reduced, as it is executed only
between CPAE and selected anchor nodes, thus it does not have to pass
through the radio network or the public domain.

• The same CN transparency as MIP is maintained by CPAE, due to the FE
functions. However, FEs have a reduced functionality compared to any MIP
function, as the binding for the MNs are maintained only when there is
downlink data traffic.

7.3.2.3 3GPP Active Mode Mobility Support

For active mode mobility support, 3GPP standards include a set of solutions based
on tunnels, such as GTP and PMIP. These solutions are logically similar from the
perspective of the mobility support. They presume that a centralized anchor (i.e.
PDN GW, GGSN) is selected for the MN and that redirection tunnels are created
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and maintained continuously between the current location of the MN and this
centralized entity.

Compared with 3GPP Active Mode, CPAE has the following advantages:

• CPAE is able to dynamically select one of the multiple anchor nodes, adjust-
ing the data path according to the momentary UE and network conditions.

• CPAE signaling is highly reduced, as the redirection tunnels are replaced by
single forwarding binding messages. Therefore, no mobility association has to
be established and especially deleted between the FEs and the anchor nodes.

• For the same data connection, multiple data paths are possible. First, mul-
tiple anchor nodes may be selected for the same data connection and data
traffic can be dynamically forwarded to one of these entities. Second, multi-
ple FEs can be used in parallel for the same MN. This was previously possible
only with using multiple data connections, unable to transparently handover
the data traffic.

• Through its anchor node reselection procedure, CPAE is very flexible, en-
abling the easy maintenance and energy efficient operation of the core net-
work. The MNs are not bound to a single anchor node. CPAE can free or
balance subscribers between different anchor nodes, if required. This was
previously possible only between the entities with the same location.

7.3.2.4 Host Identity Protocol(HIP) and Mobile IP with Route Optimiza-

tion

In the MIP Route Optimization (MIP RO) solution, the MN signals to the CN its
location change. The CN is the anchor of the data traffic which enables the usage
of data paths, unmodified by the mobility management.

HIP is a a more evolved solution which separates completely from the data path
entities and which takes into account multi-interface MNs. MIP with Route Opti-
mization and HIP introduce a new layer between the network and the transport,
which enable the CNs to match the MNs and to adapt the data path accordingly.

Compared to these solutions, CPAE has the following characteristics:

• CPAE maintains optimal data path stretch between the CNs and the MNs
without CNs signaling. This was possible by the introduction of FEs at the
border of the operator.

• The data path adaptation is transparent to the CN and to the operator of
the CN. The FEs maintain the functionality of data path redirection on the
behalf of the CNs.
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• The adaptation signaling is contained to the operator where the MN resides.
The delay of the operation is reduced to the signaling inside the single oper-
ator network.

• CPAE is transparent to the MN. The same functionality as in the current
core network architecture is used i.e. based on GTP or PMIP. As the new
layer in MIP RO and in HIP is the one identifying the MN to the CNs, it is
not straight forward, if the functionality can be passed to the network.

• CPAE executes the data path adaptation as part of the attachment procedure
similar to the 3GPP active mode solutions. Through this the data path
adaptation delay is reduced compared to HIP or MIP RO, where CNs can
be signaled only after the MN has attached to the network.

7.3.2.5 Locator Identity Split Mobility Support (LISP)

The LISP Mobility Solution relies on the design of LISP protocol, which presumes
that specific entities are located at the border of the operator domains, forwarding
the data traffic received from other operators to the current locations of the MN.
The LISP architecture was designed to solve the IP address fragmentation problem
and not data path modifications.

The LISP mobility solution can be deployed in two modes: with functional
entities which maintain the mobility control on behalf of the CN in the CN operator
domain or in the MN operator domain. The solution in which the entities are
located in the MN domain is similar to MIP and the same considerations apply.
For the other solution, the considerations from the MIP RO and HIP apply.

7.3.2.6 Transport Layer Identifier Solutions

The transport layer identifier solutions are using the transport layer of the CN to
match the identity of the MN with its new location. These solutions must involve
the MNs and the CNs into the procedure, requiring the modification of the network
protocol stack. Because of this reason, they are not further compared with CPAE.

7.3.2.7 Application Layer Identifier Solutions

These solutions use for identifying the MN a unique identifier, specific for a set of
applications, such as a SIP URI in IMS and SIP services or an Apple or a Google
Account. When the location of the MN in the network changes, the new location is
registered, replacing the old one. For service continuity, a mechanism to announce
the CNs to redirect the data traffic to the new location is required. Such solutions
are already considered as part of the application level protocol, such as the SIP
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re-INVITE transactions. As these solutions are an application specific overlay over
the network layer, they have to be signaled end-to-end.

Compared to these solutions, the SelfFit adaptation has the following advan-
tages:

• SelfFit is addressing all types of data traffic, independent of application level
protocols.

• SelfFit maintains the data path stretch between the CNs and the MNs with-
out redirection due to the mobility support. This was possible by the intro-
duction of FEs on the border of the operator domain.

• SelfFit is transparent to MNs and CNs. The transparency to MNs is main-
tained through the state of the art core network functionality, while to CNs
is realized through FEs.

• The signaling is contained to the operator where the MN resides. The delay
of the operation is reduced to the signaling inside the single operator network.
In application level solutions the signaling has to be executed end-to-end.

• The signaling is done only with a limited number of FEs which had or have
downlink data traffic for the MN. This is independent of the number of CNs.

• Application level procedures have to be executed after the attachment pro-
cedures. First an IP address has to be allocated and then the data path
adaptation can be signaled. With CPAE, these operations are executed in a
single step in the SelfFit solution.

7.3.2.8 Conclusions

The SelfFit CPAE includes characteristics from both the network contained solu-
tions such as MIP or 3GPP and from the end-to-end solutions such as HIP, SIP
or mSCTP or LISP Mobility.

CPAE maintains from the network level solutions the transparency and the
signaling reduction to an operator domain, which implies a reduced data path
adaptation delay.

Also, it does not require redirections due to mobility control, the same as in the
end-to-end solutions. CPAE signaling is contained to a single operator domain,
bu introducing FEs which take the role of CN anchoring.

As an addition to the current solutions, CPAE can transmit mobility related
events to the service level platforms, reducing the number of mobility support
layers.
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This is done through a re-organization of the functionality in the core network of
the operator, through usage of a single mobility managed layer formed from CPAE
and the anchor nodes and through dispersing the minimal information towards the
FE located on the border of the operator domain.

7.3.3 Core Path Adaptation comparison with Distributed Mobility
Management Solutions

In parallel with the development of the SelfFit core path adaptation solution, a
set of solutions were considered by the IETF work group on Distributed Mobility
Management (DMM) [226]. The DMM solutions also target the usage of multiple
distributed anchor nodes and the adaptation of the data path through these an-
chors. In this subsection, the SelfFit CPAE is evaluated against the current DMM
solutions. The comparison is based on the evaluation criteria from Chapter 3 and
the metrics defined in Appendix A.2.1. The qualitative comparison is graphically
illustrated in Figure 7.10 based on the data from Appendix A.2.1.

Figure 7.10: Core Network Path Adaptation vs. Distributed Mobility Management -

Qualitative Comparison Representation
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7.3.3.1 Hierarchical Mobile IP(HMIP)

HMIP is a variant of the Mobile IP, especially addressing IPv6, having as goal
to make local mobility transparent to CNs [227]. HMIP introduces a Mobility
Anchor Point (MAP) which handles the micro-mobility of the MNs in a local
domain. The adaptation procedures are reduced when the MN roams in a single
domain by signaling the adaptation only with the MAP. For the mobility between
domains, HMIP defaults to MIP functionality.

Compared to this solution, CPAE has the following advantages:

• CPAE does not depend on a static home anchor point. This enables the data
traffic to be forwarded on a shorter path stretch compared to HMIP and its
underlying MIP solution.

• The same transparency from the CNs is maintained in HMIP as in MIP and
in SelfFit CPAE.

• The HMIP solution is more flexible compared to the MIP solution, as the
MAP can be reselected whenever required. However, full flexibility, as in the
case of the SelfFit CPAE, can not be attained due to maintenance of a unique
home agent.

7.3.3.2 Flat Access and Mobility Architecture (FAMA)

FAMA considers the placement of mobility anchor nodes close to the MNs, named
here Distributed Anchor Routers (DARs) [228]. The DARs are able to give topo-
logically correct IP addresses to the MNs during the attachment procedures. Ad-
ditionally, any DAR acts as MIP Home Agents for IP addresses allocated, while
the device was attached in other network areas.

Compared to FAMA, SelfFit CPAE has the following advantages:

• SelfFit CPAE maintains the minimal data path stretch for all the data traffic
of the MN, while in FAMA, for the data traffic which uses the old IP address
has to be redirected to DAR. FAMA has a longer data path than Mobile IP
as the data traffic is transmitted to the initial access network of the MN.

• SelfFit CPAE maintains the signaling to the local domain of the MN, thus
reducing the duration of the data path adaptation procedures.

• FAMA is highly inflexible, as it requires at least two DAR entities to maintain
bindings for the same MN - the source DAR for the first IP address and the
target DAR for the second one. The number of DAR entities maintaining
bindings for the MN increases with its mobility, being directly proportionate
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to the number of handovers. In case of SelfFit, this issue is mitigated by
keeping a single binding in the CPAE which is transmitted on demand to
FEs. No binding in the past anchor nodes is required.

7.3.3.3 Dynamic Mobile IP (DMI)

DMI is a variant of the MIP which considers the allocation of a home agent and of
a visited home address in the visited domains which enables the establishment of
new communication sessions which do not require transparent service continuity
[229]. This solution relies on MIP for all the other sessions requiring transparent
communication with the CNs.

Compared to DMI, CPAE has the following major advantages:

• The data path stretch in CPAE is adapted for all the data traffic, especially
addressing the data traffic requiring service continuity.

• The signaling in CPAE is reduced to the local domain. For DMI, a double
signaling to the home and to the visited Home Agents is required each time
the MN changes its network location.

• The DMI adaptation duration is equivalent to the one for Mobile IP, which,
due to the signaling to the home domain of a previously allocated visited
domain IP address, is higher than the one considered for CPAE.

A combination between FAMA and DMI based on PMIP, named Distributed
Mobility Anchor (DMA) was proposed. DMA considers that the selection of the
data path is done by the MN which has to support two distinct prefixes [230].
The DMI and the DMA have similar properties in report with the SelfFit proposal
with the exception of the lower integration required in the MN.

7.3.3.4 Global HA to HA (GHAHA)

GHAHA solution considers a distributed set of Home Agents throughout the IP
domain each having a synchronized information on all the MNs. In order to reach
the appropriate MN, a CN transmits an anycast message which will reach the
closest HA which in its turn being aware of the current binding information of the
MN redirects the data packets appropriately [231].

Compared to GHAHA, SelfFit CPAE has the following advantages:

• The SelfFit CPAE does not synchronize the information between multiple
Home Agents. This is the largest disadvantage of the GHAHA solution as it
requires a high signaling over the IP domain.
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• GHAHA solution is not transparent to CNs. It requires the usage of anycast
messages, which, apart from the security issues, requires modifications in the
correspondent entities. SelfFit CPAE is transparent to CNs. In order to
ensure that the FEs are reached, they are placed by deployment design at
the entry in the operator domain.

• Due to the requirement to place home agents at a global scale and to support
anycast messages the applicability of the GHAHA on top of the current
deployments is highly reduced. Comparatively, SelfFit keeps its functionality
limited to a single operator domain.

In order to reduce the signaling used by GHAHA, two additional solutions
were considered. First, a new protocol named SAIL proposes the usage of the
same GHAHA architecture in which the MN location information is stored in
Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) [232]. This reduces the number of nodes which
have to be synchronized, however still at a higher level than the SelfFit CPAE.
The rest of the comparison remains the same.

Another approach named Dynamic Local Mobility Anchors (DLMA)is consid-
ering a split of the Home Agent functionality in GHAHA in functionality address-
ing the MN and the functionality addressing the forwarding from CNs [233], similar
to the FEs separation from the the anchor nodes in the SelfFit CPAE. As SelfFit,
DLMA can be deployed in a single operator domain. However, the signaling con-
sidered is similar to the Mobile IP signaling resulting in a high number of messages
to be exchanged between the data path redirection entities and the anchor nodes.

Additionally, DLMA does not rely on the underlying IP forwarding, requiring
IPv6 anycast messages to be sent by the CNs, thus requiring modifications in the
CNs which highly deters its deployment applicability.

7.3.3.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, SelfFit CPAE provides a more appropriate solution for carrier grade
operator deployments in realizing a distributed mobility management solution.
This is mainly due to the employment of FEs, at the border of the operator domain,
enabling redirection while not interfering with the CN domains. As the forwarding
through the Internet backbone is based on criteria, such as link availability and
momentary peering costs, and considers fixed the IP address location, a redirection
from the CN’s domain does not optimize further the end-to-end data path.

Additionally, by keeping the communication transparent to the CNs and by
reducing the data path redirection due to mobility to minimum, the SelfFit CPAE
can be easier accepted as a suitable solution for evolving the current operator
deployments.
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7.3.4 Application Adaptation Solutions Comparison

In this section, the SelfFit AAE is compared with the other solutions from the
literature, having similar goals. The comparison is based on the evaluation from
Section 5.1, the evaluation criteria from Chapter 3 and the metrics defined in Ap-
pendix A.2.1. The qualitative comparison is graphically illustrated in Figure 7.11
based on the data from Appendix A.2.1.

Figure 7.11: Application Adaptation Qualitative Comparison Representation

7.3.4.1 Best Effort Delivery

The Best Effort application delivery is the main paradigm of the current Internet
communications. However, as it does not offer any support in application delivery
including application adaptation, the specific paradigm is not offering the expected
features. Thus, the best effort delivery is not further analyzed here.

7.3.4.2 On Data Path Signaling

The resource reservations based on signaling executed over the data path is specific
to circuit switched technologies and it was widely studied in the IP domain in the
form of integrated services resulting in the RSVP and GIST systems.
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Compared to the on-data-path signaling solutions, the SelfFit AAE has the
following advantages:

• As AAE operations are under the control of a carrier grade operator which
is aware of the available resources in the network, the adaptation is executed
in a single step without requiring exception procedures, such as failure of
reservations.

• As the AAE is communicating with the service platform, it makes appropriate
resource reservations without requiring additional signaling between the MN
and service platforms.

• The AAE is able to make decisions and to enforce them in the operator
which deploys the specific enabler, thus resulting in a limited signaling and
in a reduced adaptation duration.

7.3.4.3 OpenFlow

The OpenFlow solution is offering a policy control mechanism for the network
entities from a centralized controller enabling specific resource reservation rules to
be installed on the data path for the specific MNs. However, at the moment of
writing of this dissertation, there was no interface available towards the service
platforms or integration with subscription profiles, limiting the solution to the
lower data path level.

Compared to OpenFlow solution, AAE has the following advantages:

• AAE is integrated with the network subscription information and with the
mobility support in the core network. It enables the adaptation to be exe-
cuted in a single step, which is not currently possible without a new negoti-
ation of the required resources between the MN and the service platforms.

• In OpenFlow, the adaptation can be executed only based on pre-allocated
rules. These do not consider the dynamic context of the MN or the flexible
application delivery. Thus, the resource adaptation is missing the required
flexibility, as attained through the deployment of AAE.

• Due to the requirement of the communication between the MN and the ser-
vice platform for the data delivery, the procedure has an extended delay.

7.3.4.4 3GPP Policy and Charging Control (PCC)

The 3GPP PCC architecture is an extension of the basic policy control system
towards applications and networks enabling the resource reservations on the data
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path, depending on the subscription profile of MNs and on the service platforms
requirements.

Compared to the 3GPP PCC, SelfFit AAE has the following advantages:

• AAE is able to execute the resource reservation adaptation and the resources
handover during an access network reselection in a single step while the 3GPP
PCC has to consider two policy decisions and the afferent signaling.

• In AAE, the resources for the applications are reserved without any signaling
to the MNs or the service platforms. This reduces the required communica-
tion during the adaptation, compared to the 3GPP EPC and, thus, reducing
the delay of the overall procedure.

• As AAE relies on the 3GPP PCC solution, the same integration with the
subscription profile, high reliability and flexibility are considered.

• As 3GPP PCC and SelfFit AAE are reserving resources for various applica-
tions, they impact in the same manner the service platforms.

• The 3GPP PCC is easier to be integrated into the currently deployed systems,
as it requires only the resource reservation procedure and not the provisioning
procedure. In order for AAE to function, the provisioning procedure has to
be executed. In case this is not possible in specific deployments, default
delivery levels have to be introduced in AAE which reduce the flexibility.

7.3.4.5 Conclusions

The SelfFit AAE bases itself of the 3GPP PCC mechanisms for resource reservation
and builds a specific functionality which enables the adaptation of the resources
reserved for the different applications during the access network reselection proce-
dures.

Due to this reduced reservation procedure, AAE requires less policy decisions,
reduced signaling and is able to adapt the resources faster, compared to the avail-
able solutions.

Due to its integration with current standard solutions, SelfFit CPAE can be
easily integrated in the future deployments.

7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the SelfFit framework was validated through proof of concept
implementation and through expert comparison with the other available solutions
from the literature. The testbed implementation led to a minimal evaluation in
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laboratory conditions of the proposed mechanisms using a software realization of
an operator core network.

Through the evaluation of the implementation, it is considered that the pro-
posed concepts and their practical mapping to the 3GPP architecture and afferent
testbed realization are feasible to be deployed separately or as a complete frame-
work bringing visible optimization to the currently working mobile data commu-
nication system.

The expert evaluation provided a critical assessment of the solution against
the different available technologies. The evaluation was done separately for each
of the three SelfFit enablers. The SelfFit enablers are considered better in a great
majority of the cases compared to all the other assessed technologies.

It is assumed that the advantages offered by SelfFit on each of the three sepa-
rate perspectives are further enhanced by the deployment of the complete SelfFit
solution in the same system.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Further Work

This dissertation has extensively studied the communication support in carrier
grade operator networks, discussed the challenges of connectivity adaptation on a
large scale wireless system, evaluated different approaches, and proposed a novel
subscriber oriented adaptation framework from the perspective of access network
selection, the efficient usage of core network resources, and data path resource
adaptation. The adaptation framework has as main objective the enhancement
of the scalability of the overall system and, through this, the improvement of the
communication of the mobile users.

In the course of the research for this dissertation, as an outcome result, the
following related publications have been disseminated:

1. Nine patent submissions

2. Six industry oriented conferences presentations without publication

3. Six tutorials in the area of packet switched core network architectures

4. Twenty-three conference papers and book chapters from which seventeen as
first author.

This research work contributed to several industry projects, such as Huawei-
Fraunhofer ConVeHO and Huawei-Fraunhofer FlatMore projects.

A large amount of the research in the form of practical realization was included
in the Fraunhofer FOKUS OpenEPC toolkit currently deployed in the laboratories
of more than twenty research companies from academia, equipment manufacturers
and carrier grade operators.

Additionally, the OpenEPC toolkit is used as the basis for large scale projects
such as the FI-PPP FI-WARE, EU FP7 Univerself, and EU FP7 MobileCloud-
Networking.

This chapter summarizes achievements of this work and describes on-going
future extension directions in some of the research projects.
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8.1 Summary and Impact

This dissertation proposed a self-adaptation framework, named SelfFit, which
introduces a subscriber oriented management functionality integrated with the
core network infrastructure, addressing carrier-grade mobile network operator net-
works. This work can be considered as the foundation for the scalability increase of
the operator infrastructures through subscriber oriented functionality adaptation.

With the purpose of improving the operator core network scalability, it was
important to understand the mobile telecommunication trends and the architecture
foreseen to be deployed. The work here is motivated by evolution of the wireless
ecosystem towards massive broadband communication, which presumes a high
number of heterogeneous devices communicating anywhere and anytime by using
heterogeneous wireless technologies. The increasing trend in subscriber devices and
network capacity brings the opportunity of novel services based on new paradigms
such as cloud services, M2M and smart cities.

However, through the analysis in Chapter 2 of the core network architectures
foreseen to be deployed for supporting the massive future mobile communication
such as the 3GPP EPC, it was observed that all the subscribers and their commu-
nication are handled in the same manner, resulting in high overhead of signaling
and throughput.

Chapter 3 detailed further these limitations into a set of requirements from
the perspective of the subscriber, service platform and core network. From the
requirements’ description, a set of evaluation metrics were developed in order to be
able to qualitatively compare the deployment opportunity in carrier grade operator
networks. Through this methodology, the various heterogeneous technologies were
further assessed.

Following, the different solutions available in the literature at the moment of
writing of this dissertation were analyzed. As the number of technologies consid-
ered was high, they were grouped in classes based on their specific functionality
target. Based on the observed results, this work identified the following main
topics that would required further investigation, namely:

• Subscriber oriented access network selection

• Transparent core network path adaptation

• Automatic application resource reservation adaptation to network conditions

To tackle these issues, three complimentary directions were pursued, resulting
in three distinct enablers from which the SelfFit framework consists of, as consid-
ered in Chapter 5. The interconnections between the three enablers, as well as
between the enablers and the core network, were further considered.
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The SelfFit ASE was designed to support access network selection, based on
the required resources by the subscribers along with the subscriber information
integration. This feature enables a harmonized usage of the available resources over
the heterogeneous access networks at specific locations. Additionally, the SelfFit
ASE was enhanced with the shallow context concept, enabling the reduction of the
time critical period for access network handovers, without requiring pre-reservation
of resources.

The SelfFit CPAE proposed two mechanisms for core path adaptation: syn-
chronous and reactive to downlink data traffic. These mechanisms enable the
redirection of the data traffic to the subscriber’s momentary network location, re-
sulting in a shorter data path stretch. Additionally, CPAE was extended with a
concept for flexible data path reselection, enabling the adaptation of the data path
through the specific operator support entities.

SelfFit AAE was designed to include an automatic mechanism for modifying
the resources reserved for specific applications, depending on the access network
currently used. This concept enables the efficient adaptation of the applications
to the current access network used, through a reduced number of policy decisions
and of the signaling over the wireless network.

For proving the applicability of the proposed SelfFit framework, the three en-
ablers were mapped to the 3GPP EPC functionality in Chapter 6,as complimentary
functions to the existing architecture and illustrated in Figure 8.1. This step of the
dissertation proved that the given concepts could easily fit in the existing func-
tionality and thus, be integrated as stand-alone extensions of the standardized
carrier-grade network core network and to be deployed in the real-life environ-
ments. As a novel subscriber oriented management layer was proposed, it can
be easily integrated with other not yet available, future network architectures,
surpassing the 3GPP EPC.

Based on the functionality proposed and on the mapping to the 3GPP EPC,
several specific items which were considered of high commercial importance by the
industry project partners were protected through patent submissions.

Following, the generic enablers were implemented in the form of multiple proto-
types and testbeds on top of the Fraunhofer FOKUS OpenEPC toolkit proving the
practical applicability of the proposed features. As presented in Chapter 7, through
comparative measurements on the practical implementation, it was observed that
for each of the specific developed features, the SelfFit framework performs better
in most of the use cases.

Furthermore, through qualitative assessment against the currently available
solutions from the literature, the SelfFit is considered better on all the evalua-
tion criteria. In designing the SelfFit enablers, a high emphasis was put on the
reduction of the number of decisions and afferent signaling that has to be inte-
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Figure 8.1: Mapping of SelfFit framework to 3GPP architecture

grated into the network system, especially on the communication with the mobile
devices, as these characteristics were considered as the main deterring factors of
scalability. A careful attention was given to the transparency of the operations to
the correspondent nodes, which was achieved for all the functionality proposed.
Additionally, except for the access network selection which has by its nature to
involve the mobile device, the rest of the operations do not consider necessary any
communication over the wireless links during the adaptation phases, characteristic
which highly reduces the duration of the procedures.

The most outstanding results, including the novel concepts and their map-
ping on top of the 3GPP EPC, were published as part of academic conference
proceedings, as presentations in industry conferences and as further development
perspectives for operator functionality related tutorials. Through these dissemi-
nation means, the results of this dissertation were brought back to the scientific
community for increasing awareness and for further validation. The list of publi-
cations appears throughout the references used in this dissertation and they are
further listed in the Bibliography.
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8.2 Outlook

Regarding further work, there are two main directions that the SelfFit framework
could follow. The first consists on focusing on the existing functionality and its
further dissemination. The second goes further into the automatic adaptation
of the subscriber communication through the application of the SelfFit concept
and their practical extension in prototype form addressing new research directions
taken for improving the carrier grade operator core networks.

8.2.1 The SelfFit Dissemination

From the perspective of the features included, the SelfFit framework can be used
as it is already implemented for further dissemination. Three distinct tracks are
foreseen for the dissemination of non-modified SelfFit features, as illustrated in
Figure 8.2:

Figure 8.2: SelfFit Dissemination Directions

• OpenEPC testbeds - part of the SelfFit features were included in OpenEPC
toolkit. Through these means, they are available to R&D departments for
installing, using and extended as part of their own testbeds.

• Operator and Vendor testbeds - the features included in OpenEPC are avail-
able to operators and equipment manufacturers and can be customized ac-
cording to their specific use cases, increasing the awareness of the importance
of further deployment of the SelfFit framework.

• Standardization and Production - relying on the industry project partners,
the most outstanding features of the SelfFit framework are to be further
standardized and included as part of their products.
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8.2.2 The SelfFit Extensions

The SelfFit concepts, design and implementation will serve in the next years as
the foundation for several research projects:

• Design and reference implementation of the interface to networks for Future
Internet as part of the FI-PPP FI-WARE project.

• Realizing a proof-of concept for SON orchestration as part of the EU FP7
Univerself project.

• Design, specification and implementation of a flexible core network using
cloud computing concepts for the core network as part of the EU FP7 Mo-
bileCloud project.

The following subsections describe each project briefly.

8.2.2.1 FI-PPP FI-WARE

The goal of the FI-WARE project is to introduce an innovative infrastructure en-
abling a cost-effective creation and delivery of services. For this, FI-WARE will
provide a set of open networks and a reference implementation realizing the founda-
tion for the Future Internet. It includes enablers in the area of networks, security,
applications, Internet of Things, Cloud Computing and large data processing [74].

In this context, the SelfFit framework as part of OpenEPC toolkit was selected
as the most representative prototype available for realizing an open interface to
the networks, harmonizing the connectivity needs of the services build on top.

Specifically for this purpose, a set of APIs including the Access Network Se-
lection and the Application Adaptation from SelfFit along with the subscription
information, resource and control charging interfaces will be extended and adapted
as required by the Future Internet services and applications. As depicted in Fig-
ure 8.3, this enables the applications to indicate their delivery preferences as access
network used and as reserved resources and thus triggering the SelfFit functional-
ity.

8.2.2.2 UniverSelf

EU FP7 UniverSelf project aims at overcoming the growing management com-
plexity in the future network systems due to the introduction of more flexible
functionality such as SON concepts. For this it uses the autonomic communi-
cation principles and technologies in order to realize a smooth and trustworthy
environment in the carrier grade operator networks. The main functionality is
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Figure 8.3: FI-WARE Interface to Networks

realized in the form of a Unified Management Framework (UMF) which enables
the governance of multiple management systems [222].

The SelfFit Access Selection Enabler will be extended towards developing a
first prototype of the collaboration means between different SON control loops,
according to operator policies in which the different access selection policies are
adapted depending on the momentary network context and on the utility of the
various autonomic management features such as load balancing, energy efficiency
and handover control in order to optimize various Key Parameter Indicators (KPIs)
like the average drop rate.

8.2.2.3 Mobile Cloud Networking

The Mobile Cloud Networking project aims at developing a novel mobile network
architecture and the afferent technologies, leading the way towards fully cloud-
based mobile communication systems and to extend the cloud computing paradigm
in the direction of supporting elastic provisioning of mobile services [223].

From the operator network perspective, Mobile Cloud Networking has as main
goal to offer cost-effective core network functionality, through usage of a common
infrastructure and software implementation of the specific network components
and through the sharing of the communication environment, enabling on-demand
provisioning.

Specifically, it presumes the deployment of highly elastic, software based 3GPP
EPC functionality on top of a heterogeneous programmable infrastructure offered
by one or more infrastructure providers as illustrated in Figure 8.4. This requires
further research in the area of flexibility of the operator core network functional-
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Figure 8.4: Mobile Cloud Networking Infrastructure Sharing

ity, as well as in the area of extending the cloud computing into supporting this
flexibility.

The SelfFit framework concepts will be used in Mobile Cloud Networking, along
with the OpenEPC implementation, especially in the area of realizing this flexi-
bility. The adaptation paradigm will be translated for enabling the provisioning
of virtual components according to the momentary infrastructure needs.

Additionally, SelfFit Core Path Adaptation enabler will be extended and adapted
for supporting the transparent on-demand contextualization of the distinct data
path entities. For this, adding to the functionality described in the SelfFit imple-
mentation, a novel functionality for context transfer, transparent to the operator
core network functionality will be provided.
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3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project
3GPP2 3rd Generation Partnership Project 2
AAA Authenticated, Authorization and Accounting
AAE Application Adaptation Enabler
AF Application Function
AMBR Aggregated Maximum Bit Rate
AN Access Network
ANDSF Access Network Discovery and Selection Function
ANGw Access Network Gateway
AP Access Point
APN Access Point Name
ASE Access Selection Enabler
BBERF Bearer Binding and Event Rules Function
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access
CN Correspondent Node
CoA Care of Address
COPS Common Open Policy System
CPAE Core Path Adaptation Enabler
CS Circuit Switched
CSCF Call Session Control Function
DAR Distributed Anchor Router
DHT Distributed Hash Table
Diff-Serv Differentiated Services
DM Device Management
DMI Dynamic Mobile IP
DMM Distributed Mobility Management
DNS Domain Name System
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
DSMIP Dual Stack Mobile IP
EDGE Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution
EID Endpoint ID
EPC Evolved Packet Core
ePDG evolved Packet Data Gateway
ETR Egress Tunnelling Router
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FAMA Flat Access and Mobility Architecture
GBR Guaranteed Bit Rate
GHAHA Global Home Agent to Home Agent
GIST General Internet Signalling Transport
GPRS General Packet Radio Service
GSM Groupe Special Mobile
GTP GPRS Tunnelling Protocol
HA Home Agent
HDF Handover Decision Function
HI Host Identifier
HIP Host Identity Protocol
HIT Host Identifier Tag
HMIP Hierarchical Mobile IP
HoA Home Address
HSPA High Speed Packet Access
HSS Home Subscriber Server
I-CSCF Interrogation Call Session Control Function
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem
IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identifier
Int-Serv Integrated Services
IoT Internet of Things
IP Internet Protocol
IPv4 Internet Protocol version 4
IPv6 Internet Protocol version 6
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ITU International Telecommunication Unit
ITU-T ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector
KPI Key Parameter Indicator
LISP Locator Identity Split Protocol
LMA Local Mobility Anchor
LTE Long Term Evolution
M2M Machine to Machine (Communication)
MAG Mobility Access Gateway
MAP Mobility Anchor Point
MBR Maximum Bit Rate
MICS Media Independent Control Server
MIES Media Independent Event Server
MIH Media Independent Handover
MIHF Media Independent Function
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MIIS Media Independent Information Server
MIP Mobile IP
MIPv4 Mobile IPv4
MIPv6 Mobile IPv6
MLMF Mobility Location Management Function
MN Mobile Node
MTU Maximum Transmission Unit
NGMN Next Generation Mobile Network
NSIS Next Steps in Signalling
MME Mobility Management Entity
mSCTP mobile SCTP
NGN Next Generation Networks
OCS On-line Charging System
OFCS Of line Charging System
OMA Open Mobile Alliance
OMA DM OMA Device Management
ONF Open Networking Foundation
PCC Policy and Charging Control
PCEF Policy and Charging Enforcement Function
PCRF Policy and Charging Rules Function
P-CSCF Proxy Call Session Control Function
PDN GW Packet Data Network Gateway
PDP Policy Decision Point
PEP Policy Enforcement Point
PETR Proxy ETR
PON Passive Optic Fibre
PMIP Proxy Mobile IP
PMR Professional Mobile Radio
PS Packet Switched
QoE Quality of Experience
QoS Quality of Service
RACF Resource Admission and Control Function
RACS Resource Admission and Control System
RLoc Router Locator
RO Routing Optimization
RSVP Resource Reservation Protocol
RTT Round Trip Time
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SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol
S-CSCF Serving Call Session Control Function
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S-GW Serving Gateway
SGSN Serving GPRS Support Node
SIM Subscriber Identity Module
SIP Session Initiation Protocol
SLA Service Level Agreement
SON Self-Organizing Networks
SPR Subscription Profile Repository
TCP Transport Control Protocol
TFT Traffic Flow Template
TTT Time To Trigger
UDP User Data Protocol
UE User Endpoint
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
URI Uniform Resource Identifier
VPN Virtual Private Network
WiFi Wireless Fidelity
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
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Implementation Aspects

A.1 Access Selection Enabler

A.1.1 PCRF-ASE Interface

The following procedures are supported:

1. Report Request - ASE queries the PCRF a report on the active services of a
current subscriber or the availability of resources in an access network in the
following instances:

(a) At the beginning of communications between the ASE and the UE via
the S14 reference point

(b) After receiving a request from the UE via the S14 reference point for
access discovery and selection

(c) At the receipt from a notification of change in the parameters from the
UE via the S14 reference point (e.g. availability of access networks,
locations etc.)

(d) When for an access network selection decision based on internal triggers
(i.e. policies), a report on the active sessions of the subscriber or the
availability of resources in the access networks is needed

2. Report Subscription - The ASE shall request the PCRF, subscription to
bearer level reports in the following instances:

(a) At the beginning of communications between the ASE and the UE via
the S14 reference point

(b) At the receipt from a communication including change in the parameters
from the UE via the S14 reference point (e.g. availability of access
networks, location etc.)

(c) Upon internal triggers (i.e. policies)

3. Report Notification - The PCRF shall notify with reports the ASE upon
modifications in the subscriber sessions or the available resources of access
networks if the ASE has previously requested subscription to such modifica-
tions.
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4. Access Re-selection Request - The PCRF sends an access re-selection request
to the ASE after a session authorization request was received from other PCC
functionality (e.g. the AF, PCEF, BBERF) and the access network to which
the UE is connected does not have enough resources for the session to be
accepted but other access networks are available and have resources.

NOTE: The PCRF may send access re-selection request after release of a
session and internal triggers require so (e.g. subscriber profile, policies etc.)

If an error is return as result code, the PCRF shall continue the session
establishment rejection as specified in the PCC procedures for it.

If the access re-selection is possible the ASE may include the Target-Access-
Network AVP in the response and the Handover-Type AVP to indicate if
it is a final handover or a volatile handover. In case the handover type
is volatile, the Expiration-Time AVP has to be included to the interval of
time for the PCRF to wait for handover completion event. The ASE may
also indicate in the Report-Triggers AVP that it wants to be notified upon
handover completion.

The PCRF shall behave in this case as it had received a Handover Indication
request.

If the ASE foresees that it can not provide the handover indication instantly
(e.g. because communication with the UE via S14 is involved) it shall re-
ply to the PCRF with a response including the experimental result code
DIAMETER SUCCESS AR PROCESSING (2XXX).

A.1.2 Procedures and Data Flows

A.2 Core Path Adaptation Enabler

A.2.1 Procedures and Data Flows
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Figure 5: Access Selection Enabler - Initial Attachment with PCRF notification

Figure 6: Access Selection Enabler - Detachment with PCRF notification
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Figure 7: Access Selection Enabler - Volatile Shallow Context Termination

Figure 8: Core Path Adaptation Enabler - Initial Attachment
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Figure 9: Core Path Adaptation Enabler - Network Detachment

Figure 10: Core Path Adaptation Enabler - Synchronous Adaptation
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Figure 11: Core Path Adaptation Enabler - Reactive Adaptation
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Evaluation Metrics

B.3 Evaluation Metrics

• Resource Based Access Network Selection - A solution supports better
resource based access network selection when its decisions and enforcement
are made as to handover to an access network to which the connectivity
service has the available resources to run seamlessly. The metric spans from:

– 1 - the solution does not consider any resource information. Additionally,
it could not be extended unless the solution is completely redesigned

– 2 - the solution does not consider any resource information. Addition-
ally, it could not be extended without large modifications to the overall
architecture

– 3 - the solution does not consider any resource information. Additionally,
it could not be easily extended using the existing functionality

– 4 - the solution does not consider any resource information. Additionally,
it could not be extended using only the existing functionality.

– 5 - the solution does not consider resource information, but it can be
easily extended.

– 6 - the solution considers resource information only for part of the deci-
sion (not all cases)

– 7 - the solution considers resource information for all the cases as part
of the decision

– 8 - the solution considers resource information as part of the decision
and is able to execute a preparation phase of a handover when needed

– 9 - the solution considers the resource information as part of the decision,
is able to make decisions triggered by resource changes and is able to
execute a preparation of a handover when needed

• Data Path Stretch - A solution supports a better data path stretch when it
does require less redirection of data traffic due to mobility support in the core
network. The metric does not consider the limitations in forwarding due to
the underlying network layer i.e. IP forwarding limitations and sub-optimal
IP routing protocols. It spans between:
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– 1 - the solution redirects all the data traffic to a centralized network
anchor, regardless of the location of the mobile device. It can not be
modified unless the solution is completely redesigned.

– 2 - the solution redirects all the data traffic to a centralized network
anchor regardless of the location of the mobile device. It can be extended
with large modifications to the overall architecture.

– 3 - the solution redirects the data traffic to a centralized anchor se-
lected based on the initial location of the device. The anchor can not be
changed without high modifications to the system.

– 4 - the solution redirects the data traffic to a centralized anchor selected
based on the initial location of the device. The anchor can be changed
through replicating state between a large number of anchors.

– 5 - the solution redirects the data traffic to more centralized anchors
selected based on the initial location depending on the specific data
traffic. The anchors can be changed through replicating state between
a large number of anchors.

– 6 - the solution requires redirection of some of the data traffic, with no
selection mechanism

– 7 - the solution requires redirection of some data traffic, which may be
selected

– 8 - the solution requires redirection of the data traffic in the correspon-
dent node domain. The selection of the anchor in the correspondent
node domain is independent of the anchor in the home domain.

– 9 - the solution requires no redirection. The data path stretch is not
affected by the mobility support.

• Service Adaptation Support - A solution is better supporting service
adaptation when it is able to adapt the resources required per specific data
flow, triggered and according to modified network conditions and according
to subscriber and application requirements. The metric spans between:

– 1 - the solution does not allow for any automatic adaptation of the
resources. A new resource reservation has to be executed through the
termination of the initial service and the establishment of a new one.

– 3 - the solution does not allow for any automatic adaptation of resources.
Adaptation of resources has to be triggered externally. The solution only
executing the newly specified rules independent of subscriber or data flow
information.
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– 5 - the solution does not allow for any automatic adaptation of resources.
Adaptation has to be triggered externally. The solution maintains data
flow information in the network nodes, however no subscriber or appli-
cation specific decisions can be taken.

– 7 - the solution does not allow for any automatic adaptation of resources.
Adaptation has to be triggered externally. The solution maintains sub-
scriber and data flow information as well as network location informa-
tion.

– 9 - the solution allows for automatic adaptation of the resources for
the specific data flows of the subscriber triggered by and based on the
network conditions modifications.

• Service Profile Integration - A solution is better when it uses all the
information available in the mobile system related for the specific user. It
spans between:

– 1 - no network subscription profile information is used. It can not be
modified unless the solution is completely redesigned.

– 2 - no network subscription profile information is used. It can be modi-
fied, however it requires high modifications to the system

– 3 - an independent subscription profile is used for the specific adaptation.
The connection to the other subscription information available in the
network or to the information in the mobile node requires extensive
communication mechanisms across technologies

– 4 - an independent subscription profile is used for the specific adap-
tation. Connection with the other subscription information or to the
mobile node requires extensions to the architecture which may extend
the communication across technologies

– 5 - an independent subscription profile is used for the specific adaptation.
Connection with the other subscription information in the network or
the mobile node requires extensions to the architecture

– 6 - an independent subscription profile is used for the specific adapta-
tion, including usage of the mobile node information. Connection with
the other network subscription information requires extensions to the
architecture

– 7 - subscription profile in the network is used in a very limited form or
only for part of the adaptation

– 8 - subscription profile information available is used for the specific adap-
tation decisions. No specific extensions of the subscription information
are considered in order to make adaptation decisions better.
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– 9 - the subscription profile information available in the network and in
the mobile device is used for the specific adaptation decision. Extensions
which enable a better decisions are considered.

• Required Signaling - A solution is considered better when it requires less
messages to be exchanged over the network for the specific adaptation. Espe-
cially messages over the wireless link are considered detrimental. This metric
spans between:

– 1 - the solution requires signaling to all the network nodes

– 2 - the solution requires extensive signaling to network nodes i.e. all
base stations in an area, all network nodes part of the data path etc.

– 3 - the solution requires extensive signaling. As the solution provides
only a template of the adaptation, multiple times the adaptation has to
be signaled. All correspondent nodes, if any, have to be signaled.

– 4 - the solution requires extensive signaling a distributed set of nodes

– 5 - the solution requires point-to-point signaling of all the entities in-
volved in the adaptation, including signaling over the radio network

– 6 - the solution requires the signaling only on a limited part of com-
ponents, mainly only in the network side with less signaling over the
wireless network

– 7 - the solution requires the signaling only on a limited part of compo-
nents, only in the network side or only to the mobile device

– 8 - the solution requires the signaling only on a limited part of com-
ponents, only in the network side or only to the mobile device or no
re-execution of the adaptation is required

– 9 - very limited signaling/no signaling is required for the specific adap-
tation

• Required Policy Decisions - A solution is considered better when it re-
quires less policy decisions to be taken. If to obtain the require result, multi-
ple policy decision rounds have to be executed, it is considered highly detri-
mental from this perspective. This metric spans between:

– 1 - the solution requires a continuous number of policy decisions for a
specific adaptation

– 2 - the solution’s success in adaptation is independent of the actual
policy decisions. Thus, a high number of policy decisions are required,
as the decisions and the adaptations are in orthogonal planes
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– 3 - the solution’s success in adaptation is loosely coupled to the actual
policy decisions. Thus, a high number of policy decisions are required

– 4 - the solution’s success in adaptation is better coupled to the actual
policy decisions. A large number of policy decisions are required

– 5 - policy decisions are addressing the complete communication of the
mobile node, transparent to the actual data traffic and its characteristics
or the subscription profile or the decisions are covering only part of the
available network resources which can be adapted. Multiple decisions
may be required

– 6 - policy decisions are considering the complete mobile device commu-
nication. Multiple decisions may be required as only a limited number
of parameters are considered

– 7 - the policy decisions include the mobility related available parameters,
resulting an unlikely repetition of the procedures

– 8 - the policy decisions include the mobility and resource related avail-
able parameters. Repetition of the decision is an exception case

– 9 - a single policy decision is considered at the beginning of the specific
procedures, the adaptations are completely automatic i.e. the policy
decisions are stored

• Adaptation Duration - The adaptation duration is measured between the
moment an adaptation is required and the moment when the data path is
already adapted. The metric spans between:

– 1 - a large number of nodes have to be notified on the adaptation or the
adaptation uses a slow notification mechanism

– 2 - the adaptation requires that the specific patters in the data traffic of
the subscriber changes i.e. the previous active communication sessions
are terminated

– 3 - a large number of nodes have to be notified. The notification has to
be transmitted end-to-end

– 4 - a large number of nodes have to be notified. The notification has to
reach at least a specific node in the network such as intermediary service
platform which has to take a distinct policy decision

– 5 - the adaptation procedure is executed over a limited number of nodes
related only to the core and forwarding network and mobility control

– 6 - the adaptation procedure involves a limited number of nodes from
either the core network, the forwarding network or the mobility control
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– 7 - the adaptation is constraint to a single operator domain

– 8 - the adaptation is included as part of other existing procedures such
as network attachment and thus no other delay is added

– 9 - the adaptation duration is shorter than the other existing procedures

• Solution Flexibility - A solution is better when it can adapt easier to
topology changes through reselection of entities serving a mobile node. It
spans between:

– 1 - the solution is not able to adapt to any change in network topology,
thus affecting the communication of the subscribers

– 2 - the solution is not able to change any network node which ensures the
communication of the subscriber without affecting its communication

– 3 - the solution does not include any means to flexibly select a specific
node

– 4 - the solution does not include any means to flexibly select a node
outside a specific group e.g. between some nodes located at the same
geographic location

– 5 - the flexibility is ensured through the mobile node or from forwarding
data plane triggers of adaptation procedures

– 6 - the core network can ensure the flexibility of the data path through
some architectural additions

– 7 - data path can be flexibly adapted to the new network conditions
through an extension mechanism to the specific technology

– 8 - data path is automatically adapted

– 9 - data path is automatically adapted in a very fast manner, through
preparation procedures

• Reliability - A solution is better when interruption in communication due
to node failure is faster mitigated. The metric spans between:

– 1 - if any network node fails, the communication does not recover

– 2 - if a communication node on the data or control plane of the subscriber
fails, the communication does not recover

– 3 - if a specific node fails on the data path the communication can not
recover

– 4 - if a node from a group of nodes from the data plane fails, than the
communication can not recover
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– 5 - if a node from the data or control plane fails, the communication can
not recover

– 6 - if a node from the forwarding plane fails the communication can be
recovered through architectural extensions notifying the control plane

– 7 - if a forwarding plane node fails, the subscriber can automatically
recover communication through the already available information

– 8 - if a forwarding plane node fails, the data path can be automatically
recovered

– 9 - if a large number of network nodes fail, the data path can be recovered

• MN Impact - this metric evaluates the impact on the mobile devices i.e. the
changes that have to be brought to a plain mobile node in order to function
according to the solution requirements. It spans between:

– 1 - large modifications have to be brought to the mobile devices or new
architecture of mobile devices have to be considered

– 2 - a large set of modifications have to be brought in the network stack
which have to be included in the kernel or the firmware of the mobile
node

– 3 - a set of modifications have to be brought to the network stack which
have to be included in the kernel or the firmware of the mobile node

– 4 - a minimal set of modifications have to be included in the network
stack which have to be included in the kernel. The current network can
be used in parallel

– 5 - a control mechanism of the network stack in the mobile devices has
to be included orchestrating the network level operations e.g. changes
of routes etc.

– 6 - a set of functions should be brought completing the network stack
i.e. for each application type requiring the adaptation. They can run
in user space, as separate applications, adapting to the network stack
changes

– 7 - the mechanism comes with the existing network stack, in order to
ensure the flexibility an external control suffices

– 8 - the mechanism relies on existing functionality

– 9 - the solution is transparent to the mobile node

• CN Impact - this metric evaluates the impact on the correspondent nodes,
service platforms or correspondent node’s operator domain i.e. the changes
that have to be brought to the corresponding entities in order to sustain the
solution. It spans between:
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– 1 - large modifications have to be brought to the correspondent nodes
or new architecture of correspondent nodes have to be considered

– 2 - a large set of modifications have to be brought in the network stack
of the correspondent nodes, which have to be included in the kernel or
the firmware of the correspondent nodes

– 3 - a set of modifications have to be brought to the network stack which
have to be included in the kernel or the firmware of the mobile node

– 4 - a minimal set of modifications have to be included in the network
stack which have to be included in the kernel of the correspondent nodes
or a modification in the correspondent node’s domain entities.

– 5 - a control mechanism of the network stack in the correspondent
nodes has to be included orchestrating the network level operations e.g.
changes of routes etc.

– 6 - a set of functions should be brought completing the network stack
i.e. for each application type requiring the adaptation. They can run
in user space, as separate applications, adapting to the network stack
changes.

– 7 - the mechanism comes with the existing network stack, in order to
ensure the flexibility an external control suffices

– 8 - the mechanism relies on existing functionality

– 9 - the solution is transparent to the correspondent node

• Applicability - this metric evaluates the easiness to add the solution to the
current network architecture. It spans between:

– 1 - a new network architecture is required

– 2 - a large set of modifications have to be brought to the network in-
cluding redesign of some nodes

– 3 - the solution requires replacement or complete modifications of al-
ready existing functions

– 4 - the solution requires introduction of a large set of nodes in all network
domains

– 5 - the solution requires the modification of at least the mobile device
and a correspondent node in a different network operator

– 6 - the solution requires the modification of the mobile node and requires
the replacement of a function in its operator domain

– 7 - the solution requires modifications to the mobile node and additions
to functions available in its operator domain
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– 8 - the solution is integrated in the system, a reduced number of adap-
tations are required

– 9 - the solution is the current running system

B.4 Technology Comparison

Table 2: Access Selection Technologies Qualitative Comparison Matrix

Table 3: Core Network Path Adaptation Technologies Qualitative Comparison Matrix
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Table 4: Distributed Mobility Management (DMM) Technologies Qualitative Compari-

son Matrix

Table 5: Application Adaptation Qualitative Comparison Matrix
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